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who started out to instruct the
Maine farmer on the financial issue have
already found their mission to be useless.
Mr. Dingley attributes the quick
steadying down of the electorate to the only
sound and honest basis to the
thoroughness of the
early campaign of the Republicans. and the intelligence of the farmers
themselves.Solon Chase, who was
turned down in the convention which
elected the delegates to the
Populist national convention, is stumping for free
silver and Bryan and Sewall, and is
again
in great favor with the Populists.
They
that
Uncle
Solon is the real leader of
say
the Populist party in Maine, and that if
he had been sent to St. Louis he would
have giveu his support to Sewall, and that
the Maine man would have been nominated for lie vice-presidency instead of Watson.
They contend that Bateman is jealous of “Uncle
Solon,” and that he' has
done more to turn down “the
sage of
Phase's Mills'" than for the success of
:
'!1»
r*u,.>.turner v. uateman. Tojuili.si candidate for governor of this State
and high up in the councils of that
party,
predicts that Mr. bewail will be pulled
down inside of six weeks.
From one end
<d the country to the
other, he says, the
l’opulist war cry is “No Watson, No
Bryan." meaning, of course, that if they
cannot have
Watson* they won’t tike
Bryan-Last week W. li. Gardner >f
<. amdeu gave out that eminent counsel
had been retained at Portland to
prepare
a petition to the
supreme court praying
lor an injunction
restraining the secretary
of state from placing the name of M. P.
Frank on the official ballot...The Maine
delegation of gold Democrats were in Boston Monday
morning en route to Indianapolis. There were twelve of them, headed by William Henry Clifford of
Portland,
the gold Democrats’ candidate for
governor for Maine.
C. \ ey Holman of South
I homaston in conversation with a
reporter at the
Quincy House said the outlook
for the bolters in Maine is
very bright.
“I know of towns where
practically the
whole Democratic vote will be thrown for
Mr. Clifford,” said Mr. Holman.

EEK.

A big pocket of
been found on Mount
\s yet it lias not been
Political Points.
fully
Secretary of State
it its richness is not known,
Drown of California says lie will refuse to
> been done to show that it
place on the ticket the names of tlie
l)r. A. fusion Democrat-Populistic Presidential
any previous rind.
Bangor, one of the owners. electors on the ground that the election
inspected the pocket and is law requires the names of the electors to
i with it.
The Mount Mica be arranged alphabetically in gioups unwned by Bangor gentlemen. der their party designated.... The MichiMeat. Bath's convicted firegan Democratic, Silver and Populist delenerd, Thursday, in tlie su- gates in joint convention nominated a
to one year in the State State ticket.
Tlie Michigan gold Demo>eutence of Harry Hatch. crats have nominated a complete State
>
‘-reenleaf, was suspend- and electoral ticket and provided for a
the county attorney want- full representation at Indianapolis.
I lie '1 ennessee gold Democrats condemned
witness in an important
.Charles E. Heath, aged the Chicago platform, endorsed Clevea.!tied suicide at Augusta, land's administration and chose a delegaMooting. The cause was tion to tlie national convention at InThe doth Maine State dianapolis.Missouri
sound
money
l.e\\i>ton Monday with a Democrats have decided that a full state
'1’he children’s games ticket be nominated.The Populists of
passed off successfully Minnesota have endorsed John Lind, the
was prevented in the afDemocratic candidate for governor.
11 storm.
The exhibits in The President remains silent as regards
surpass those of any pre- tile report that he will appeal to the
«->day was <.range day_ Democrats to support the Indianapolis
the superintendents of ticket.
lie has not taken any active part
the State opened in Leg ji in the matter so far as can be learned from
Vugusta Monday and con- | him, but whether he will make tills appeal
day night. There was a is purely conjecture on the part of those
and the meeting was full j who know where he stands in relation to
ne address
Monday v as by i tlie action of Bryan and Sewall and free
Brigham of Ohio. National ! silver. Ills friends firmly believe that lie
e Orange, and Dr. \V. A. Harwill make a statement after the convenngtoii, i ..itt*<i Mates corn- ; tion is held, but the President, w ill posi1
ducatiou.
In the evening tively say nothing at this time as to his
min. Miperintendent of tin* | intentions.
*-•
an
address.
Mate
gave
Our Distinguished Visitor.
Schools Stetson was in
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cruiser Brooklyn
to be
the greatest naval
Ca-> in the world
by cover'd S;1 knots in ;i continuous
tge speed of 1 i i*2-100 knots
.•'till iurther showed that
: greater
speed than 21 Pgming an av rage of 22 P-10
lion
of
the run.
She
pm
builders, the Cramps of
a bonus of at least s:>:,o,oOo.
oon being allowed
by
for each quarter knot de"'.s of 2<> knots.
The vessel
The vibration was
aixiiy.
by those on board at any
’-im entire run. though the
i- a matter of
course, work<‘st tension
throughout.
"••
Machine
and Bicycle
wing
Chicago made an assignment
The assets are estimated at
i ties £100,000.The bat•
has just beaten her sister
••“•s,
by six hours in the run
Ya., to New York. The
i- la be
expected, lives up to
the state she was named
the
bombardment of the
i'g
anzibar by the British on
’be forces of Said Khalid in
••
palace numbered 3,000. Of
it is estimated that
fully 500

Li Hung Chang, Ambassador Plenipotentiary of the Emperor of China, arrived at
Now York Aug. 2Sf.li, where lie was received with honors befitting Ins rank. Saturday morning lie was ofii<dally received i y

m-w

j

|

President Cleveland at Mr. Whitney s residence. Tin reception was private and very
formal.
The President was handed a letter
from the Emperor of China and Li Hung
then
made an address, eommunieatChang
ed to the President by an interpreter. Ir
was very friendly in tone and closed as t’ol-

lows;

I trust that your excellency's government
will continue to afford protection and kind
treatment to the Chinese immigrants in
America and to render friendly assistance
to the Chinese government when desired.
May the people of our two nations enjoy the
benefits of perpetual peace.

President Cleveland made

reply.
Sunday

our

an

appropriate

distinguished, visitor who had

met Gen. Grant when the latter made his
tour around the world, went to the temporary receiving vault where the remains of
Gen. Grant rest, aud with reverent ceremony
placed a wreath on the coffin of his dead
friend, and from there he went to the residence of Col. Fred Grant to call on Gen.
Grant’s widow. He remained an hour at
Col. Grant’s residence ami was then driven
back to the Waldorf.
Ex-Sec. of State John W. Foster, who was
Li Hung Chang's adviser in the negotiations
following the Chinese-.Japanese war, is of
the opinion that his visit will be of much

commercial benefit to this country.
“His immediate presence here has no particular significance,” said Mr. Foster Sunday.
“He has come merely for pleasure, to see
the sights aud to deliver a message from the
emperor of China to the president of the
United States, but I am confident that it
will prove very beneficial to the business
world. He will see that China, to keep pace
in progress with other countries and to liecome the foremost nation in the Orient, will
have to add to her present equipment, commercial and military, and this will mean a
good deal of trade with our country.”

wounded.Fearful scenes
•'d at Topane ami Kissim,
■Yig. 2»3th, where Kurds murderd> who they suspected of symr

Armenians.

The number
between 3,000 and 4,000.
Hie well known sporting man
•b bes dead in New York City at
At one time he was worth
He died poor.At the time
'■wart’s death, his dry goods
w
York was the largest of the
The New Shoe Factory Project.
by, and he was doing a HourThe visit of Messrs. Legro ami Spalding
aess. Last week liis
successors,
J my lies A
Co., made an assign- to this city Tuesday resulted in considerable
Miller Brothers, a prominent
progress in the move for a new shoe factory,
ni in
Amesbury, Mass., have and the outlook is decidedly favorable. The
:!»:gnment to F. S. Merrill. The
stock subscriptions made on the preliminary
late met with considerable
papers are being ratified and in all respects
statement has been made yet.
the business is progressing in a business like
!i"' ib the
Norwegian explorer,
'•d to Drontheim.Advices 1 way. It is expected that the citizens of Belsay the Separatist revolt in j fast will take at least *13,000 of the preferred
me island has been renewed,
j stock of the company, which stock will re"tate of siege has been
pro- II ceive at least 7 per cent, from the net earnManilla.Mrs. Mary Levy, i
of the company. Negotiations are now
'St
of wide spread notoriety, ings
1 pending for the purchase of the Dana
'•i home in
Washington, 1>.
Her friends assert that ! building, and there is a difference of but a
d the assassination both of | few hundred dollars between the prices ask;an. nhi and President Garfield.
|j ed and offered. A paper is now in circulaland ship Tam O'Shanter re- tion the
signers "f which pledge themselves
j
Ymk having sailed through ! to use their influence towards securing the
"t water covered with snakes
abatement of taxes on a shoe factory or
We exother manufacturing enterprise.
"U her
voyage from Hong
pect in our next issue to record more marked progress.
"i.n n >.
Speaking of the out- * The Next Governor of New York.
,s
Mate Congressman Dingley
day that, outside of the
Frank S. Black, who has been nominated
and there who
changes, as in by the Republicans for governor of New
mpa.ign, there is no tendency to- York, was born in Limington, York county,
silver.
It had been said that I Maine, March 8, 1858. He was the son of
were inclined, at first, to! Jacob and Charlotte B. Black and was rear11 1V
ed on a farm.
He was educated in the disto it, and the
Republican!
''
st*veral times warned that free trict schools and at Lebanon Academy,
West Lebanon, Me., graduated from the
!>
making great inroads upon the academy in 1871, and from Dartmouth col•m
vote, but if such a condition lege in 1875. He was editor of the Johns''
d it has
certainly disappeared town, N. Y., Journal, for a short time after
d'
Dingley has been addressing graduating from Dartmouth. Then he rem*-,-tings of farmers about every moved to Troy, where he studied law, and
d finds the
was a newspaper reporter. He was admitted
greatest demand for
minuauce of honest currency. The to the bar in 1870, and since that time he
has followed his profession. He was elected
movement in Waldo county, to the 51th
Congress in 1894, and is now a
Was 80
very much flaunted at first,
member of the House, w here be has made a
«een
nipped in the bud. The strip- good impression upon his associates.
1

j

■
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The Campaign in Waldo
County.
Able Speeches, Large and
Enthusiastic Meetings.
The Republican
campaign in Waldo county may be said to have
opened with the
speech of Senator Frye in the Belfast
Opera
ouse, Aug. 25th, and since then able
speakers have addressed
in
meetings
nearly every
town in the
county. Last week Mr. Milliken
spoke every night in this county and on Friday last he had made fifteen speeches in the
preceding twelve days. This week he is
speaking in Hancock county, but will be in
Morrill next
Saturday evening; and next
week he will be in Kennebec
county, closing
at

Augusta,Sept. 12th. Wednesday afternoon,

Aug. 2bth, Senator Hale had a rousing meeting at the Memorial Building, Windermere
Park, l nity. The farmers attended from
rive towns and tilled the place to the
doors,
i

!

notwithstanding

that

it

was

meeting and the weather

an

was

afternoon

especially
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thousand actual dollars. But he has houses
mills. The test of money is what it will
buy. There are only a few ways in which
you can get money. You can beg it, steal it,

The

Attorney

General Contest.

Dr. E. P. Parker of
Belfast last week.

borrow it, inherit it,
exchange labor product for it. If you beg it you want to get
good money of course; if you steal it you of
course do not wish to run the risk of state
prison for bad money, and if you are to exchange for it your labor or your products
you certainly want in return as good money
Now at the present moment
as there is.
there are very hard times. I will not explain about the causes. It is sufficient to
say that the hard times and the Democratic

Miss Sadie Richardson is
Lewiston.

in

The family of John Mixer have moved
from Camden to Belfast.
Miss Bertha I. Bird is spending the week
with friends in Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. J. P. Rigby of South New
burg visited
his son, F. J. Rigby, last week.

administration came in together. As usual
in hard times, people are looking out for
remedies, and the very old one of depreciated money lias been resurrected. There is
nothing new in it. The sovereigns of old, to
help their treasuries out of difficulties, used

Miss Ada E. Larrabee went to Camden
last Thursday for a week’s visit.
Mrs. John F. Davis of Readlield,
Maine,
has been visiting friends in this
city.

to cut

tl.

j

Republican

cause.

Chas. C. Beaman, Esq., of the law firm of
Evarts, Choate & Beaman, New York, was
in Belfast the first of the week, the guest of
A.

B. Otis, Esq.

D. Hayes of tkis city will begin the fall
term of Free High school at Saturday Cove
A.

next

Monday.

spending the

Mr. John Perry of Rockland is visiting
relatives in East Belfast.

w
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conviction to all save those W'ho glory in their
ignorance. Mr. Lodge took up the history
of money from the earliest times,
telling
what was used for money in the
past
and what money really is—the medium of
exchange between man and man. Money is
really valuable only for its intrinsic value.
It is not wealth. A man may be worth a
million dollars, yet he may not have a

was

week in

iii

carry

Hartford, Ct.,

or

the shilling in two and try to make
half pass for as much as the whole. Now,
in this century our people, who are the sovermgns, are asked to endorse a half rate,
dollar. Tim proposition is too dishonest to be
entertained. Mr. Lodge next explained how,
ready to meet it intelligently and decisively. with the free coinage of silver, our gold,
"7
being
REPUBLICAN RALLY AT MONROE.
more valuable, would leave the circulation
non. William T. Haines of Watervllle the Choice
Not since it whs lirst
of Waldo Republicans.
opened lias Monroe as lias always been the case under similar
Town Hall contained so
The Waldo Republicans can do no better
large and enthusi- oilvuinstances in the past. Was there anyastic an audience as the one
gathered there thing to make as believe that the free coin- than to stand by the Waterville leader for
last Thursday night to listen to the speech age of silver was going to raise wages? Past Attorney General, and the general feeling
of lion. Harold M. Sewall of Bath on the experience shows us that wages will dein this county, so far as The Journal is able
issues of the day. It was the lirst Kepubli- i crease. In 1822, when we had gone to a sil- to interpret popular sentiment, is that Mr.
ver basis, the mechanics pay was decreased
cau rally held in Monroe this
Haines has the support of the leaders and of
fall, and although the weather looked bad the Repub- one-half and farm labor, exclusive of board, the rank and tile of the party. That the
licans, and also the Democrats, for miles went from >10 to $0 per month. The silver Kennebec candidate is a good lawyer no one
around were present with their families. men tell us that Mexico is very prosperous, doubts. He has long enjoyed the reputa
Mr. Henry B. Wingate called the meeting to and they want us to be like the Mexicans. tion of being a case winner at the Kennebec
order and called H. R. Dawson to preside Mr. Lodge then read from a report by Con- bar; and a more earnest and hard worker
sul Crittenden, giving the facts about a street
over the
for the Republican cause cannot be found in
meeting, and when Mr. Dawson introduced the first speaker there was not a railroad in Mexico, where the owners get the State.
six or seven per cent, on their investment,
x uc
uiauuci
n duel vine uuuci
vacant seat in the hall.
uiuu
Ellery Bowden,
Esq., of Winterport was the lirst speaker. but the conductors, etc., receive from 50 liis leadership lias been brought out of Demcents to a dollar in silver a day.
He gave a brief history of silver
And the ocratic chaos aud placed again in the front
coinage
from the commencement of our history to the Mexican silver dollar is worth only 00 cents ranks of the Republican column, merits the
present time. Mr. Sewail’s introduction was in our money. With regard to the Chicago support for him of every loyal Republican in
the signal for hearty applause.
Among platform Mr, Lodge said he did not have an the State. The first ten years of that city’s
other things he said; This is not a time idea that there was a party or organization history was dedicated to Democratic miswhen any consideration of family ties or of in the United States that would frame such rule, and it was only through the help of the
a platform and expect the
people to vote for
‘Haines’ Registration law,” by which an
persons should be indulged in. Tim quesIt not only calls for the free coinage of
tion in Maine is not who shall go to Wash- it.
honest check list was obtained, that the Resilver at l*j to 3, which would make us on an
ington as vice president, but what policy is
publicans could get a fair chance to reclaim
for the best interests of our State. We sus- equality with Mexico and China, where the their city, and he introduced and carried
We cannot laborer gets the smallest possible wages and
pect the Democratic party.
through the law providing for an educationtrust it, but we do not fear it.
Its ranks are has to pay double for the necessities of life, al qualification of voters. But it was not unthinned and shatteied. Its leaders have left but it assails the Supreme Court, the highest til Mr. Haines took the fight upon himself to
authority in the United States, and in doing defeat the leader of the Democracy, not only
it. They invaded New York only to meet defeat. The Republican party lias no apology so casts reflections on every court in the
in Waterville, but in the State, which he so
country—courts which have been looked successfully accomplished in his run for the
to offer for its past record.
It stands, and
always has stood, lor the benefit of every upon as the arm of justice and law, dis- legislature in 1894, that an old time Republitributing justice to all. The present con- can victory was gained, aud Waterville once
one in the land.
We thank the Democrats
dition of the country is due to lack of credit
for their Chicago platform and welcome
more made solid for the Republican party.
The record of Mr. Haines in the Maine
those who do not approve of it to our ranks. aim commence, tjreuit is the oasis ot ail
We denounce their tariff bili and their at- business.and without which no country can legislature has been that of a man of progthrive. The party which has brought about ress ami
tacK upon toe supreme court. 111c tree coinenterprise
always advocating
this condition by meddling with the tariff
th >se things which tend to build up our
age »*f silver means d.saste.r and distress to
■ire not satisfied, but now
bring forth a finan- State. His earnest advocacy of the cause of
the laboring ami middle classes of our councial system which would bring dishonor tiie State
try. Eve?\ now a gold clause has been insettCollege and of the agricultural ined in notes issued by a bank in the county <.f •upon our country. The remedies for this terests of the State in general hare made
lack of credit is, first, send Hon. William
him very popular with the farmers; and ids
Franklin, Maine,—the president of wlm a is
McKinley to the White House (applause) speeches for the cause of the normal schools
a Democrat—that they were to be paid in
and
confidence
will
be
for
the
restored,
The sound money issue got its
ami academies and our ch-tritat>lc institugold.
birth in the Republican party.
But business men will then know that they will tions have made him strong with the educathave protection, and they will not be men- ors aud
we shall not allow it said that we are enephilanthropists of the State; and the
mies of silver.
We 1*>, however, prefer to aced by a debasement ot our finance. Sec- railroads and hotels and others who believe
demonetize it rather i! an to demonetize uiul, let us receive revenues enough to equal
in the protection of our fish and game as a
gold. There is no country we would take •car expenditures and credit will be restored, substantial and material nterest in our
With
restoration
of
credit
will
as .t model.
come
busiThere is no country where laState, wiii not forget, the aide manner in
bor is in stieli good condition as it is here. He ness and prosperity.
which lie carried through the bill before the
Mr. Lodge was frequently applauded din- last,
then compared the deplorable condition of
legislature providing for a change in
labor in Japan, a free silver country, with ing Ids address. Hon. J. 61oat Fassett was tin- law relative, i" the Game Commissioners
the United States.
Not for forty years has then introduced to make Ins first speech in and the Wardens, and also his
advocacy on
llo Republican party entered upon a cam- the Maine ampaigu. He was just from the tne floor of the house of an
appropriation for
New
York
State
convention
Republican
paign so contident >>f victory as now. We
j this department.
welcomed the Democrats in ISiip when their which had nominated a Maine man for GovMr. Haines has the advantage of
having
blood freely Mowed witl the Republican ernor—Frank S. Black—and made a pleas- the solid support of the bar of Ids own counblood on the battle-lields of the south, ant reference to the fact, coupled with a ty. which is one of the ablest in the State,
reference to the support given by New York
and we welcome them to our ranks to-day.
aud also the support of a large majority of
The currency policy <>{ the Republicans is Republicans to James G. Blaine, meution of the leading lawyers throughout the State.
whose
name brought hearty applause from
the same as that of Jefferson, Jackson and
Tilden. We shall use the surplus from a the audience, as did also mention of Hon. S.
L. Milliken, who came iu later aud took
Obituary.
high protective tariff as Tilden would have
seat on the platform. Mr. Fassett said that
used it, to fortify our coast and to build a
Capt. Frederick Clifford Pendleton died
the gentleman who preceded him had so at Ins home uii
navy to protect our Mag in all parts of the
North port Avenue August
world. Mr. Sewall spoke for over an hour fully covered the ground that there was but °7th, after a long illness, from Bright’s dislittle
left
for
him
to say, but for all tiiat Vie
aud held the close attention of the audience
ease.
He was horn in Camden Sept. 21,
a forceful and telling speech.
One 18o">, and was a son of the late Charles and
throughout. At the close he was warmly made
was while the silver men are deLouisa Pendleton of Islesboro.
In early
congratulated by many of the citizens of the good point
that they will not be ruled by Lom- life
town, who came to the platform to grasp his claring
Capt. Pendleton began a sea-faring cabard street they are opening our markets to
hand. His address was clear and concise
reer, and with the exception of a few years
and taking the bread from the
in California his life was spent
and its influence will be felt at the polls in England
upon the
mouths of our own working people. He acOcean.
November. The Monroe Cornet Baud of 18
Beginning before the mast he workcorded hearty recognition to the Democrats
ed his way to the quarter deck and had
pieces, Frank Fairbanks leader, furnished who
were for the Union in the days of the
music.
commanded many large vessels. Tu the '70's
Rebellion, aud those who are now enlisted he was in command of one
Dr. J. J. Sewall of Boston, but formerly of
of the largest
on the patriotic side, and closed with an apsteamers owned by the New Orleans and
this town, and who represented this class in
to Maine to roll up the largest possible
peal
Havana Steamship Company, and for many
the legislature as a Democrat in 181)2, but
the free silver party.
who is now a firm believer in the principles major ity againstyears ran between those two ports.
Niue
TWO MEETINGS IN SEAKSMONT VILLAGE.
of the Republican party, was in the hall and
years ago lie retired from the sea and settled
2.
The
Seaksmont,
in
Sept.
largest political
every one noticed a striking resemblance
Belfast, building a handsome residence
between Mr. Sewall and the doctor. They meeting for many years was held here last on Northport avenue.
He married Mrs.
were introduced,when they found they were
Friday evening. The meeting was called to Georgia S. Alden of Camden, who surives
related to each other. The committee ex- order by J. W. Farrar.who introduced O. D. him. Of his father’s family one sister, Mrs.
tended their thanks to the ladies for the Wilson as chairman of the meeting. Ellery Lewis A. KnowJton, alone remains. The
profusion of flowers upon and around the Bowden, Esq., opened the meeting with a funeral was held at his late residence Satbrief and pointed review of the money quesstage.
urday forenoon. Rev. James M. Leighton
The Hon. James S. Sherman of New York tion, and then Hon. S. L. Milliken gave one officiated. The floral tributes were many
of
his
able
of
both
discussions
the money and and beautiful. The interment
will speak here Thursday, Sept, dd, at 7.80
was at Camtariff question. The meeting was a success, den.
H. r. n.
p. m.
not only from numbers—for many could
SENATOR LODGE AND HON. J. SLoAT FASSETT
Capt. Daniel Shedd, who died in South
IN BELFAST.
get no seats and had to stand—but also beBrewer, Aug. 28th, aged 92, hail been for a
cause of the interest that was manifested.
A Republican meeting in the Belfast
quarter of a century postmaster of the place
Opera House last Friday afternoon was ad- At the close of the meeting many said it was when lie resigned two years ago. Few officials in the United States had had a longer
dressed by Senator Henry Cabot Lodge of the best speech he bad ever made here.
term of service. Capt. Shedd was a member
Massachusetts and Hon. J. Sioat Fassett of
Monday evening Hon. E. F. Hanson of of a
Pepperell, Mass., family, and for .'51
New York. The meeting was called for
Belfast, the man who the “steer team’’ said years followed the sea. During the whole
time he was in the foreign trade, and comwhen they were here is the best posted
1 ;*0 p. lu. to enable people from the country
manded many vessels. He designed
many
and from towns along the railway to hear man in Maine on the silver question, was
vessels, aiming to combine great carrying
with
us.
The
was
afternoon
much
these distinguished speakers, and many from
rainy
capacity with good sea-going qualities and
against him, and when he arrived at nearly fair speed. The McKays of Boston and other
out of town were present. Brooksville and
noted ship builders built vessels after his
Islesboro were among the towns represent- 8 o’clock lie found the hall not open. We
models, and he established more than a
ed, and the hall was well filled. As ou the do not know whether the local managers local reputation as a designer. Capt. Sliedd
occasion of Senator Frye’s speech many were fearful of their man or their cause, in leaves a widow over 90 years of age. They
ladies were present, and this is an indication a short time a small audience assembled, and celebrated their golden wedding in 1882.
of the deep interest the women of Maine feel the speaker began by saying that he was so
built he could talk to one just as well as
in the campaign in behalf of honesty and
Papers and Periodicals.
social order. Hr. J. M. Fletcher, chairman ter. thousand. He gave a review of the fiIt is announced that the Seattle Times, an
of the Republican city committee, called the nancial legislation from 18(12, which remindafternoon daily, has been sold to Charles F.
meeting to order and called ex-Mayor Y\r. ed us of the years of 187b and 1880 from its Fishback, a prominent lawyer. Alden J.
resemblance to the arguments then. But we Blethen, formerly owner of the Minneapolis
B. Swan to the chair. Senator Lodge of
Massachusetts was the first speaker, and for had an experience then that will not be re- Tribune and founder of the Penny Press, is
to assume editorial
of the paper.
It
an hour or more held the close attention of
peated this year, for they got enough theory will be independentcharge
iu politics, but advocate
then, and what is wanted now is something free coinage of silver. Mr. Fishback states
his audience.
Mr. Lodge is a statesman, a
that can be backed up by past history and that it is his intentiou to enlarge the plant.
scholar ami a man of letters, and his address
Mr. Blethen is well-known in Franklin
facts.
Mr. Hanson talked loud aud two
was a calm, logical
presentation of facts,
county having been at one time principal of
hours
statements
that
making
many
the Little Blue school at Farmington.
long,
given in simple terms,without oratorical display,and wholly divested of passion or preju- need a little explanation to make them true. [Farmington Chronicle.
Mr. Blethen is a native of Waldo county
the
We
that
audience
was
are
not
It was an address that appealed to an
sorry
dice.
larger, for the speech would not injure the and has been prominent in Kansas City and
intelligent audience, and that would
favorable for harvesting the belated
crops.
Mr. Hale says that lie has never
seen the
^ oters of the State
more intensely interested
in the issue.
It is in the air that a
grave
crisis is being approached, and all are to be

PERSONAL.

or

Minneapolis journalism,

Belle J. Palmer of Monroe, department president of the National Woman’s
Relief Corps, with her staff, Mrs. M. A. Millet, Mrs. E. J. Mason, Mrs. M. F. Inman,
Mrs. Nellie Carleton, Mrs. P. A. Fernald
and Miss Maud Herrick, started last week
for the encampment in St. Paul. Mr. F. L.
Palmer accompanied them.
Mrs.

E. J. Morison left last
Thursday for Montana, where he expects employment.

William Stewart of Damariscotta visited
his brother, John N Stewart, last week.
Mrs. David L. Cook and daughter Anna
visited friends in Vinalhaven last week.
Mrs. C. I. York and children of Windsor
visiting her father, Henry C. Marden.

are

Mrs. John G. Damon of this city took five
on art work at the
Bangor fair.

premiums
Mrs. R.

S. Smart went to Boston last
for a visit of a few weeks.

Thursday night

Rev. Wilmot Lord, wife and child of Ivennebunk visited Capt. N. S. Lord last week.
Nettie Wheeler returned to Boston
a visit to relatives in Belfaat.

Mrs.

Saturday from

Mrs. W. K. Marshall and

day morning for their home
S. D.

That is the Verdict of the Green Mountain State.
The Largest

leit SaturSioux Falls,

son

in

Majority

Ever Given a Governor in Vermont.

W. C. Marshall is in Lewiston as
at the Maine State

White River Junction, Vt., Sept. 1. The
Green Mountain State declared for Josiah
Grout, Republican, of Derby, for governor
Fair.
to-day, and for the Republican State ticket,
Mrs. H. M. Burdette returned to New endorsed by a majority that equals the prediction of the most confident Republican
York last week, after spending the summer
managers. Returns from the distant towns
in Belfast.
are as usual rather slow in
oming in but the
count in all sections of the State shows sule
Hon. Chas. H. Turner of
Laconia, N. H., stantial Republican gains and indicating
was in town
Saturday, the guest of Henry that the majority for the Republican State
L. Kilgore.
I ticket will be over id,ooo This is the largest
majority ever given for a governor in this
Mrs. Victor Jipson went to Augusta Sat- [ State, the nearest
approach to it being in
1888
when the majority was _'7,t>18.
to
her
urday
join
husband, who has employ- [
H. Henry Powers, the Republican conment there.
gressional candidate in the first district, ami
Herbert E. Ellis went to Lewiston Satur- Win. W Grout in the second, are both reelected by increased majorities, and the
to
serve as Secretary of Halls at the
day
State senate and house are in the control of
State Fair.
the
the same maHon.

Superintendent of Halls

Republicans by practically

jority as two years ago.
The weather generally was
*ol and fair
throughout the State and brought out hundreds of Republican voters who have not
been to the polls for years. Practically the
full Republican vote was cast. On the other
baud the lark of organization in the Democratic ranks
was
very apparent
Many
Democrats who do not endorse M platform

G. Dunbar and family have moved to
North Weymouth, Mass., where he is to
go
into business.
S.

«

Geo. W. Frisbee and L. H. Jipson went, to
Lewiston Monday forenoon to serve on the
State Fair

police.

Fred P. and Bertha I. Hadley have returned to Massachusetts from a visit to relatives in Belfast.

«d

the

Chicago

convention remained away

from the polls, while the

Repaid;,m
antagonism to Gr-'lit, w'ni l ,r ,v
ed would develop in U
,t.-.

Mrs. Sidney Keene of Somerville, Mass,
arrived last Friday to "isit relatives in Belfast and vicinity.

uiS'ntmtied

im»r»*

voted for the

ones

The
;•••. daim-

is

was

-■

not n.

evidence to any great extent. ; w.-s ejaimed that there Would be a, 'I ss: 1:s to ; ••
Democrat:;h ranks n the firmm dis;n ts,
but these changes were mu.
e -alriv.hb*

Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Smalley of Chelsea,
Mass., arrived Saturday morning for a visit

and did not materially ad
t
rc.s-.it.
The combined Pop list, P
to relatives in Belfast.
ss
n
than
scattering votes this ecu is
IS! *2.
Mrs. W. II. Wiggiu left for her home in
St. Altians, Vi, Sept. I.
Chaim m MerPortland last Saturday after an extended rill of the Republican state •ommittee Has
issued «i final bitilet.-in i r :v.n out <•[ j 15
visit to relatives this city.
towns gi\ iiig a Rej• :!»ii'. ,<u
* 1
a
Mrs. Cora Clough of Waterbary, t't., and s'J4. The remaining towns
;sqj o
;l
>f
w
h
:'n s
]om.
and
Mrs. James A. \ arney of Bostou are visit- i Republican majority
added. Mr. Morn., ;i_one a n
majority
mg Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Un/ii.
Ifty .‘.f dp.OOo lor the head m ih- m kd
b
w
Geo. E. Brackett, went to Lewiston last j says : “1 e. ladder tl.> ; esuit > d. ,t
the Democracy in Vermont, and the ti
Thursday to prepare the Go.nl Templars' ty is gr-atcr am I ! q-d : >r.
headquarters for the State Fair.
..

Hubbard, family and guests left
on their return t<> Boston from
their vacation in Belfast and vicinity.
Prof.

Thursday

Mrs. Harriet Paul of Charlestown, Mass.,
Miss Mary Kallock of Rockland visited
D. B. Southworth and family last week.

personal.

■

j

Mrs.

Mary

!

Dodge left last Thursday
Washington, D. C., after a
relatives in Belfast and Searsport.

visit to

to

aud Mrs. F. A. Schubert of Plymouth,
Mass., returned home Saturday from a visit
to Mrs. S.'s mother. Mrs. George W. Lewis.
Dr.

liar:
relatives.

Elisha
\

:sit

.•

v

,

;i.,

s

went

*>'•

...

!

n

?,

Capt. Jere

Ann

her return

•.

in Ii*M kland.

and

on

Cluiries ingi .j

Mrs.

sons

Jones of Bri.oksyJie
this e.ty last \v«-.-k,

iu

Fred J. Stephenson is a:
for a v .i. at ion -1 t wo w

1

ter

fr
•!

his

is.rani

1

a.i

let-

s.

Win. B. Hills and wife .f !;
John MeTaggart the past w. .-k.

iso.

•.

,,

Miss Mary L. MeCriFis is spending a G rt
Rev. J. M. Leighton and wife am: Mrs. A.
Chase left by steamer Castiue Saturday vacation with friends in Moutvilie.
Mrs. Phehe I.. Talbot, <•( Westhur
for a visit to friends at Seal Harbor and vi- I
Mass
is visiting her son, E/.ra L. 'J'alboi.
cinitv.
D.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Burgess of Ailston,
Mass., returned home Saturday from a visit
to Mrs. B.'s parents, Mr. and Mrs. John G.
Damon.

Frank E. Wiley left by steamer City of
Bangor last Thursday to join one of the
Grand Army excursion parties at, Boston
for St. Paul.
Charles King and wife of Arlington, Mass.,
are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. P. S. Staples.
Mr. King recently had a foot
amputated in
a

hospital

in

Boston.

Capt. C. F. Carver and wife are visiting
Mrs. C.’s son, Charles H. Crosby.
Capt.
Carver was master of the ship (;. K. Fliut,
recently burned
Mrs. Hiram

Boston, and
and two

at

sea.

Aunis and daughter Julia of
Mrs. Maynard Moore
of Everett, returned home

Mr. and

sons

Saturday from

a

visit to Mr.

and Mrs. John

Gannon.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Keen of Thorndike arrived Monday to visit Mr. Keen’s
brother, N. E. Keen. The two brothers and
their wives took the afternoon steamer for <*
short visit to friends in Rockland.

G. I). Palmer of Moutvilie :s a guest
Mrs. G*orge I). MeCriiiis.

Mrs.

of Mr. and

Arthur T. Read tnd Fred I.

spending the

week

at

Johnson

Vuantah

u

are

ook.

Annie F. Going went to her Inane
Union Tuesday f u u short .n ation.

Miss
East

Mrs. K.

evening

C. Le uiard arrived hon
\Iondav
a visit, to frit mis
Gardiner.

from

Poor returned hon

Amos

Monday

Mass..

u

from

e

Waltham.

to

week's

sit

Be1

e

fast.

George

Fletcher >f Cn.ty is t" t.ea- h
free High school at ( hum.

A.

the fall term of

village.
Mrs. A. T. Jellisou of Ellsworth retunied
home yesterday from a visit to fra mis in
Belfast.
Rufus Seavey of Lynn, .Mass
rehome Tuesday free a visit to friends
in Belfast.
Mrs.

turned

Mrs. A. A.

Small and

Monday evening from
Winthrop.

a

arrived

son

home

friends

wsit to

:n

Mrs. William Brown and dauguter Ruth
Chelsea, Mass., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Win. Gentium.

of

Rev. Geo. S. Mills, who with Mrs. Mills
Miss A. Gertrude Strout and sister Florhas been spending his vacation in Washingj ence of Somerville, Mass
v.otu.g at
ton county, returned last week. They spent
Parish L. Stro it's.
several days at Seal Harbor with Mr. and
<■ it\
The State Goilege ^tinb-n’s fr.un t
Mrs. Amos Clement on their return.
Bailey, Merrii- and Flint, 1m-, ret m- ! to
Misses Maud E. and Mabel R, Mathews, i
Orono for the fall term.
Hattie Robbins and Charlotte T. Sibley,
Mrs. \V iliam Hymns r.
rn*-«l M
.i,,
Rev. John F. Tilton ami Mr. Frank L.
New York, from a visit to
\1
j» i.. •;•
Robertson are attending the State Christian
ami Mrs. Arm ;<i IIarris.
Endeavor Convention at Skew began.
«

F. \Y. Chase

Hon. J. Sloat Fassett of New York arm
ed in this city on the evening train Thursday and was the guest while hereof F. B.
Mathews. Senator Lodge of Massachusetts,
came Friday and was the guest of
J. H.
Howes. They were driven about the city
and no doubt left with pleasant impressions
of Belfast. They certainly left a favorable
impression upon all who listened to their
speeches in the Opera House Friday afternoon.

Mrs. Rufus Greenleaf
W interport, celebrated their golden wedding by giving a supper to which relatives
and friends were invited.
The attendance
was very large
many coming from Gloucester
Last week Mr. and

will

I'nity

went to

t..

Lawreu

Tiles..

u

Mass

Mrs. Chase will remain ah".;:

t

1* "d,i\
w

>

a

hs

! more.

Mrs. S. A. Mnr li of

Bangor

has been

ing Mrs. Fra in es Mur.. this city, ir.,1 returned h- me yesterdayMrs. Fram es Mnreh
went to l'angor the saint day.
Mrs.

McKenna, Miss Olive Payson
John Browning of Providence, II.
I., returned home Tuesday from a visit to
relatives in Belfast ami vicinity.
Olive

and Mr

Kev. 5. L. Hans

of

Salem, Bath, Wiscasset, Bootlibay, Edgecomb, Woolwich and Westport. Plates hail
been laid for 150, and every place was occupied. The tables were beautifully arranged
with flowers.
Appropriate remarks w ere
made by Rev. C. Garland and others.

return

-om

and

son

Ben

spent

Monday night with friends in Belfast. They
were returning to Tbomaston from a visit to
their
of

son

and

brother, Kev A. II. lianseom

Franklin.
Mr.

and Mrs. Horatio Mahoney

Farmington Tuesday by

went to

rail to visit tlieir

Charles. The latter was here a few days
and returned home by carriage,
leaving
son

Tuesday

morning.

and In all lands. It means the debasement of our currency to the amount of
i the difference between the commercial and
coin value of the silver dollar, win h is ever
changing, and the effect would he to reduce
I
property values, entail untold financial loss,
; destroy confidence, impair the obligations
of existing contracts, further impoverish the
; laborers and producers of the country, cre| ate a panic of unparalleled severity and inflirt upon trade and commerce a deadly
1
blow.
Against any such policy I am mi:

■

I

be strictly obIt is to afford new markets for our
surplus agricultural and manufactured products without loss to the American laborer
of a single day’s work that he might otherwise procure.
In conclusion Mr. McKinley declares his
hearty sympathy with the present legisla-

legislation must, however,

all times

served.

1

marine, in behalf of civil service reform, the
maintenance of law. and congratulates the
country upon the almost total obliteration

F.TO.

McKinley

mints to the
unlimited coinage of silver of the world at a
ratio of hi ounces of silver to one ounce of
gold, when the commercial ratio is more
than 30 ounces of silver to one ounce of gold.
Other countries have tried the experiment

FOR

Sound

be obta ned

by opening

our

j

to

the

Protection Will Set Mills

Farmers.

Kinley says:
The Republican party has not been and is
not now, opposed to the use of silver money,
as it records abundantly shows. It has done

Money,

route to

all that could he done for its increased use.
with safety aud honor,by the United States,
acting apart from other governments. There
are those who think that it has already gone
beyond the limit of financial prudence.

National Honor,

three times that number.

It is the trusted friend of the

KATE

Mechanic, Farmer, Planter,

W. B.

pottery beuch worker and an eloquent talker, spoke for the delegation.

Blake,

ache, 1

A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for
these troubles is

Going and Create De-

mand for Farm Products.

Major McKinley made two notable
speeches at his home in Canton, Ohio,
A thousand workmen from
and failed. The double standard can only Aug. 24th.
! be reinstated and sustained by the concur- ! the 28
of East Liverpool, O.,
potteries
for
of
The
declaration
a
rent
law
nations.
!
gold standard does not mean the abandon- travelled 75 miles that morning to call on
ment of silver money. On tnis point Mr. McMajor McKinley, and were reinforced en

...

\\ \ tot’l

Diarrhoea,
Dysentery,
«id .11
gowe| Complaints.

of sectionalism.

Mr. McKiniey then goes on to show very
|
I clearly that bimetallism cannot be secured
*
by independent action on our part. It cannot

l Colds,

restricting foreign immigration, for
justice to the soldiers and sailors of the
Union, for the up-building of our merchant

ture

j alterably.opposed.
BIM ETALLISM,

Cramps, \ \ Croup, l

a

DOUGLAS WIGGIN.

Sailor, and in fact all classes

It is safe to say that Mrs. Kate Douglas
Wiggin is one of the most popular Ameri-

Used

can

Internally

or

externally.

Beware of imitations.

Her stories of

writers.

child-life,

“The Birds’ Christmas Carol” and “The

Take

Story of Patsy,” particularly, have been
none but the
genuine Perry
These two stories have
very widely read.
“Under the Wilson-Gorman comproDavis,” Sold everywhere.
reached a greater number of editions than
Home
mise, which opened up the flood-gates of
25c. and 50c. bottles.
Surely we can go no further, and we must our ports to foreign production, nine milThe
any other recent American fiction.
not permit false lights to lure us across the lions of dollars worth of crockery have
secret of their popularity is that they apor
line.
worth
been
dollar’s
Letter.
danger
imported.
Every
McKinley’s
BIMETALLISM.
a large percentage could and would have
peal strongly to the good sense, the symmonths under the Republican tariff law.
He Accepts the Nomination and Discusses the IsWe have much more silver ill use than been made in America under your propathies and susceptibilities of the reader.
This
loss
States
Alone
exceeds
sues of lhe campaign.
Sa>s United
tective policy.
82,000,000.
Instead, our factories
any country in the world except India nr
They play in a very forceful and whole“The
total
oats
and
Attributes
Bimetallism
und
wheat,
Cannot Bring About
rye, barely,
China—£500,000,000 more than Great Britain, have been limp and helpless. Under these
the artisans have corn crops for 1805 amounted to 3,556,- some manner upon the fundamental emoihe Fvlls Which now Afflict the Nation to the £150,000,000 mure than France, £400,000,000 unhappy conditions
less than been thrown out of
employment, have had 000,000 bushels. The total of this pro- tions of human nature: the mother’s love
Legislation on the Tariff and Agitation of Silver more than Germany, £325,000,000
India and £125,000,000 less than China.
to put up with an inordinate amount of j duct exported was 32,364,000 bushels, or for her child, sympathy with the unfortuQuestion.
has
m
favor
The Kepublican party
declared
discomfiture, scarcely capable of keeping ! a little less than 4 per cent, of the total nate, and the combined humor and pathos
M;.'h r .V. Kirdey ga\> l,is letter of accept- of an international agreement, aud if elected
product actually, and more than 00 per of child experience. Of “Timothy’s Quest."
their heads above water.
ill.- pr< >> associations Aug. *2(»th. president it \ill he my duty to employ all
ance
“The potters want to see prosperous cent, was consumed by your own fellow- the “London Times” said, “The tale is
l. all of the important
Hie •ate: nmches
proper means to promote it. The free cointold with a rare combination of feeling
m.inks l; 11
Kepul bean national platform, age of silver in this country would defer, if times again, and t<» this end they will j citizens, your own natural consumers and and humor.
In 1891-g we exported 81,By this felicitous sketch
vote for sound money, a protective policy 'customers.
hut The krd half <1 't is tie vot'd to an in- not defeat, international bimetallism, and
uismission of tlie money .piestion. We until an international agreement can be had
aud William McKinley.
Your peerless 420,000.000 worth of agricultural pro- Mrs. Wiggin has firmly established her
u
ui.aoie to j : :nt the letter u; full, bill give I every interest requires us to maintain our
Of “The Birds’
In 1805-0. the first two years un- j literary reputation.”
record in Congress, your ardent devotion ! ducts.
■it-’uiw ike ita io important paragraphs :
present standard.
for the cause of piotection, your love for ! der the Democratic tariff law, we export- j Christmas Carol,” which has sold well
silver
at
a
Independent free coinage of
it h K.
oiNAiiE OF <!IVKK.
THK
I ed 81,124.000,000 worth. We exported, into its second hundred thousand, the
your principles,
ratio of lb ounces of silver to one ounce of everything American,
worth less in the I “Xew York Evening Post” remarked:
ti.st T me sine*- lsbx, if ever b< fore,
would insure the speedy contraction of which have never been vacillating nor am- I therefore, 8310,000,000
gold
; two years under the Democratic tariff law I “one could hardly imagine how it would
ic
pin selitei: to tin.- Vu re all people the volume of our currency.
biguous,
your life itself, which has been
it ;.v ami direct issue as to our
1 .s ; *•,•.: a
be possible to write a sweeter story.”
It would drive at least 500,000,000 of gold
au opeu book, in which is written in let- i than in the two years under the Republi:.ar\ "ysT-io. of vast
.ni|iortanc,‘ in its dollars, which we now have, permanently ters of
Having achieved such remarkable sucgold the faithful performance of | can tariff law. Depression in agriculture
>. :.!.•■(' Upoi; tli.
..glit settlement of from the trade of the country, and greatly
has always followed low tariff legislation. cess, it is not strange that Mrs. Wiggin
every duty, have all endeared you to the I
w
a
*s largely rise linancial honor and
decrease our per capita circulation. It is hearts
should
I It was so after the tariff of 1846: and it
attempt a larger book, a more
of this delegation.**
unt y
<i*-s;-ern> of t!u
not proposed by the Republican party to take
elaborate and ambitious piece of tiction.
has been so under the tariff of 1804.
.•
>i.i by
in- wing of the Diuiowas worthy of
Major
McKinley's
reply
from the circulating medium of the country
\ au tne iarmer
:
oe
the occasion, and showed a complete
neipea oy nee This she has done, and the book now
j arty, and its .d ..••>, tie* peopVs and any of the silver we now have.
v
l.:
k.
is
t*
garatc the free and
‘No. no,
completed, has been secured by the “AtOn tin- contrary, it is j imposed to keep all knowledge of the pottery business, which coinage of silver? (Cries of
p.. mi’t-ii
.nage of silver y independent of the silver
now in circulation on a
was built up under Republican
and de- ; no.*) No, forevei no, my fellow citi- lantic Monthly” and will appear in the
money
i* t e part u! the hr.:* d States at a
parity with gold by maintaining the pledge stroyed under Democratic rule, lu clos- ! zens. (Cries of ‘Hurrah for McKinley.') numbers for September, October and Nome ounce of
*ii jo, ■; i,crs of silver
of the government that all of it shall he j
“Marin Lisa”
is partly a
lie cannot be helped, because if the vember.
iug he said:
gold
Tins lias been the unbroken
to
“Men will no longer follow party when : nominal price of grain were to rise through story of child-life, but is much more.
n.declaration of Ibis purpose is a equal of gold.
IfST-S.
It
the
since
i obey
Republican party
p ti
uncial and industrial inter- 1 as
j it leads away from business success and an inflation of the currency, the price of “Marin Lisa,” tiie central figure of the
inaugurated no new policy.
has
else would rise also, and the story, is a defective child, who has “all
ests. n■ ti
aiieady created mi; versa 1
It wili keep in circulation and as good as prosperity: when its policies cripple our !j everything
;•
the cares of maternity with none of its
cs great y r: to the credit
.oil
1:
gold all of the silvt r aud paper money which industries and the earning powei of labor. ! farmer would be relatively no better off j
i.s
"I the •anndry, a peril so grave
are now included in the currency of the counwill not follow a party whose poli- j than he was before.
(Cries of ‘That’s compensating joys.” Although she does
They
rvative
men
!
eveiy where are try. It will maintain their parity.
It will cies
imperil our financial integrity and the | right, Major.*) II*- would not get any not occupy as much space as some of the
a w
re.i! ;
v fr*
i
pv old party assoeiamore real value for bis grain than lie
preserve their equality in the future as it has honor of the country.
gets other characters, she is the motive power
(Great
applause.
•i;> Hi.ii Ting n itii <•*. '•*! patriotic c;tiIways done in the past. It will m-t consent
“We are learning and, my friends, we now, and would suffer from the general I of the narrative.
v-ns ;.
.phatc pi oTcst against the plat- j to put this country on a silver basis, which
The
sweet
of
influence
“Mistress
! : !.*
!
nat .oiial eonveJiti-ui
that no matter demoralization which would follow the
I>en.*
i would inevitably follow independent free indeed know already,
free coinage of silver.
r 11 p‘:.
h f iPl and honor < »f the
You canuot help Mary,” Lisa's self appointed guardian,
1.
It will oppose what kind of money we have we cannot
at a ratio of lb t
-ilinage
I
*1
Til!
1 d rh.- •' •■!! in of the people
adds a charm to the story, and every life
!
! the expulsion of gold from om circulation, get it until we have work, (fries of ‘You the farmer by more coinage of silver; lie
W '• ;.v.
.tv
'pa* >{ms in tin- lifetime
are right, Major/)
Whether it is poor !| van only be helped by more consumers for it shines upon reflects the more clearly
FARMERS A X > LA m >R Ko.' SUFFER MOST.
•<f tin
name scrums than the one
You canuot help him by the truth of (bvthe's saying, “The eternal
or good money, whether gold, or II his products.
wi.f 1. 1- f!11:■* ;.*-.• sente.i.
If tie-re is hii\ one tiling which should lie money
The story is
free trade, but, as 1 have shown, he can ; womanly ever leadeth us.”
free from speculation and fluctuation it is whether it is silver, we cannot get one i
N" lai.N'Kri": !'< l.Al>'»R.
be hurt, and seriously hurt, by the free i not sweetness and light only, for the dethe m>'iiey of a country.
It ought never to dollar of it unless we have employment j
The
l.e
..! th
I): -ie'Y which shall
whimsical
Mrs.
.S.
Cora Grubb,
he the subject ..f mere partisan contention. for our hands and heads.
(Enthusiastic j introduction of competing products into j liciously
mca.-wi
.nr v:.iu- s ami exchanges and set“whose philanthropy is hysteria, and
Wl.cn we part with our labor, our products, cheering and waving of
hands.) And we | this country.
r balanc.
tle
with ne another and with or our
wo
should
receive
iu
whose
k]
return
works
are
so
“Better
a
thousand
go
times
property,
know another thing, that when we have j
many spasms,”
enlarge the j
the ii;it>iis of tin w o dd is of such primary
money which is as stable and unchanging in
work we would rather have our pay in markets for American products than to J and the small twin reprobates. “Atlantic”
; nijK rt a nee. and <■> far-reaching in its < ousevalue as tile ingenuity of honest men can
and
a
furnish
the
mints
for
the
silver
“Pacific,”
of
honest
with
the
most
enlarge
as
cal!
refreshing cleT-lor the most painstaking
product
money
good
purj
qttei'ces.
make it.
the world.
investigation. ami. in the end, a sober and
(Tremendous cheering and ment of humor.
Debasement of the currency means de- chasing power—dollars which will not deIt will be readily seen that Mrs. Wiggin
unprejudiced judgment at the polls.
You might just
I struct ii of values. No one suffers so much preciate in our hands over night, but cries, ‘You are right.*)
We must m.t he misled by phrases, nor defrom cheap money as the farmers and labor- which w ill be good every day and every as well understand now that you cannot has remained, to some extent, in the field
s <e
luded by
theories. Free silver would
ers.
They art* the ‘irst to feel its bad effects year and everywhere.
(Renewed cheer- advance anything by diminishing the in which she won her earlier successes,
not mean hat silver dollars were to be freeaud the last to recover from them. This has
and cries of ‘Hurrah for McKinley.’) measure of the value with which the thing but she carries the reader beyond the
ly had w ill. ait cost or labor, it would mean been the uniform experience of all countries ing
We cannot help labor by reducing the is sold or exchanged.
((Treat cheering realm of child-life, and in this broader
the free me of rhe mints of the I 'uited States
and here, as elsewhere, the poor and not the
If field she bids fair to achieve equal renown.
value of the money in which labor is paid. anti cries of ‘Hurrah for McKinley.')
for tie few who are owners of silver bullion, |
rich are always the greatest sufferers from
but w<>uhi make silver coin no freer to the
The way to help labor is to provide it you can increase the value by lowering
every attempt to debase our money.
the measure of value, and want*to benefit
many who are engaged in other enterprises.
Women’s interests are all well looked
It would fall with alarming severity upon with steady work and good wages always
It would not make labor easier, the hours
investments already made; upon insurance paid in good money, money as sound as the farmer, then make the bushel smaller, after, as usual, in the August issue of
of labor shorter, or the pay better. It would
companies aud their policy holders; upon the Government and as unsullied as this the pound lighter and declare a legal Table Talk. The culinary and household
not make farming les.- laborious or more
savings banks and their depositors; upon flag.”
(Tremendous cheering and ap- dozen less than twelve. (Great laughter.) topics have much space devoted to them,
profitable. It would n >t start a factory or building and loan associations’
The home market is the best friend of the the Housekeeper's Inquiry Department
members;
make a demand for an additional dav's labor.
the savings of thrift: upon pensioners plause.)
upon
farmer.
It is liis best market.
It is his being especially full of good and seasonIt vv.uld create m. new occupations.
It
and their families, and upon wage earners
would add nothing to the coiufort of the
It is his own nat- able recipes. The leading article, “Friends
About 1 p. ni. a party of seven carloads only reliable market.
and the purchasing pov* er of their wages.
masses, the
of
the
ural
market.
He should be protected in in Council," by Mrs. Burton lvingslaud,
apitai
people or the
Mr. McKiuley then refers to the fact that of Knox county farmers reached Canton
w ea tii ol the nation
It seeks to introduce
the Chicago platform also looks to the issue by a special Pennsylvania train.
They its enjoyment by wise tariff legislation, is the first of a series giving many valuable
a
new measure of value, but would add no
and
this
home
of unlimited irredeemable paper money, had the
market should not be per- points on economical and up-to-date enCenterburg, <»., Cornet Band
value to M e tiling measured.
Ii *'Tould not
which would still further degrade our cur- with them, and no more enthusiastic mitted to be destroyed by lessening the tertaining and serving.
Other articles of
< >:, the
ouserve value.-..
it
would
contrary
He
rency and threaten the public honor.
has reached Canton than they. demand for American labor and diminish- interest are “The Linen Chest;'’ “The
delegation
derange ail existing values. It would not
deplores the* effort being made by tlie Demrestore business confidence, but its direct
marched the mile from the station ing the pay of American workmen, and Modern
Wedding:’’ “Children, their
Pops to divide the people of this country They
effect would be to destroy the little which
to the McKinley home in good form.
A thereby diminishing the demand for ag- Amusements and Fashions:*’ “Mr. Burinto classes, by appeals to passion aud predricultural products.*" (Applause.)
ton's >alm*n Steak;" “Seventeenth Cenyet remains.
judire, and quotes the warnings of Washing- local farmer headed the parade with a
i he sugar industry should be cultiWHAT IT MEANS.
load of uew mown hay.
tury Dinner Etiquette;'' “Novelties and
ton and Webster against it.
They were a :j
Tim meaning of the coinage plank adopted
sturdy looking set of men, and cheer after vated and encouraged in the United Entertainments:” “A Bic>cle Luncheon;"
PROTECTION OF SUPREME IMPORTANCE.
cheer went up as their chairman appeared Mates.
at Chicago is that any one
Diversify the products of agri- “New Menus for August’* Arc. Any of the
take a quanThe issue of protection is then taken up
tity of silver hit! ion, now w«.rth oh cents, to and dealt will, in forceful and impressive on the veranda, with Maj. McKinley'. Mr. ; culture and thus you will leave additional readers of this paper who desire a sample
the mints of the ('tided States, have it coin!
language. It is shown that this policy is | II. I). Critclilield of Mount Vernon, a sou employment for your land. The only copy, may semi their names to Table Talk
ed. at. tiie expense of the government, and redemanded by the public exegencies. Our of a Knox county farmer, made a neat way to help the farmer is to increase the Publishing Co.. PI iladelphia, and receive
ceive for it a silver dollar which shad lie
condition in December, 1892. when unspeech.
Maj. McKinley's demand for his farm products. This can one, free.
legal tender for the payments of ah debts, bounded prosperity prevailed is compart'd presentation
response was repeatedly interrupted with be done by preserving a home market to
pcblic and prirate.
in
the
that
and
with
cause of
August, 1898,
A Valuable Prescription.
Mr. II him, and by extending our markets, which
applause, and it was quite long.
Theowm-i of the silver bullion would get the
startling ami su idea change within this
j we did in 18P2-.4-4, under the reciprocity
Editor Morrison of Wortiiingt m, Ind.,
the sheer dollar. It would belong to him short
McKinley said:
if eight months 'S shown to
period
j
1
and to nobody else. Other people would have been a change of administrations. Me- i
“Mr. Critehfield and My Fellow-Citi- ! provisions of the tariff law of 1S1>0. (Great “Sun." write*: “You have a \;inn:i!e pregot n oi.iy b;. their labor, the products of Kiuley says:
zens
jr gives me very great pleasure to I cheering.) The best consumers for the scription in Electric Bitter*, and I '-an cheerThe bultheir laud, or something of value.
fully recommend it for Constipation and
All Ivac. lies of the government had been i meet and greet the citizens of Knox Connj American farmer are those at home. They Sick
lion owner, m the basis of present values, entrusted '• the Democratic
Headache, and as a general system
!
which
in the city of Canton and at my own j| consume 18 times as much of the products
party,
ty
d:the
si
ver
dollar
for
cents
would receive
tonic it has no
ua!."
Mrs. Annie Stehle,
was committed against the protective
policy j home, i am glad to welcome my old |j of the American farm as the foreign con- 21)2.0
worth of silver, and other p« epic would be that had
Cotinge Cio. e \ve.. t’hic-go. was all
prevailed uninterruptedly for more comrades of the Grand
Their earning power has been run down, could not. eat nor
t as a full dollar in tiie
ve
required t<•
Army,
my fellow- sumer.
digest food, had
Ilian .‘>2 yea’s and brought
unexampled! citizen* who are
payment of debts. The government would prosperity t-- the country, and
engaged in agricultural j| cut off in the past two years so that it a backache which never left her and feltfirmly pledgIt wouul | ed to
get nothing from tiie transa* t :• m.
makes
tired
and
but
six
of Electric
our
bottles
market
less
home
desirable.
and
industries
weary,
its co-jpieTe overthrow and the submy fellow-citizens of alloc- ;
bear the exjieiise oi coining the silver and
j
stitution of tariff for revenue only.
The cupatious who are assembled this morn- I Prosperity of manufactures is inseparable Bitters restored her health and i> newed her
the community would suffer ioss hy its use.
Set stre gth. l'ioces 50 c-nts and SI On. (let a :
Your meeting demonstrates that j from the prosperity of agriculture.
change having been decreed by the elections <ng.
bottle at Kilgore N Wilson's City Drug
IKK I m.I.ARS COMI'AKKK.
in November, its effects were at once antic,- !
you have a keen interest in the public ! all our wheels in motion, set all our Store.
and
felt.
^
have
.iirMi smce lh7S more than
pared
which are now engaging the j spindles whirling, set all our men at work
400,questions
" :■'!
ui rue carui “i
Air.
’f si!\ r dollars, which are maintainivimey says :
of the United States, and that you |l on full time, start up the idle workshops
“You have not ke>t your promises." said
Since its
work at home has been people
ed hy the goveriiment. at parity with
gold, diminishedpassage,
want this year, as you have always want- J| of the country, bring back confidence and she, while the ttars rolled .], wn her cheeks.
<l
:
of
are a rioi legai tender for the
prices
agricultural products
payment
ed in the past, to vote for those principles j business and the farmer will at once feel “No," sitid he. “l couldn't afford the ice."
j
debts, public and private. How are have fallen; confidence has been arrested,
and those policies which will achieve the ! the influence in the greater demand for [Chicago News
and genera! business demoralization is on
r Uollars m»w in use different from
He contrasts the tariffs of greatest good aud the highest welfare to his products and in the better prices be
i: se w hich w *uId be in use under free coinevery hand.”
We have either the country.
will receive.
J hey are to be of the same weight and 181*0 and 1804 and says:
tge
(Great applause and cries of
‘You are right.’) He wants to be protectoneness; they are t*.* bear the same stamp of been sending too much money out of the
am
“I
to
meet
the
farmglad
especially
We
the government. W y should they not he of country or getting too little in, or both.
ed by wise tariff legislation from the comhave lost steadily in both directions. Our ers of Knox county, for the.farmers of the
ihe smce value
of the other side; and then he !
!
uswer.
Th»- silver dollars now in use foreign trade has been diminished and our United States are the most conservative petitor
trade has suffered incalculable loss. force in our citizenship and in our civili- wants the mines and mills and factories of
were coined < n account of tiie
government domestic
his own country humming with busy inDoes not this suggest the cause of our zation
ami not for private a-, count or gain, and the
(applause)—a force that has always
government lias solemnly agreed to keep present depression and indicate its remedy? stood for
for country, dustry, employing well-paid workmen
good
government,
borne
Confidence in
who can buy and consume his products.
them as good as the best dollars we have.
enterprises has almost for
liberty and for honesty. (Great apThe government bought the silver bullion wholly disappeared. Our shops are closed
“When lie has got consumers, he wants
plause.) Whatever the farmer is suffer- his
at its market value and coined it into silver or running on half time at reduced wages
pay for what he sells in such unquesis because his competitors
collars.
Having exclusive control of the and small profit, if not actual loss. Our ing to-day
tioned
coin that he will know it is good ;
mintage, r <.nl\ coins what it can hold at a men at home are idle, and while they are have increased in numbers and because not
only
to-day, hut will be certain to be j
The profit representing idle men abroad are occupied in supplying his best customers are out of work.
parity wit1, gold
(Apgood every day of the year and in all ;
the ildlereiice between the commercial value us with goods.
and cries of ‘You are right.’)
1
plause
Our unrivaied home market for the farmer
f the Miver bullion and the face value of
(Long and eiit.hudo not know that we can decrease the countries of the world.
tie- silver dollar, goes to the government for has also greatly suffered because those who
siastic applause.) Free silver will not*1
number
of
with
your
competitors,
but,
the hem fit of the people, The government constit ute the great army of American wageover-production nor under-con- i
the adoption of a true American pro- cure
bought Ti e silver bullion contained in the earners are without the work and wages
(Laughter.) Free silver will !
tective policy, we can set your best cus- sumption.
silver dollar at very much less than its cointhey formerly had.
not remove
of Russia, ;
It they cannot earn wages, they cannot tomers to work.
(Tremendous applause.) 1 udia and thethe competition
age vaiuc.
Argentine Republic. This
t' | aid it our. to the creditors aud put it in
buy products. They cannot earn if they We have suffered in our foreign trade and
have no employment, and when thev d<* pi.t we have suffer* d in our domestic trade.
competition would remain if you should
vi roii lation Huong the pec,pie at its lace value
cciu all the silver of the world.
Free silof ]no cents o; a fill dollar.
]t■ r» ijuired the earn the fanners’ home market i.- lessened The farmers have suffered in their
export
and
the
loss
is
and
felt
both
impaired,
by
people t.. .-jeoept it as a h gal tender, and is
ami they have likewise suffered in ver will not increase the demand for your
thus moial.A i omul to maintain it at a pariproducer and consumer. The loss of earn- trade,
wheat
or make a single new consumer.
the home market.
ty wutli goal, which was then, as now, the ing power alone in this country in the. past
You don’t get consumers through the
“Under the Republican tariff’ law of mints.
recognid standa.nl with us ami the most three years is sufficient to have produced
(Great laughter and cries of ‘no,
our unfortunate business situation.
nations
of
the
in
world.
we
over
1890
1893
enlightened
imported
111,000,000 no,’) You get them through the factories.
If our labor was well employed and emThe government having issued and circuof
valued
at
over
wool,
pounds
813,000,- (Cries of ‘that’s right.’) You will not get
lated tin siIvcr dollar, it must in honor pro- ployed at as remunerative wages as in lS‘l'2, 000.
In 1895, under the Democratic tariff
few months every farmer in the land
them by increasing the circulation <>i ;
m a
tect the holder from loss
This obligation it,
law
we
of
pounds
imported
248,000,000
in
the increased
would feel the glad change
has so far saered'y kept. Not onh is there a
money in the United States; you will only
valued
at 833,500,000.
820.his
and
in
for
the
wool,
demand
better
Nearly
products
moral obligation, but there is a legal obliga*
'* ] I
get them by increasing the manufacturing
tion expressed in public statute, to maintain prices which he would receive.
000,000 worth more ot wool was imported establishments in the United States, i
Mrs. May Johnson.
Not open mints but open mills is what the under the Democratic tariff law than unthe parity.
cries
of
‘burj
cheering and
country needs.
der the Republican tariff law in 1894. The (Tremendous
THEY COULD NOT BE KEPT AT PAR.
rah for McKinley.’)
OI K FARMERS AND THE TARIFF.
imports of woolen goods in 1894 amounted
These dollars, in the particulars I have
‘Plant the factory by tlie farm, said
Our farmers have been hurt by the changes to 810,890,000, and in 1895 to 857,494,000.
named, are not the same as the dollars
Jackson, and that is as wise now and as
lorn tne reports or tne treasury Dein our tariff legislation as severely as our
which would he issued under free coinage.
applicable now as when the hero of New i
1 would like to add my testimony to
as
and
laborers
at
we
find
would
that
manufacturers,
badly
they
be
the
same
in
form but differThey
partment
Washington
The best thing !
Orleans said it years ago.
that of others who have used Ayer’s
ent in value. The government would have have suffered.
there were 47,273,000 sheep in the United
Pills, and to say that 1 have taken them
a factory for his
the
have
is
for
farmer
to
declares
The Republican platform wisely
no part in the transaction
for many years, and always derived the
States in 1802, valued at 8123,909,000. On
except to coin the
in favor of such encouragement to our sugar
neighbor. (Laughter and applause.) It
silver bullion into dollars.
best results from their use.
the first of January, 1890, there were 38,would he better to have a factory along- i
It would share in no part of the profit. It interests “as will lead t-» the production on
in
the
United
valued
States,
sheep
298,000
the
which
the
would take upon itself no obligation. It American soil of all
sugar
side of you than to have another farm
would not put the dollars into circulation. American people use.” It promises to our at 803,000,000—a decrease of 9,000,000 in alongside of you.
(Laughter and cries of j
It could only get them, as any citizen would wool and woolen industries “the most ample the number of sheep and of 800,000,000 in
and liver troubles, and for the cure of
‘Yes.’) I have no fear of the farmers— |
headache caused by these derangements,
get them, by giving something for them. It protection,” a guaranty that ought to com- value; 82,200,000 worth more of shoddy the most conservative, the most consider|
Ayer's Pills cannot be equaled. When
would deliver them to those who deposited mend itself to every patriotic citizen. Never was imported under the Democratic tariff
ate and the most sturdy of our splendid
my friends ask me what is the best
the silver, and its connection with the trans- was a more grievous wrong done the farmers law than under the
tariff law.
I
Republican
misled.
remedy for disorders of the stomach.
not
civilization.
are
easily
that
so
inflicted
of our country than
They
action would there end.
unjustly
is
the
difference
more
woolen
In
goods
Such are the silver dollars which would during the past three years upon the wool
They have no aim in politics, but an lion- !
the
in
favor
of
than
foreign est one. In 18911, when free trade was
$30,000,000
or
he issued under free coinage of silver at a growers of America. Although among our
ratio of Id to 1.
Who would then maintain most industrious and useful citizens, their manufacturer and against the domestic the battle cry of our opponents, it was
my invariable answer is. Ayer’s Pills.
the parity? What would keep them at par interests have been practically destroyed producer. The total loss in these three said that the farmers would follow this
Taken in season they will break up a
with gold? There would be no obligation and our woolen manufacturers involved in items to the American wool grower and
cold, prevent la grippe, check fever, and
It was the
but it was not so.
regulate the digestive organs. They are
the wage earners in American woolen fac- heresy, which
resting upon the government to do it, and if similar disaster.
the
free-trade
followed
cities
to take, and
At no time within the past 36 years, and
easy
there were it would be powerless to do it.
tories is more than $62,000,000.
in the country.
(Cries of ‘That’s
The simple truth is, we would be driven to perhaps never during any previous period,
it any wonder that sheep husband- heresy
“Is
for
voted
been
susfactories
The country
liave so many woolen
protection
a silver basis—to silver monometallism.
is no lunger profitable? So with other right.’)the
Those dollars, therefore, would stand upon pended as now. The Republican party can ry
while
great cities did not. So this
all-round family medicine I have ever
During the last
tlieir jeal value. If the free and unlimited be relied on to correct these great wrongs, if agricultural products.
free
trade and
will
vote
against
year they
known.”—Mrs. May Johnson, 308 Rider
coinage of silver at a ratio of ll> ounces of again entrusted with the control of Congress. seventeen months of the Republican tariff free silver; they will vote for a home
New York City.
Ave.,
Mr. McKinley points out the good results law there were imported into this counsilver to one ounce of gold would, as some
and
for
a dollar as good as gold in
market
of its advocates assert make 53 cents in sil- of reciprocity under the tariff law of 1890, try 140,000 tons of hay; and during the
mart and market of the world.’
and says:
ver worth KM) cents and the silver dollar
first seventeen months of the Democratic every
In my judgment, Congress should imme(Great cheering.)
Highest Awards at World’s Fair.
equal to the gold dollar, then we would have
law
was imported 373,000 tons.
tariff
there
no cheaper money than now, and it would
diately restore the reciprocity sections of the The Wilson law
the
and
producweak
debilitated.
foreign
gave
the
Ayer's
Sarsaparilla for the blood•
Disease
attacks
if
as
old law with such amendments,
any,
be no easier to get.
more than
Keep yourself healthy and strong by taking
But that such would be the result is against time and experience sanction as wise and ers a market for 233,000 tons
last seventeen Hood's Sarsaparilla,
reason, and is contradicted by experience in proper. The underlying principle of this they had enjoyed in the
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Ayer’s Pills
For Stomach

Liver,

Bowels,

Wll.ti

Chestnut

Coat,

Stove

“

Egg

“

Furnace

“
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Life Time.
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taking stock I shall sell

Small Furrow Plows, $2.25 to $2.75
Plows for Stubble anil Soil, $4.50 to $0.00.
j-lete with wheel ami »• utter. Ir• i■ ami wood
<

in 0!)j:cf of ifmini:

1 >eam.

Spring Tooth harrows, .$‘>.‘0 and upwards.
Disc harrows, $10.00 and upwards
Plow Sulky, with l:\cner, $15 50.
$2 00 and $2 50.
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Just received, a complete assortment <>t ar
tists' materials -oil colors, water colors
French colors for china painting. canvas on
stretchers, academy board, palettes, poreelain plaques, easels for same, picture and
retouching varnish, sable, camel-hair and
bristle brushes.
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Portland and Augusta, Ale.
F. L. SHAW, Principal,
3m33

everybody who sees him. Come
us help y ou to be handsome

and let

PORTLAND.

Dwight P. Palmer,
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Honduras.

not know. We even went a little way into the
Cabinet, who finally declared
confined to the past for subjects of interagainst
the thick woods, up a limpid stream that the
company and drove it into exile.
est and pride.
In twenty years Haverhill
Minip^ of Trimno, Omoa Puerto la- I seeks the sea between
pillared aisles of There had been
k central American Kailway.
has grown enormously. She now numbers
many efforts to wipe out
and
verdure,
orchids, ferns and strange the lottery, which was
'lulence of The Journal.]
35,000 people and is constantly increasing.
stigmatized as “a
plants, parrots, pelicans and birds of bril- natlonal disgrace” and
The shoe business has been the chief cause
Louisana as a blot
Si I A, IloNDl RAS, July 21,
; liant plumage—a solitude as unbroken as
on the
map of our country, as was Utah
of this enlargement, and the growth of
ml iu size of the live Cenwhen the first .Spaniard found these
when Polygamy defied
the two has been “with equal step.”
the law of the fed:
h’epublies seems to be the shores. Almost
in front of Trux- eral government; and in
directly
the blight now fallen on
1890 PostmasterNotwithstanding
ami undevoloped- not- illo
are the long contested
“Bay Islands,” | General Wanamaker dealt it a final blow
trade and the danger to our whole nationie
vigorous “booming” six iu
number, which were proclaimed a I by refusiDS to “How any of its
al stability proclaimed in the Chicago
■M'.i a few years ago in the
printed
province of Great Britain as late as 1S52 matter t0 8° outside the State of
platform, the shoe industry of this city is
Louisana,
Triangular in shape, its Koatau (30 miles
or 10 miles
Of course the
long
by()
wide,)
A large addition is being
lottery
this
prosperous.
decision
fought
ai 1 es of exuberant tropical
Guanja, Utilia, Barbarette, Morat and and the case was appealed to the
made to one factory and one of our manuSupreme
t*mls from ocean to ocean,
Helena.
Our present course lay too near Court, but without
facturers has bought a plant in Amesbury
avail; and the great
.•mala and San Salvador on
the main land to enable us to see
any l modern gambling scheme, though
with the idea of running it in addition to
and Nicaragua on the
•si
willing
thing of those celebrated islands beyond ; t0 Pay for its existence a million dollars a
his business here.
Besides these things
With -400 miles of coastline a dim
suggestion of mountains on Roatan year from its net earnings, was without a
we have a fine school system, a public
•bbean sea, it has barely 00 and the
shadowy palms that fringe Utiila; home. It tried Mexico, but that governlibrary of nearly 80,000 volumes, an efi'acitic side, where Fonseca but we
hope to make their acquaintance ment was too greedy and wanted the lion’s I
ficient fire and police service, and some
oint of its triangle, and
a few weeks
later, on our visit to the share for itself; then Colombia; then
fifteen churches and religious organizaiuce to Sau Salvador and
Mosquito coast.
and finally it came be Cfintr tr*
tions.
Nicaragua;
\ .mg the whole stretch of
The first view of Omoa was beautiful Honduras, the least advanced of all the
How many boys from Maine have helpdn’re there are only three
ed to make this city what it is I could not
be.vud compare, when we came on deck Central American Republics and the most
i uence—Puerto Caballos,
at sunrise and found the vessel anchored heavily burdened with debt.
But the number is large.
say definitely.
Honduras
ailed Port Cortez), Omoa
in front of the old Castillo de San Fernan- agreed to receive the exile and to
One of the largest manufacturers of ladies
it
give
When Cortez explored
do.
A range of high mountains—the her name and protection for the sum
slippers in this city, or indeed in the
of
.-hips lay sometimes iu Cerro de
Guaymal—rise a little way west S20,000 a year and 20 per cent, of its gross
United States, came from the Dixmont
icii now bears liis name,
of the port, and in front of it lies the last earnings, a very advantageous
hills. A leading hardware merchant is
it
bargain
i’uerto Caballos,
(Horse of
from one of the towns near Portland; anXapodillo Cays—a chain of low coral would seem for a country whicli has not
number of his horses
islands, covered with mangroves and paid the interest on her national debt for
other, now retired and wealthy, is from
v. ie
dropped into the bay. cocoanut trees, which stretch all the
the Kennebec valley; the Superintendent
As to the Inter Oceanic
many years.
way
the s u r ro u u d i n gs -the
to Balize.
of schools for Bradford and Merrimac
They look like delightful lit- Railroad, loans for construction of which
where the largest ocean
tle islands, but we are told that they are have plunged Honduias so
(two neighboring towns) is Roscoe McKeen
in debt,
deeply
safe aehorage, sheltered
of Swanville.
His wife was well known
entirely without drinking water, and are it is projected to run clear across the
:d by the mountains be*
as Nettie Adams to patrons of B. F. Wells'
uninhabited, except as parties of people country from Puerto Coitez to Fonseca
-iands iu front—he deterfrom Omoa, Livingston and Puerto Cor- hay on the Pacific, a distance of 232 miles,
store in Belfast. I buy my groceries of an
it tlie port of entry for the
tez make pleasure trips to them for a few but in point of fact
Aroostook man, and his clerk is from
37 miles have
only
a as
to
found,
attempting
ft ilO m substitutes. Ask for SANFORD’S
Pittsfield.
The village of Omoa stands been completed, or are likely to be for
days
fishing.
and lo><k for Owl tradeOIN'rKit.
r$
U
U
a settlement on the edge
>•:
k
the wrapper. > >ld everywhere. I’OT-Ihis city’s prosperity is ouly another
about a quarter of a mile from the beach, many years to come.
Piled up in the
‘-'ole prnns., Boston.
ich he named Nativabad.
with a green savana between. Immediate- streets of Puerto Cortez are
evidence of the thrift, sound judgment,
of railheaps
remained the chief port
ly behind the place, steep bills, covered way material, bolts, tires, wheels, rails tide over the fire-place in which the skill and common sense of the people who
;nti 1 the buccaneers be- j
come from Maine. Scores of shoe
with primitive forests, begin, and form a and chains, covered with dust and
cutters,
rust; uncle
y and powerful—when it i
wilderness almost impenetrable.
"having ceased his pipe to smoke,
The and the impoverished Houdurians point
edge setters, trimmers, etc., are from that
.i few miles westward, to
Knocked
from
its howl the refuse gray
State. Of the business men here I believe
great castle, which commands the hay, is with grim pride to the thousands of pesos
And laid it tenderly away,”
which could be better forThe train a set of old fashioned foot
very imposing, and like most fortifications rotting there for nothing.
and a census would show over one half born in
stoves,
-v
days, when the Spaniard built
Maine and New Hampshire. But no true
by the early Spaniards, looks al- to San Pedro Sula is made up of an even the
realm, Honduras paid most
son of the Pine Tree State ever
I suppose it antique engine and three little cars with
"bull's eye watch that bung in view,”
forgets
indestructible—though
he mother country—the
That fine poem of Mr. F. H.
would go down like a card house before no glass in the windows.
Xo wonder the these help to bring the beautiful poem his home.
i.raon as any of the baser
modern munitions of warfare.
In the old natives make regular expeditions of this ! home to the visitor with a peculiar, al- Colley’s, recently printed in The Journal,
was the country that
days, before the Moro Castle of Cuba short journey, filling up the narrow seats most sacred, vividness. At the back of expresses our sentiments for the good old
issive fortresses on the
“Maine Land.”
Whatever his avocation
witli bananas, tortillas and old bottles the house is the well with its long sweep.
came into prominence, many Spanish conin life, however far afield it may call him,
i.
which to store the royal
victs and political prisoners were confined filled with drinking water.
Though less This when covered with snow
the Maine boy has a warm love for the
King’s fifth,” which was
‘In its slant splendor, seemed to tell
land of his birth and early training.
bulled alive iu this remote than 40 miles it takes 5 hours to make it,
Honduras of all the bul- here—literally
Of Fisa's leaning miracle.”
“I love my own State’s pine clad hills,
place: but it is of little use now, except when all goes well; and nobody knows
as a mighty sum, and Tlie
A few rods away is the brook often
Her thousand bright and gushing rills,
how long when accidents happen, as we
as a support to the shabby shed of the
•a
still shows the great
of in the poems.
In a corner of Her sunshine and her storms;
The first few spoken
Her rough and ragged rocks, that rear
Custom House leaued against its walls, are told they generally do.
e gold bricks were piled.
the back field are the graves of Whittier’s Their hoary heads high in the air
and as a picturesque monument to Spain's miles is through a beautiful stretch of
In wild fantastic forms.”
a romantic legend, but a
ancestors.
His father and mother rest
former greatness and present decay—a tropical swamp and jungle; then between
Frank A. Gilmore.
at three centuries ago the
here with him in the churchyard at Amesrows of tall palms like the pillars of some
sort of memento mori to the degenerate
mduras shod their horses
bury. At the front of the house is a
With but little care and no trouble the
race.
We climbed the nearest hill, on Egyptian temple; then again through
•es—for tlie simple reason
stone wall.
It was in front of this that beard and moustache can be kept a uniform
where
runs riot, where
jungles
vegetation
the summit of which a flag staff is raised
brown
or black color by using Buckingham's
much less plentiful, and
The exquisite
their arms in a row of bee hives stood.
and a guard stationed to signalize the I strange growths stretch
Dye for the Whiskers.
t».)
little
Bees”
tells
how
work, than the yellow
piece
“Tellingthe
the car window and sweep the
“Didn't you find it dull in the country,
coming of vessels. We were told that a \ through
Whittier came down the hill and saw the Miss Dorothy?” “No, we all learned to
few years ago the guard was stationed on 1 cinders off the roof; where orchids and
chore girl
milk, and the cow kic ked the bucket over
y looked out carefully for
a higher hill, a little farther
on somebody every night.”
back; but dowering creepers hang up an impene[Chicago Rec.Ur. be shed, and perhaps
"draping each hive with a shred of black.” ord.
trable
and
cacti
and
mammoth
curtain,
that the men were so often devoured by
For
1
knew
was
the
bees
of
she
one
now then gave rise to
telling
You can’t sell it or give it away, that
Gone on the journey we all must go.”
jaguars the post had to be abandoned. ferns tower up so high that you can only
the “lucky horse-shoe.“
wearisome cough of yours. Nobody wants
see their tops by standing on the rear
Some
of
a
mile
above the house is it,
These ferocious beasts are said to be by
quarter
you don’t want it yourself. Get Adamaces and cathedrals and
In some places the grade is a
Botanic Cough Balsam to help you
in the immediate neighbor- platform.
magnificent elm, where the poet used son’s
'bility and titted out expe- no means rare
throw
it away.
It is
hood even now, and it is related that not very steep, and there the engineer’s as- frequently to sit musing or writing.
with
the
wealth
onquests
a
of
sistants,
couple
grinning negro buys, appropriately called “Whittier’s Elm.”
; t possessions; and
when long ago one of them was killed in the
There is danger
sand on the track, from a box Not far from this is the site of the schoolahead for the woThe hill is pour
in driving her from the ver\ streets of the town.
man who goes on
on
the
cow-catcher.
placed conveniently
house, which stood like
the crown was inestima- covered with a stunted growth of Poincisuffering in silence
A pretty railroad this, to have given the !
a ragged beggar sunning
ana pulcherrima,
a
from
weaknesses
yellow and scarlet
stering .Spain! Iler worst
and diseases pecuroadside.
a
debt
of
tli.e
by
country foreign
ieci pity for the proud and variety—here called guacamayo, but in
liar to her sex.
In and around the city are many places
Fannie B. Wakd.
i
other parts of Central America known as
There is danger
.Lilly which once ruled all
mentioned
in
his
A
small
for herself. There
poems.
pond
Both names have an historical
n
Letter from Haverhill, Mass.
of the western world— malinclie.
is danger for her
about half a mile from the homestead is
as well as a poetical interest,
the former
children. The wos
of poverty and distress,
known as “Suicide Pond.”
In 1SP.J a
man who
suffers
that of a large red parrot which the
■ason unknown to the
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
laity, being
thus cannot ne•a
Miss Hannah Chase drowned herself there.
Mayos of Yucatan worshipped as sacred,
cheerful
aster upon which we took
bright,
Aug. :)1, 189(3. i One of Whittier’s
Havkiihill,
and agreeable
poems deals with this
iidizc.
sailed direct to an embodied spirit of light direct from the Some notes on the places and objects of
companion for her
incident. Lake Kenoza, from which comes
and the latter the name of Hernando historic
husband. Tortur: art .lie rest
sun;
on
this
side
in
not
be
this
port
import
city might
a part of the city water supply, was named
'ed with pain she
Cortez's Indian sweetheart, the beautiful devoid of interest to readers of
m as, where she remained
your valu-is
prone to deby the poet. The title signifies “lake of
weakened bv disease she is
a day, taking on a carMalinclie, who several times saved the able paper. The city of Haverhill is one
spunueticv.
the pickerel’’ and was given this pretty
listless and dull and unfit to perform the
lives of her lover and his followers. of the oldest in this Commonwealth,
: d
copper ore. and then
duties of her household or the
duties
piece of water in place of the less poetic of wifehood and motherhood. higher
If she bears
The church over
her course to Puerto Though Omoa occupies level ground, the being settled in 1040.
“Great Pond.”
A row of enormous old
children
she
risks
her
own life, and her
:b(». on the western shore country a little way back rises rapidly which I am now settled was organized in
children will be sickly, puny' and weak.
buttonwood trees fronting the river are
There is always danger ahead for such a
formed by a long, uar- into a chain of high mountains, which l(>4o and celebrated its two hundred and
the ones spoken of in “The Sycamores.”
woman unless she takes prompt measures
trend off westward to the magnilicent fiftieth
o'ligutr of land, known as
anniversary last October. Hannah Near tlie old Garrison house above mento cure her troubles and stop the drain upon
Sierra
Madre.
Therefore
little
her system.
is the outlet of the ricli
very
ag- Duston, whose name is known to every
tioned is a small cemetery. Here is buried
An unfailing cure for all weakness and
c
of Olaudio.
In for- riculture can be carried on in the neigk- school child as that of the woman who,
disease of the organs distinctly feminine, is
tlie “Countess” and Pi. Elliott, the early
and
the
are
borliood
to
people
found in Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription.
a place of consequence, j
compelled
with one female companion and a boy,
lover of Harriet Livermore.
It acts directly and only on that one set of
draw their supplies from Puerto Caballos killed an<l
<"
wen
as a
commercial |
scalped ten Indians on the
It transforms the woman tortured
A few days since I visited the old Rocky
organs.
and
the
of
Suia.
!
plain
great
the troubles peculiar to her sex. It fits
with
t
Probably island of Contoocook, was born and lived in Hill
ally on account of gold
about two miles from Ameschurch,
her
for
wifehood
and motherhood.
Taken
tbat
circumstance
helped to drive this city. The location of the house from
chborhood, but carrying |
bury. It was built in 1785 and stands un- during the period preceding motherhood it
tlie population back to (. ortez s old town,
uie with the metropodoes
with
the
is
usual
discomforts
of
was
taken
still
which she
away
pointed out, !
The interior is just as it was
that time.
It makes the coming of baby
which was deserted in the days of the and the brick house in which she and her changed.
ires of which were exover a century ago.
High backed pews; safe and almost painless. Women who want
to know all about the “Favorite Prescripproducts of the country, buccaneers for the fort-defended bay of family lived after her heroic adventure is seats on
for the convenience of the
hinges
tion should write to Dr. Pierce, chief conw
as
ell
as
the
fact
the
that
HonduHer
now occupied by a well to do family.
iiiy and other precious Omoa,
congregation which stood during the long sulting physician to the Invalids’ Hotel and
>chiueal, hides and tal- ras Inter Oceanic Bailway Company made statue, the work of a local artist, stands
Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. V.
prayer; pulpit elevated far above the floor,
its
Oaballos
Atlantic
terminus.
The
two
No family should be without a copy of Doctor
Park.
Hall
in City
fort, mounted with rusty
a
level and covered with
huge sounding Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser. It tells
In 1708 Benj. Kolfe, the second pastor
ruins of extensive bar- ports are only uu miles apart, but are as
how to get well and how to keep well. It is the
No drop of paint has ever touchboard.
work of Dr. R. Y. Pierce for thirty years chief
entirely different in their immediate sur- of the First Parish, was killed, together
■; situation could not be
physician to the Invalids’ Hotel and
! ed the wood, and the faded brown boards consultingInstitute,
as
at Buffalo. N. Y.
the
width
of
It pays spethe
Surgical
with his wife and child, in an attack by the
though
sed between tall, green roundings
add much to the quaintness of it all.
cial attention to diseases and weaknesses of the
|
them.
Porto French and Indians.
The spot is marked
feminine and contains several
embosomed in the most | continent lay between
organs
distinctly
On the return I drank at a wayside well,
chapters devoted to the reproductive physiology
Cortez, as the railway people call it,, by a granite block at the corner of Main
‘ton of the tropics; but
of women. The book contains over 1,000 pages
which had been arranged for the comfort
and is handsomely illustrated. A copy, paper-covess and
isolation of it! though now the most important port of and Summer streets. Pentucket cemetery of travellers. This I am told is the
“Cap- j ered. may be obtained absolutely free by sending
twenty-one one-eent stamps to cover the cost of
sland could not have felt Spanish Honduras, is not much better contains the graves of many who were tain’s
Well,” whose romantic origin is told
mailing only, to the World's Dispensary Medical
•; d
Association. No. 66.4 Main Street. Buffalo, N. Y.
abandoned by his kind than a sandy swamp, and looks as if only killed in Indian wars. On the grave stones ;
by Whittier in a poem of the same name.
If French cloth binding is desired, send ten cents
a favorable
for
to
old
some
more
are
opportunity
waiting
epitaphs,
hite man if compelled to
many, quaint
extra, thirty-one cents in all. to cover merely the
“The River Path,” “June by the Merriextra cost n the more durable and more hand*
In
the
off
into
the
sea
and
be
lost
two
old.
east
centuries
forever. than
part ; mack” and other of his
the few hundred Caribs slip
come binding,
.-'end now, before the free edipoems have glorition is exhausted.
meeds that populate the Its harbor, however, is very large and of the city is one of the old garrison fied the hills and streams of this section
a
sheltered
circle
of
distant
which
the
tied
for
to
houses
by
people
pro- and
age lies along the edge of very safe,
give to them that charm which it is
mountains and defended by a cordon of teetion.
It is built of brick brought
i""t of a mountain which
thq office of art to add to nature.
On the
■*i
greenest verdure from impenetrable swamps and jungles, fringed from England prior to 1600.
The principal square of the city is j and other valuable
with clumps and summit of a hill, and forming a conspicuon the seaward edge
premiums have
ml close behind lie other
A gone to thousands
named for the Father of his Country.
rows of cocoa palms.
The village itself ous object in the landscape, is one of the
tier to the horizon.
Young Ladies
The
hundred years ago Washington stood at of
and Youths Free,
lined with sombre, de- offers no attraction to the tourist—a mis- old brick powder houses such as early the
for
river
with
the
Merretailing to
of
Little
junction
own neighhas a melancholy air of erable collection of mud huts thatched New England towns used for magazines. rimac in the freshness of an autumn their
bors the contents
half
dozen
with
a
cf
The
Continuation
iu
birth
was
sealed
1883.
straw,
cottages belong- It
up
place morning; the hills now covered with Box of
ntilitv, and the well shod
at of place as his footing to Consuls and shippers, jail and bar- of Jonathan Buck was in Haverhill. He j houses, then golden brown; the smaller
The Larkin I
Its only founded and gave his name to Bucksport,
the broken, grass-grown racks of while-washed boards.
stream mingling with the greater and
Soaps,
are
the
tin
Custom
the natives shuffle along “sights”
big
House, Me.
| both hastening to the sea, the whole etc. (i4kinds
bare feet.
About two and a half miles from City backed
It looks as if which also includes the railroad offices
to
choose
by the primeval forest; no fairer from). Some 1
and that, of the Comandaneia, and the Hall on the road to Merrimac and Arnes't were about to obliter| prospect had met his eye in “this goodly have sold to or
more boxes,obtainfor scarcely any open “Exiled Lottery Building” which Mr. bury is the birthplace of John O. Whit- eastern laud.”
Such is the tradition,
ing one premium
|
Davis
has
rendered
Bichard
after
another. To
Hundreds
of
here
and
there
a
Harding
the
beloved
except
poet.
peo- | and die place where he lodged, now the
tier,
possess, without
famous by his recently published account ple from all over the world visit it each site of
eurn. beans and manioc
on
which
he
cost.a
the
really handporch
City Hall,
some piece of furof the travels of “Three (Bingos.”
Tin- year.
The house is kept as nearly as may rested
g the yuccas and bawaiting: for the ferry, as well as the niture that will
last a lifetime is a
'i'lal consumption.
The lottery building looks strangely out of be in the original condition. Three rooms, I locii of his' embarkation on this and disprivilege and a j
It is a large wooden
tlie one cheese and place in these parts.
including the kitchen, are kept for in- 1 embarkation on that side the river, are pleasure not to be
The atmissed.
with
broad
verandas
in
mansion,
painted
has
read
“Snowbound”
Whoever
Honduras—a laud liter! religiously pointed out to the stranger tractions ot thousands ot homes
spection.
set
in
the
midst
of
a
enhanced by the “Larkin Idea.”
have
been
carefully- would wish to see this kitchen. Here is : who comes within our gates.
milk and honey,” for gay colors,
In a day or two any one can earn a valuaof rare plants and palms. the
designed
ble
garden
FREE. Try it! The quality
«t tie find excellent
where
premium
its
with
new Govhuge fireplace,
pasof our goods is widely known, and you can
| Washington square
its solid refer new customers to many of your own
»ds, where wild bees also In this garden are planted two tall poles,
eminent building, its park,
“We piled with care our nightly stack
townspeople who are our patrons. Full inforfrom one oi which floats the blue and
Of wood against the chimney hack.’’
j blocks of stores and its pavements worn mation by mail. Name this paper.
•-ted the little that is to be w hite banner of Honduras, from the other
It is around this “clean singed hearth” with the ceaseless tread of traflic, was
THE LARKIN SOAP MFC. CO., Buffalo, N. ¥.
I
the Stars and Stripes of the United States. that Whittier lias drawn for so
we wanted to
occupy the
many i prior to 1040 the camping ground of the
-<>f waiting by a little You know the story; how a few years ago readers a charmed idyllic circle.
The I’autucket Indians.
The original deed
mtry, but were strongly the Louisana State Lottery held its draw- drowsy house dog stretched close to the from these Indians bounded the grant of
ings with much pomp and ceremony in the iire; the magnified shadow of the cat on the laud
•-mure out on foot because
eight miles westward, six miles east■■I'pents, which are said to St. Charles theatre of New Orleans, under wall; the mug of cider flanked by a row ! ward and six miles northward from this
For Hot Weather!
the auspices of Generals Beauregard and of
hi such numbers that one
apples and basket of nuts from “brown place.
!
« a
step beyond the village Early, who, so says Mr. Davis, “sold the October’s wood; the family circle, conBenj. Greeuleaf, the mathematician and A NEW IMPORTED POWDER,_
names they had made glorious in a Lost
> peril. So doubt the snake
sisting of father, mother, children, uncle, author of the Greeuleaf arithmetics, was
atly exaggerated; but we Cause, to help a cause which was, for the aunt, the district school teacher and one '■ born in Haverhill in 1780. Harriet At“'- nted to
be bought off the lottery people at least, distinctly a win- other “not unfeared half welcome guest;” wood Newell, the young missionary to
In those days the State clearequal in quality to La Blanche, Saunders,
usion by a row around the ning one.”
these are all familiar, no doubt, to every j India, was born on the spot now covered
or any 35 to 50 cents powders.
In
this
‘tin's gig. Beautiful trees, ed from this gigahtic gambling scheme Journal reader.
articles
of
the
school
furnibuilding.
city
by
Many
High
a
»i
at-arms, march down to seven million dollars year above all ex- ture in use at that time iu the family are also Gen. Wm. F. Bartlett first saw the
*
*
the familiar
the penses, and Generals Beauregard and now preserved in the house—chairs, a light.
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O. R. WEBSTER.
Belfast,

May 21, 1890.—2m21

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood.
Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH.
44tf
Or^C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.

FOR SALE.
Verj Desirable Real Estate,
Large two story house and lot. No. 130 Main
street;

one two

story house and lot, No. 128 Main

street; also story and one-half house and hit. No
All the above property within
4 Cedar street.
two minutes’ walk of Post Office. Enquire of
JAMES I). TUCKER, Relfast, Me.,
Or MRS. OLIVE S. TI CKER,
lm34

Northport Camp Ground.

But The Edna Dips Her Colors to the Glide. Ex-President Harrison on the Situation
The Candage family, who have been spendj ticket will have full recognition.
NORTHPORT NEWS.
ing the summer at Northport Hotel, are now
should that undertaking fail the war cry !
The campaign of the Republican party in
The yachts Edna and Glide met down the
Miss Myrtle Herrick of Belfast is visiting stopping at the White Rock. Mr. Andrews,
will be, “No Watson, no Bryan,” and the
BELFAST. ^ Hl'RSDAV. SEPTEMBER 3, 1S'J6.
proprietor of the White Rock, will remain
bay last Saturday afternoon and had a ! New York for sound money and natioual her aunt, Mrs. R. T. Herrick.
National Democracy will be crushed by a
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friendly match. Though not a race over a honor began in earnest with the address of
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begins
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FOR PRESIDENT,
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stitutions as fraught with the greatest parents, Mrs. and Mrs. A. E.
inarv meeting, reported last week, and add- | work, nervousness, and :
Drinkwater.
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ed the Rev. H. E. Foss of Bangor to the j thousands have found relit
danger to the nation. He pointed out with
by his comparison of the Democratic I had the best of it in
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Bird, Mr. A. B. Elwell Trustees. The Trustees
in a stiff breeze, great clearness the dangers of free coinage,
running
organized by choice ;
For Governor
ticket to the description of the mixing of
and predicted that if Byran or a man of sim- and several of the visitors
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policy
Maple
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to make it sour, a little Bryan to make it Glide ran down and hauled on the wind on in the
the first of last week to take
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FOIt PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS
command of sewer systems.
campaign, and dwelt upon the neces|
For elector* at large:
strong and a little Altgeld to make it | the Edna’s weather quarter and a short dis- | sity that the workingman should be return- the schooner Capt. Bert Flanders was masFollowing are recent arrivals at the Waed to the prosperity w hich he enjoyed up to ter
of previous to his sudden death while
weak, a little Watson to make it hot—red ] tance astern. At first the Edna drew away, ;j 181*3, and declared
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Prepared only by C I. Hood &
hot—and a little Sewall to make it cold
JOEL WILBUR of Avon.
protection. Many of Mr. board at Seal Harbor.
Schofield, Boston; Wm. Lennox and wife, !
Harrison’s sentences will undoubtedly surwas lulfed frequently so that her headsails
so cold that a shiver ran down their backs
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Bickford and
First District.EDWIN PAYSON.
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dirty
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Second District.A. R. NICKERSON.
from Maine to California, even in those shook, but although this lessened her head- errand of a dirty dollar is to cheat the work- Evie Dearborn of Amesbury,
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Fourth District.ALBERT H. SAWYER.
windward. The wind freshened and quite cling to the memory. We give the couclud- Lowell visited
relatives in Northport and ards, Reading, Mass.; Ranlett Ness, Searsof the address in full.
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a chop was encountered aud both conditions i ing paragraphs
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P. Chapman and wife, Vassal-i
M.
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mont;
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The Boston Herald devotes a great deal
My friends, these men surely do not con1
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Third District
quite
close aboard. As the yachts ! and disruption which they are proposing for very
following are among the guest* registered
SETH L. MILLIKEN.
It began a recent neared the island and
| all of us in all our business affairs, great and comfortable. It is hoped the dangerous at the Ocean House the past week: D T.
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got into smoother i simple. Take the
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List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending
Aug.
29, *90: Mr. H. B. Buck, Dr. W. H. Milliken.
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Board of Registration will be in session next week from Tuesday to Friday, inclusive, to revise the voting lists. The sessions will be from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m., from 3
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Sell. Fairy Forest is down the bay fishing
with a large, party from East Belfast and
vicinity, aud the Little Kate with a party
froni the Waldo avenue neighborhood. Both
sailed Tuesday afternoon.
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The total rainfall was 5 02inches,2.44 inches
of which fell in 3 hours the afternoon of the
Oth.
There was but one thunder shower
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railing tii-- attention
advertisement of Gray's
rtiami. Me., to be found
irgt* beii. veS .11 teach*
1 >y ib*ing and thereir.<m the start and

tisement

a

-a.

e

lates

handle inuiak*' deposits, draw
writ*- letters and in
at

’lire

to

to

Many

of

our

people

Tlios. B.

hear Hon.

speak

at

time it

was

that will catch the eye, and it reguns aud ammunition, seasonable

She is sloop rigged, spreads
1800 square feet of canvas in her lower sails
and has 11 tons of lead on her keel. She is
do feet on the water line, 54 feet over all,

very anxious to
Heed, announced to

were

Bucksport Sept. 2d, and at one
hoped to secure a steamer and

a

William Smith of Waldo was before the
Police Court Tuesday afternoon on complaint of Elizabeth B. Whittaker on charge
of assault and battery.
Complainant alleged that Smith entered her house and threw
her around and otherwise ill treated her.
The respondent denied the charge, and said
that nothing of the kind ever occurred. He
was found guilty and lined 810 and costs
from which he appealed.

jI

jacket found on the street-The house No.
:k>.
The Maine Central j I'M
High street Primrose Hill, is offered for
|
-'l.anges in Its conductors rent. Enquire of Mrs. if. H. Johnson.

j

ominodate the travel
excursion to the State Fair at
ss "crasioued
by the fairs, j1 The Band
'in
Baruum circus. The Bangor on steamer Sedgwick last Thursday
was
a su
-ess
despite the unfavorable
The entertainment Tuesday evening by
mixed train has had three
weather.
Lt was foggy in the morning, Seaside
Grunge was successful in every par■r, Bieli and Clements, and
which no doubt deterred a number from ! ticular. There was a
r three turns on and off.
large attendance and
lei is at work at the Unity going, but the hand netted $132. The trip ; the program was presented in a very skillup was pleasant, and although the day was
ful manner. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. White !
onstructiou train is on the
The shoulders are being showery it. did not greatly mar the pleasure of Lynn gave excellent satisfaction in music
of the ex ursionists.
After leaving Bucks- and elocution, and the
•v places.
singing by Miss
port on the return trip a dense fog was enBlanche Doll iff and Mr. A. L. Mudgett was
base recently found among
countered and tlie steamer was run under
line.
Recitations were nicely rendered by
ire, etc., in bis garret, the
one bell
with frequent stops to pick up
Miss Cleora Haney, Mrs. Alexander, Mrs.
auner be
carried in the
buoys. After Fort Point was passed, how- McKeen and Mrs. Flint. Two dialogues
-<>o.
The banner is inscribed : ever, the fog lifted and the Belfast
party were given by members of the Grange. The
awake Club," and below it is were
safely lauded at 11 p. m.
net proceeds were about 8*25.
g in his beak a streamer ;
Steamer Notes. Green's Landing will
Accidents. Percy Sliorey, Western I’nion
‘Washburn triumphant- in
•"■■■ banner was painted by
telegraph messenger, collided with a team cease to'be a landing of the Boston & Bauin coming around a corner on his bicycle I gor S. S. Co. after Sept. 8th-The steamer
M. Hall. The Wideawakes
last Friday and was badly bruised, but no Castine will make an excursion from Bel•'apes and hats, carried
|!
fast to Castine next Sunday, leaving the B.
i'-rs, and marc lied to the ! bones were broken... ..John Lane received a
bad cut in his left leg Monday from a knife j & B. steamer wharf at 1* a. m., and leaving
: drum. The banner hangs
i with which he was at work, at the farm of j Castine on her return at 8 p. m.. .Beginning
> Club room.
Ezekiel Small, East Belfast.... Harvey H.
Monday. Sept. 7th, the Boston and Baugor
.e
-.ill page another of Mr.
Smalley was dragged quite a distance Mon- steamers will make live trips per week until
k's 'lever contributions to!
day by a horse with which lie was at work Sept. 20th. The City of Bangor will conng "f New York, and re- |
and when taken up was thought to be badly tinue her trips as at present. The Penobt re] l'Mtuce the original i
injured. An examination showed several scot will leave Belfast fur Boston Mondays
aur.iioi
Mr Woodcock j
a
crushed linger..
severe
bruises and
| and Fridays at 2.20 i\ m., and arrive from
amis' a special article,
j George 1L Stover of Belmont was thrown Boston Wednesdays and Sundays
"i‘ the Christmas issue of
8. F. Heath has associated with himself in
from his carriage last Friday and bad a
ng. wit ai a photograph of
The horse was a new company U r the manufacture of the
number of ribs broken.
with portraits of other i
Heath line of bicycle pumps, E. C. (c)nimby,
frightened by a woman suddenly coming formerly of the Adams Manufacturing
comtie- artiele'published this |
out of the bushes and appearing in the road
pany of this city, and E. 8. Hoyt, well
>-ck tells the story of the i
known for the past five years as an expert
'•
! in front of him.
gue at Mooseliead Lake.
bicycle repairer in the Twin Cities, and forA Birthday Lawn Party. Men admit
mer superintendent of the old Heath
pump
!
i
Max field has moved to the
that no man is equally great in all the things. factory. New machinery and tools of the
u
Main street, recently oclatest
will be purchased. This means
design
Dr. J. S. Cole is the exception is the rule.
the installation of another manufacturing
•••■man.. .Henry W. Staples
All who attended the birthday lawn party
These pumps are
plant in Minneapolis.
into
the
Hiram
mporarily
known as standard all over the United
at bis pretty borne Aug. 21st, I think will
street.
He is to ocHigh
States and with the trade already promised
the
with
It
was
of
me.
occasion
the
agree
the business will be large from the start.
Carter house on Union street
good doctor’s birthday, also of his accom- The new company will be known as the
I» >e moves.... B. O. Norton
plished daughter, Miss Florence, and they Heath Manufacturing company, with offices
Miller house, at the corner
made up their minds to celebrate it in the at 418 Guaranty Loan building.
[Minneand River avenue... Tolapolis Penny Press.
best manner possible. The day was line
t*
Mr. Quimby was formerly of this city and
move this week to the
and the town agog with the excitement of
'ii Cedar street.... Mr. R.
has many friends here who wish him sucthe event. Soon after dinuer the steamer
"Ved from the A. A. Small
cess in his business venture.
Melissa, Capt. Cunningham, took the party
street to the Wilband house
The Fourth District Republican Congresup to the head of the lake, where fish chowavenue.
der was made and partaken of with great sional Convention at St. Paul, Minnesota,
1- ms.
Sell. James Holmes arlast
Saturday, nominated Frederick C.
success.
About sunset the friends returned
il with 2,500 bushels of corn
Stevens by acclamation. The Fourth disto the home, made lovely by decorations of
Sibley Co-Sell. Fanuie & various kinds. The terraced lawn was trict is the greatest iu the State and one of
the greatest in the nation, and by its action
Aug. 28th with feed for L. A.
lighted by Chinese lanterns hung in the
S'.'li. Jonathan Cone arrived
the convention has conferred a distinguishtrees and suspended from lines, hammocks
i. light, Aug. 28th.Sell.
ami swings. Friends from afar and near ed honor on one of Maine’s able sons. Beloaded hay at F. G. White's
ing a former resident of Searsport and havhad sent beautiful dowers and both Miss
ft Saturday-The Rockland
Florence and her father were the reci- ing passed many vacations in this city, his
'It is reported that Captain
pients of many pretty gifts, among them friends in this locality will he glad to learn
■•s ..f
Northport, lmt who for- a clock given by the boat party. Mrs. Hat- of his successful canvas and will watch
of this port for a quarter uf
with interest the final result in November.
tie M. Nickerson presided at tin* organ and
tke command of the schooner
The district is strongly Republican and
the doctor and Miss Florence sang solos and
ring in place of Captain all the fri< nds
with the hosts of sound money Democrats
sang some of the old time
as buried yesterday.
Capt. hymns and songs. A fine collation was pro- who have already promised Mr. Stevens
nt-rtion of the family"
The
vided, and some felt that the doctor was an- their hearty support, his election by a ma'■
-n the marine railway for reticipating several cases of indigestion to lie jority of 5,000 or upwards is practically as«*re in l-S-S"'. and is d.s«> tons
attended to in the near future by the way he sured.
1. Braiuard arrived Saturday
Chat.
Mr. P. A. Sanliorn has
pressed the good things upon his guests.
begun
'.v. with roal for fivvau &
Time went all too fast, but all good things sketching local scenery anil will soon have
Geo. B. Ferguson was in
must have an efld and at a late hour all sang
a new series of his
charming water colors.
"in Bangor for Eddyville_
“Coronation,” shook the host and hostess by -The street sprinkler lias had a soft job
i;s arrived
Monday from New the hand, telling them “God speed and many for the [last month... .There was no
cup
i*»r the Belfast Light and
happy returns of the day.” A lovely moon- shoot by the Gun Club last week_The
S"h. Hattie arrived Monday
lightdrive to the various homes; lighs Swift blacksmith shop, Main street, has been
with coal for Fred G. White. went out one after another; quiet reigned resilled and
otherwise improved_Mrs. E.
Thus closed oue of the
over the little town.
M. Carter loaded sell. Fannie &
pleasantest days in the town’s history. [A E. Hanson lost a valuable Thibet boa on tlie
Summer Visitor.
iy for Boston Tuesday.
road between Swanville and Frankfort last
week-L. L. Gentner has Maud Pitcher
^ouid
and Arthur 15., and George A.
every housewife
Bailey lias
Bill, Rockmont and Frank Withers in the
*» non
how much time,
races at the State Fair-John N. Stewart's
crew raised and resilled L. T. Shales &
Co.’s
trouble and labor is saved
storehouse on the wharf last week_Mrs.
Charles Cunningham is building a bay-winhow easy cooking is
dow on her house on Durham street_The
rainfall of July and August was about ten
tpatle with
inches, which is much above the average_
Patterson & Welch are to enclose the
platform at tlie rear end of their lunch car, thus
making additional room_M. L. Mitchell
is fitting up a room in his store for
carrying
a stock of lamps.Joseph II. Trussed has
in his garden three castor bean plants, one
of which stands 3 Id feet high and has
leaves measuring 25 12 inches across.
Benjamin Dibl y, while at work on the highShe would use no other.
h.v recently, found a Spanish
ways in this
in all prominent cities and towns
silver coin about the size of an Ameri'e in 20
Made by the WEIR STOVE CO., Taunton,
Mass.
met piece and dated 17lo.
throughout New England

j
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in Real
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Burnham: land in Burnham.
Bessie M.
Wentworth et als.. Lineolnville, to Albert !
A. Wentworth, Hope; land and buildings in
Lineolnville. Globe Realty AssTi, Chelsea,
Mass.; to Chas. H. Woodman, do.; land in
Northport. Chas. J. Cobb et als Bucksport, to H. B. Washburn, Bangor, laud and

Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship
with sermon at 10:45. Subjept, “The Forward Look.
Sunday School at 12. Young
People's Meeting at 0.15.
Next Tuesday evening at 7.45, there will
be a Christian Endeavor sociable in the
North church parlors. Each lady member

buildings in Northport. Elvira Thompson,
Frankfort, to Annie M. Thompson et als.
do.; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Sophronia Mumford, Colorado, to C. F. MorWm. T.
rill, et als.; land in Islesboro.
W. E. Schwartz of Camden has been
to S. D. Gray, Bucksport;
awarded the contract for the remodelling of Hewey, Belfast,
land in Belfast. Northport Camp meeting
the church at Washington. The seating caAss’n to Mrs. Robert Emery, Brooklyn, N.
pacity will be increased, leaded glass winV.: laud in Northport. Abbie J. Pratt, Beldows will take the place of the old ones,
fast to Hattie J. Burkett, do.; land aud
there will be new ash pews, and many
in Belfast.
Edwin Jenkins, Monbuildings
I
other improvements will be made.
The
to Clias. W. Brackett, et als., do. : land
I
roe,
cost will be about 81,500. This church has
in Monroe, (2 deeds.)
Caroline W. Arev,
always been conducted as a free church,
but when rededicated will be in charge of by trustee, Winterport, to Blanche D. Arey,
do.; land ami buildings in Winterport. Hill
the Methodist society.
Rogers, Frankfort, to Sarah E. Rogers,
The 7oth annual meeting of the general
Quincy, Mass.; laud and buildings in Frankconference of the Congregational churches fort. A. W. Rich, Brooks, to Bertha M.
of Maine, and eiglity-ninth anniversary of Allen, do.; land in Monroe. John J. Lee et
the Maine Missionary Society will be held als., Bucksport, to Leslie C. Homer et
als.,
with the Fort Fairfield Congregational do. land, buildings and ferry in
Prospect
church, Sept. 22d, 23d, and 24th. Pastors and Bucksport, (.”> deeds). Sewall Butterand delegates and all who intend to be presfield, Prospect, to John Butterfield, do.:
ent are earnestly requested to send their
I laud in Frankfort.

Belfast, Maine.

RANGES

AND

STOVEO
**

NOT ONE

g

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
fur the week ending Sept. 2, 181H5: Maria
D. Jordan, Waterville, to Howard Snow,

Keating Strictly High Grade $100 Wheel for only $65.00.

CARLE & JONES,

be held at Monroe Village, Aug. IP, 1SP7.

R. G. Harbutt preached at the North
church last Sunday forenoon in exchange
with the pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills.
In the

1

<

|

Rev.

evening Mr. Mills gave
and Reading."

to revere,

WRITING PAPER,
PEN HOLDERS, ETC.

such other useful article as lm saw
reminder of the Clements family. A
vote was taken to have a list of the program
and the address of welcome printed. A vote
of thanks Mas extended to Comet Grange
for use of their hall. The next meeting will
fit

quested.

1

■

chair

Churches.

N\*xt Monday evening at 7.30 the annual
meeting of the North c hurch parish will be
held.
A full attendance is earnestly re-

COMPANIONS,
SLATES,
PENCILS, PENS,

Singing by the choir; reading by Mrs.
Frank Clements; recitation by Lucy White;
song by choir; recitation by Margie Cook:
song by George Clements; recitation by
Master Emery Clements: recitation by Miss
Moody; recitation by Mrs. Farnham; recitation by Mrs. Roscoe Clements; readiug by
Frank Clements; song by George Clements.
The most interesting feature of the program
was the song by George Clements, who is
so
well known to Grangers, especially
throughout Waldo county, owing to the fact
that this gentleman was eighty-two years of
age that day. A collection of five dollars
was taken and presented to him to buy a

feet beam and 7 feet 4 inches draught.
In addition to her sails she has a naphtha
motor of 7 horse power which is capable of
giving her a speed of 8 miles an hour in a
calm.
The smoke and exhaust discharge
are just above the water-line aft and there is
so small an amount of smoke that it is
hardly
noticeable. Her propeller is 24 inches in
diameter, 3 bladed. She is finely finished
and furnished, with all the conveniences
that can ho put into a vessel of her size.
She is owned by Mr. J. A. Burnham, Jr., of
Manchester, Mass., Vice Commodore of the
Eastern Yacht Club, who was on board with
a party of friends.
The yacht was built last
winter at Weymouth, Mass.

12 1-2
1

EXERCISE BOOKS,

cherish the valor and integrity of ancestors
who have passed from this stage of existence, but are yet held sacred in memory.
And may this day leave a pleasant spot in
the memory of you all, to be looked back to
with many happy thoughts.
Moses Clements responded in a short
speech, aud was followed by others. At
noon a bountiful dinner was partaken of,
after which the meeting was again called to
order aud the following program presented:

day morning.

conveyance.

g<

coming generations

The auxiliary naphtha yacht Melusma of
Boston arrived in Belfast harbor, Aug. 2(>tb,
from Deer Isle and left for Camden Thurs-

band excursion.
As a steamer
could not be had quite a number went t"
Bucksport yesterday afternoon by private
make

>ods now.They have everything in the hard•.
ware iine....The schools open next week,
1
and Carle N Jones, 21 Main street, announce
start, what they will ala full line of school supplies.
Ten slate
m
work.
Send for I
pencils for one cent'-See advt. of ladies’
-•

Capt. Fred Coombs of Islesboro came to
Belast Saturday in his steam launch Marie.
He lia»l on board a party consisting of Mr.
Maurice and Misses Helene and Vesta
Veazie, Miss Rosa Wyman of Islesboro,
Messrs. Tom Sprague and Emery Williams
of Boston.

11. F. Duutou, Esq and daughters Edith
and Florence and son William went to Criehaven last week in the naptha launch
Novelty for a visit. They were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. John Crie at Searsmont cottage.

during the month.

unty the past week.
in which lie

the towns

ber of the Boston Yacht Club.

The Boston & Bangor S. S. Co. will sell
round trip tickets for one fare to Belfast for
those who attend the State Convention of
the W. C. T, U., Sept. 20 aud 30 and Oct. 1.

84: the 11th and 12th days;
the 18th. Rain fell on 15 days.

temperature

Sept. 4th; at
■-liing, Sept. 5th: at
Sunday evening, Sept,
is I'l-i-n addressing large
k

will
can be

session

August \\ father. Ihe weather record
of Mr. L. H. Murch shows the mean temperature for August to have been65.93°, against

■•wiling,

:

in.

Waldo
i (>7.713 for August, 1805, and (17.(>73, average
Goweii, Interna- for
August for 87 years past. The highest

re-..'iXTMKNTS

v

7 to 9

Dr. G. W. Atwood of Boston came to Belfast Tuesday from Islesboro in his sloop
yacht Swallow', which he bought of Capt.
Ambrose Hatch of that town. Dr. Atwood
is owner of two other yachts, and is a mem-

Geo. W. Burkett has bought the Yeazie
house on Church street of Mrs. Abbie J.
Pratt and after making some improvements
and minor repairs will occupy it.

Friday's
p.
close at 5 p. in., after which no names
added. The Board will be in session Saturday for a final revision and comparison of
the lists.

to 5 ami

1&>6, and owned by Ralph N. Ellis,
Del.,
of New York.
in

The first contribution, of 85, for a
heating
apparatus for the Girl’s Home has been received from Mrs. Robert S. Emery of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Peirce.
The

1

The handsome schooner yacht Iroquois
into Belfast harbor Sunday night and
sailed Monday morning. The Iroquois is a
steel yacht, of 92 tons, built in Wilmington,
came

Miss Ida E. Walker left home
Tuesday
morning for a visit with friends in Island
Falls and Crystal.
Thomas H. Marshall Relief
Corps will
hold their regular meetings every
Tuesday
evening at 7 o’clock on aud after Sept. Ith.

TABLETS,

Ladies and Gentlemen:
lu behalf of
Comet Grange, who have kindly thrown
their
doors
to
open
you, I bid you a cordial
welcome. It is with pleasure that I greet
you all as kinsmen and very many of you as
sister and brother patrons as well.
Although
White by name I will leave it to your disscernment whether my physog bespeaks
my
nature; yet 1 am proud to acknowledge the
Clements blood flowing in my veins, trans*
j
mitted by my mother, who was a
daughter j
of Capt. John Clements of Monroe.
My
memory of her is very indistinct, as death
removed her in my early childhood.
In
due time my father gave to me a stepmother, whose maiden name was Clements.
I have often wondered which was the
more attractive, the maiden or the name
Clements.
We have met here to-day to
make stronger the tie of kinship by social
intercourse and for better knowledge of the
Clements ancestral tree, whose native soil
was old England.
But branches, we learn,
found their way to American shores long
years ago, from whose blossoming the New
England States bear record of a broad and
extended lineaee.
1 am truly happy to welcome this small
portion all as kinsmen assembled here of
whatever name you may bear, and trust
that these intercourses will give us a better
knowledge of ourselves and our ancestry,
aud that we may all strive to fill our lives
with worthy thoughts and noble deeds for

eastward, and left here Saturday morning.

There will be no band concert this week.
Several members of the band are in Lewiston at the fair.

a

port Monday.

Steam yacht Myopia of Boston was in port
last Friday night, having on board her owner, Capt. Chas. Merrill of Exeter, N. H., and
They were cruising from Exeter
guests.

Governor Cleaves has issued a
proclamation for the observance of Labor
Day, Monday Sept. 7th.

following floral tributes were among
those sent in by loving friends in memory of
the late Capt. James W. White: A sickle
from the family; wreath from Mrs. Fred A.
White and family ; wreath from Mrs. G. T.
Osborn, bouquet from the ladies in the shoe
factory ; crescent from Mrs. Cutter and Mrs-

hundred were present, which, however,
only a small part of the entire Clements
family. These meetings grow more interesting every year and great hopes are now
entertained of tracing each branch of the
family back to the three brothers who originally came from England. Hosea P. White
read the following address of welcome:

C. R. Coombs and R. G. Dyer of Belfast,
Fred E. Hollins of Boston and Chas. Wyman
of Dexter were down the bay in the sloop
Eagle from Saturday to Monday.

Mrs. Linton of Brooklyn, N. Y., is
visiting
her daugters at the
Fogler House on High
street.

The

loosely pressed bundles,

in

Fop

Boy wanted to learn the printing busiApply at this office.

county.

vlnbited

“Mrs.

ness.

department, and a member of the Board is
Hon. Edwin S. Pilsbury, a native of Bucksport. Capt. Ranlett is a native of Waldo

.ressiug hay for shipment.
,,ike bales of from 200 to 225
pact, and much more conig in vessels or cars than

,u

The North Kuox Veteran Association will
hold their annual reunion at Washington
Camp Ground. Tuesday, Sept. 15th, if pleasant.
If stormy on that day, the next fair
day. All soldiers and Corps members are
invited.
We are indebted to Capt. Geo. T. Ranlett
for the 24tli annual report of the Health Department of the City of Boston. Capt. Ranlett commands the steamer Vigilant of this

vicinity the evening of
a ri ch
a pleasant hour was
twice of B. B. Greenlaw,

address for booklet,

SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

is

The steam yachts Princess from Castiue
and Day Dream from Isle au Haut, and the
sloop yacht Gorilla of Boston, cruising, were

T^ofcsgiving," by a noted hnmorous writer.
&
MEKRELL-80CLE CO.,
U2
Syracuse, Ji. Y.
C
HL

me

n

mil

name

l£ins

Reunion.

one

was

(and

that town.

!

The yacht Carlin, Prof. McVane owner,
in port Saturday night, with the owner
and guests on board.

mince

pies, fruit cake
pudding possible all the
>ear ’round. Always fresh, al- I
ways in season. Always good,
p that’s the reason. Accept no’
substitute. Sold everywhere.
Send
ani

newly printed ballots for Waldo
Belfast people attended County, with the name of Charles P. Hazel..mpmeeting Sunday, i tine as Republican nominee for Register of
made the trip on bicy- Probate, have been received and samples
j posted.
in

The Clements Family

The reunion of the Clements family was
held at Comet Grange Hall, Swanville, Aug.
20th. The weather was favorable and about

One of the mosquito fleet of the upper harbor has been named Patriot Knox.

Win. A. Bragg, collector of the town of
Lincoluville, has entered suits and attachments against five delinquent tax
payers of

mday evening.

and Boats.

Yachts

CLARION ;
Stove

or

ange

^
V
WARRANTED.
E
^
Think of the thousands
in use and r.sk your dealer Y
about them.. If he does not fir
l ave them write
to the
Q
manufacturers.
GOLD
CLARION.
THE
q
WOOD & BISHOP CO,, Bangui, Wains, y

1

8

8
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§

8

.vji

8
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expected
bring pie which is tiie product of her own skill. The young men will
help eat these pies during the evening.
is

j

to

a

16 to 1
Catches the eye, but

,W,Jones

to

We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
There will be preaching at the Baptist
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfect
church Sunday morning, followed by the
ly honorable in all business transactions and
ordinance of the Lord’s Supper. The subfinancially able to carry out any obligations made
ject of the sermon will be, “The Help of by their firm.
Hindrances,” Phil. 1: 12. Iuthe evening at West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
7.15 there will be a C. E. rally, with reports Walding, Kin nan & Marvin, Wholesale Drugof the State Convention at Skowhegan, to
gists. Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
which all are invited. The music morning
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
and evening will be as follows:
the system, price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
MORNING.
Im35
Druggists. Testimonials free.
Anthem, “Lead Thou Me On,”
Stearns
Solo, “Flee as a Bird,”
Dana
Dr, Mac Arthur on the Silver Heresy.
Mr. Pitcher.

(

1

AMMKMTION.

Mr. H. N. Guodlme chairman of
committee on entertainments, as early as
how 's This !
possible and not later than the 12th of SepWe offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
tember, in order that they may be assigned case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's
places of entertainment and receive notices Catarrh Cure.
of the same before starting for conference.
F. J. C HENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
names

vve

catch and hold
you lonyenouyh to sh>>w
you our line of
want to

Everything

in

Hardware.

SAMUEL ADAMS.

THE
JEWELER
TO
PEOPLE.
I
NEW

NEW GOODS.

STORE,

EVENING.

Dr. R. S. Mao Arthur of the Calvary Baptist
Closer Walk With
New York, in his sermon Sunday
Smith church,
Solo ami Chorus.
night, declared that both the poor and the
Marsh rich were
Trio, “Abide With Me,”
being cheated by thesilver heresy,
At the regular prayer meeting of the the poor because of inability to earn more
the
rich because the craze takes the
North church this, Thursday, evening, the dollars,
heart out of the country's business.
The
subject will be “Jesus the Carpenter,” volume of money, though it were increased,
Mark G; 1-G; Tliess. 4 2J-12. The mission and would certainly have to be earned before it
be circulated. “It is not quantity,
teaching of Jesus as affected by his trade, could
but quality we need in our dollar,” said the
the society in which lie lived, his habits of doctor.
“The free silver policy endangers
toil and what was his view of the relations the integrity of the nation, and should
between wage earners and their employers, repudiation prevail, it would be better fur
that the nation had been destroyed during
will enter into the question. Sunday ser- the rebellion.'’
Dr. Mac Arthur also touched
vices will be as follows: Preaching at 10 45 i on the effect the fifty cent dollar would have
Even now
a. m. with sermon by the pastor, Rev. Geo. ! on the foreign missions treasury.
that treasury was feeling the effects of the
S.
Mills. The following music will be
he
said. On the other hand the doccraze,
given: “Blessed are They,” Beale; “Saviour, ! tor said that he was glad to announce that
he had a great many silver mine owners in his
soure of
Emerson:
every blessing,”
congregation, every one of whom was oppos“Jesus, Lover of my Soul,” Tonis, Miss ed to repudiation.
Durham. The sacrament of the Lord’s SupT. N. Winslow has accepted the position
per will be observed after the sermon. Sunday school at 12 m. The bimonthly business of buyer for several southern business
meeting of the V. P. S. C. E., with reports houses, with his headquarters in New York.
of officers and committees at G.15 p. m. At He will move his family there a few weeks
7.15 p. m. lecture by the pastor.
later.
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Big Togue.

That settled it. Fred is six feet, if he is
inch, and proportionally large in every
way, and when he said “No,” things got
in the habit years ago of remaining very
[From shooting A: Fishing, New York.] j much as he wished. Five miles farther
1 had been reading, but as the gathering and we arrived at the narrows, the engloom had rendered this diversion no long- trance from the bay into the lake. Close
er possible, 1 had draw n my chair before
in shore, under the western point, was a
the open lire, and stretching myself in small steamer with a party of gentlemen
dreamy comfort 1 was soon lost in thought, j on board fishing. We passed the usual
Dimly the flickering lirelight illumined compliments with them, and as we were
the room, making doubly pleasant the about rowing away one of the party asked
comfort of the place, while outside the if we had ever seen a large togue. We rewind was howling in wintry fury, piling plied in the negative.
the drifts of fluffy whiteness into fantas- !
“Well, those fellows in there”—pointtic shapes.
When one is warmly shelter- ; ing to a camp on the opposite point-—
ed sueli evenings are conducive to idle “caught a fifteen pounder last night and
|
thoughts, and one soon loses himself in i it will pay you to go in and see it.”
the wide reaching realms of fancy: espec- !
We immediately rowed across and landially if one is perfectly comfortable and ing w alked up to the house. We found
one's cigar burns satisfactorily.
therein a party from Bangor with whom
Under these conditions the mind goes we were well acquainted. They had taken
back instinctively to pleasant memories. a large togue the previous afternoon and
One stietclies himself before the lire con- were anxious for us to take it to Greengratulating himself that his lot is cast in ville and express it to Bangor. This, of
pleasant places. Memories llock into his course, we were glad to do. and while we
mind by pairs and dozens; near and past w ere
waiting for it to be packed they insisted that we take their boat and gear
experiences are most vividly portrayed.
I
about
attenand
Dreamily glanced
me; my
try our luck in the togue ground.
tion was arrested by the rods and nets This we decided to do, and carefully lopiled upon the antlers above the mantle. cating the place we rowed out. The
Wliat a contrast the vision they conjured wind, in the meantime, had sprung up,
up—of pleasant days and tranquil nights— and quite a large swell w as rolling in from
was to the condition of
things out of doors the lake. Our boat was responding to it,
on this blustering w inter's
night: pleasant, jumping about in an uneasy manner.
happy days, spent amid the shadows of However, reaching the ground, we cast
the grand old woods and upon secluded over our anchor and
got out the lines.
lakes and streams.
To one accustomed to light rods and
me
silk
wen
reinemueieu
lines it was queer looking gear. There
|'auiu&
haunts among the evergreens, whose odors were long heavy linen lines, and the sinkare waited to me
ers
must
have weighed at least a pound.
fragrantly, refreshingly.
The quiet camp by the lake side; the peb- Their owners had come up with the exbly beach, the evening glow reflected by pressed determination of catching a large
the shimmering waters; the distant call of tish, and had prepared themselves accordthe alert loon, melodious sounds among ingly.
We loaded the big hooks with a
these surroundings: the forest behind me half pound duigin and cast over, all the
looming tall and dark in the gathering while laughing at each other that we
gloom. A light and joyous feeling of in- should have finished our trip by degenertense pleasure and exhilaration is felt,
ating into hand fishermen.
A bar makes across the entrance to the
only to be produced by agreeable memories of w ood ami stream.
From out the lake, and we had anchored in the deep
dimness of the past, and the memory of water just hack of it on tiie bay side.
1
geneial events, come recollections of par- knew it was good togue ground; I had
ticular times and places; memories of heard of it before.
We bad about thirty
friends far away : of bivouacs, the embers feet of water, and had hardly reached
oi w hose fires have long since been scatbottom when 1 got a bite; it held, and I
tered.
In fancy 1 again hear the splash brought iu a fish which weighed a trifle
of trout or salmon, as they throw them- over six pounds; this was encouraging,
selves in sport into the glittering sunlight. and rebaiting my book as quickly as posHow my heart has jumped with excite- sible, I again threw over.
In less than
ment as that exuberant sound has broken ten minutes 1
got another bite, and this
the stillness, and my whole person thrilled was a bite indeed; the fish not only bit
with expectation as I saw the fish dart savagely, but at the same time started off
after my fiy, cautiously cast upon the with a rush which took the heavy line
dark waters.
These are recollections through my fingers in a manner that raisw Licit perpetuate youth and
ed blisters.
happiness.
now
wen
J remember one particular
“Do you mean to say you have a fish
trip, taken several years ago in company you can’t snub with that gear?” cried
with a very pleasant companion and Fred.
**lt looks like it,” I replied, trembling
friend; still, why the memory of this
event should have come to me
to-night 1 with suppressed excitement; “he certaincannot say.
We had left our home in ly is very much alive.”
Belfast early in May, qur destination
I soon stopped him; then, quietly and
Moosehead Lake.
For days we had been steadily as possible, I gathered in as much
waiting patiently for the ice to leave the line as 1 could, also bringing him up a
lake.
At tin* first intimation that it was short distance from the bottom.
Back he
out we started away.
If one wishes to be went again and sulked. I paused, breathsure of
a
big catch at Moosehead he lessly, and looked at my companion.
should be there in the early spring, dur“Say, old man,” said he, “this is too
ing the first three weeks after the ice much; I should have had this one. You
leaves the lake. During this time the fish got the other.”
are
running close 'n shore and bite freely.
“Well,” I replied,smiling, “he evidentWe had resolved to make this trip a ly heard the remark you made
along back,
somewhat different experience from the that you didn’t wish for any more fish.”
usual manner of going, consequently we
remarks
were cut short by a frantic
My
abandoned railroads ami steamboats and rush of the fish far below.
He was undrove overland, stopping wherever night easy, and had not the least idea of being
overtook us, and depending entirely upon taken in if by any means in his power he
the farm-houses along the way for our en- could prevent it.
I was in mortal terror
tertainment.
Hitching a pair of stout all the while, tearing the line might take
horses to an open wagon, into which we a turn about something and let him tear
packed our rods, nets, luggage, etc., one away. After working some twenty minpleasant, sunny morning we began our utes 1 succeeded in getting him up where
drive to (rivenville, a small village at the we could see him.
How he loomed up,
-oot of the lake.
As the shadows were magnified by the water! We gave a shout
on
the
afternoon
of
the
of
astonishment
at
secthe sight.
He didn't
lengthening
ond day out we came in sight of the lake, remain long in sight, however, but darted
spread out like a mirror before us. Our down tn bottom again, and back and
two days5 drive had Ivon mo>t
enjoyable; forth, up and down, until it got to be
p.iiticuiaijy had wv enjoyed the hist thirty anything but fun. My lingers were raw
luiic- of the journey, when the scenery and
smarting; my wrists were lame: my
had
(‘ •»me
most charming and
pictur- knees, weakened by excitement, trembled
esque.
under me.
However, I held on manfully,
i hat night we spent under the
hospit- and finally got iiis head out of water
able roof of the Lake House, and <>n the against the rail of the boat.
This was as
fallowing morning proceeded to collect far as I dared bring him in by the line.
oui
Now the question arose. How were we
provisions, secure a boat, and also
decide just where we should go: every- to get him into the boat?
We had the rething being considered, Spencer bay seem- mains of a landing net which our friends
ed to present the more favorable con- had wrecked the
day before in landing
ditions, and learning there was a good their fish. Had we a gaff the tiling would
camp to be had at Lucky point we decid- have been simple; but that useful impleed to locate there.
\\ e also decided to go ment was conspicuous by its absence.
into the woods by ourselves, without a However, i held his head out as best I
thus
free
from tlie constant could with my left hand and ran my right
guide,
being
annoyance of having a stranger about. In down his back, hooking my lingers into
large parties guides are indispensable, it his gills from behind. Fred, in the meantoi no other reason than to do the work; time, had reached down in front and
but iu small parties, unless one is very grasping him by the gills
exclaimed,
happy in the selection if the man, they “Now, my boy, 1 have him by the whisare a constant source of annoyance and Kers: in witn nun —and m lie came.
restraint.
When au ordinary (isli is safely in the
r.
very tiling iu the way ol provisions can boat about all the fun remaining is in
be found in Gieenville, and it is nuicli boasting over it afterward; not so in this
better to get them there.
One is thus case, however. Our sport bad
just begun.
saved the trouble and expense of trans- The
very first jump the lisli made took
the
stores
are
well tlie center seat out of the boat, upset the
portation:
grocery
stocked, and when you come out they pail of bait, and sent Fred sprawling on to
will take back whatever you may have the bottom. We then did our best to bold
left, at least, one of them always did this him down.
We couldn’t; it was a good
for me, and doubtless the others would
plan, but it did not work. The fish was
do the same.
Reliable men as guides are as slippery as an eel.
Fred was making
always to be had by applyiug to the va- frantic grabs, which the fish was skilfully
rious hotels.
The lake steamers make dodging, when a brilliant idea struck me.
Greenville and the Gove headquarters,
“Hold on to him,” I cried, “and I will
and 1 have found their captains invari- strike him on the bead with a
paddle,”
ably accommodating. We soon found a and I brandished that murderous implewho
were
party
going up the lake, and ment aloft. I brought it down with a
they agreed to run iuto Spencer bay and vigorous blow. I didn’t touch the fish,
us
at
drop
Lucky point. We also made but bit Fled on the backs of both bands.
“You blundering idiot!” he yelled,
arrangements with the Kineo steamer to
pick us up a week later on our way out at “what are you trying to do?” at the same
the head of Sugar island.
We were very time executing a few fancy steps which
well satisfied with the accommodations at would have attracted universal attention
Lucky point. The camp was roomy and upon any stage.
comfortable, we had line weather, and
“Never mind a little thing like that,” I
vi ere very successiui in our
listing.
replied; “attend to business or we shall
The morning of our departure found us see that fish
going over the side.”
at daybreak all packed, our
“Not much danger of losing him,”
belongings
stowed
snugly
away in the boat, and we growled Fred; “he still lias that book in
were spelling each other at the oars as we
bis mouth and you could play a tug boat
rowed dow n the hay to the head of Sugar with that gear.”
island.
We had taken this early start to
Well, we jumped on that fish, kicked
avoid the wind which might spring up him, stabbed him with a slieath
knife,
later on.
A wind is always annoying if and the blood flew over us and the boat.
at ail heavy, as it quickly kicks up a
a
blow
on
the
nasty Finally,
bead, dexterously
chop which is unpleasant and at times delivered by Fred, subdued him. We
positively dangerous to a small, heavily were wrecks; so was the boat; but we
laden boat.
were happy,
and two very bloody and
Oh, tlie beauty of that morning! Xot a soiled bands met in congratulation over
breath of air disturbed the polished sur- our victory. We then weighed and measface of the lake.
The broad bay spread ured the lisli—13 pounds in
weight and 32
about and away from us iu every direc- inches long: be was a beauty.
After an
Far out to our right a big side- ineffectual attempt to straighten out the
tion.
wlieeler was puffing noisily, straining at lines and boat we rowed bark to
camp.
lier hawser, made fast to an immense raft Wo bad been out not over
forty-five minof logs which had come down out of utes, and our appearance, laden with two
•loach river.
Spencer mountain shut in large fish, was hailed with generous apthe head of the bay, a sentinel grand and plause.
1 rout arc generally considered liner hsli
stately, its huge hulk reflected in the
lake.
The honk of a big drake came than togue.
Many fancy they can distinover
the water from the direc- guish a different flavor when eating them.
sounding
tion of a tiny island in the middle of the This reminds me of a certain minister I
hay. The splash of sporting trout could once met at the lake. He always turned
he heard in all directions.
We rested on his nose up in disgust whenever togue
our oars and looked about 11s at the lovewere mentioned, declaring he could disly scene. Headlands and points were tinguish them from trout under any and
reaching out to us from every side, and all circumstances. 1 ventured to differ
the uubroken forest encircled us.
and the argument grew hot.
To prove
now on arming u is,
exclaimed my his statements he suggested we blindfold
friend.
“What a privilege to see all this. him; we did so, and in this condition we
How little those shut up in cities can served him both trout and togue. Now
know nature as she really is.
We can this man had all his life sustained a repunever forget a scene like
this; its memory tation for truth and straightforwardness;
will haunt us forever.”
when lie said a thing was so we never for
We drew in long and copious draughts one moment thought of doubting theof the deliciously cool and balsam scented statement. Well, we gave him a bit of fish.
air.
“What is this?” we asked.
Quietly we resumed our oars and
rowed on.
Promptly he answered, “Trout.”
“Hadn’t we best drop a line over and
Now, I will say to you in confidence
troll as we go on?” I asked; “we might that this was an outrageous whopper, for
the man was eating togue.
pick up something.”
An hour later the Kineo steamer picked
“No,” replied Fred, “we have enough.
Why, man, what do you want of more fish? us up. The sportsmen on board complainWe have packed away now enough to ed of rather poor luck, but when we diskeep our friends feasting for ten days, at played our catch they decided luck cerleast, after our return.”
tainly had been with us.
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“The Art of Driving,” in the September Harper’s gives to owners of carriage
horses just the information that unskilled
drivers need regarding the best means of
improving the speed and endurance of the
horse.
The article also contains useful
hints regarding the horse and his driver.
“Tom
Mark
Sawyer, Detective,”
Twain’s latest story, is finished in the
September Harper's in a generous instalment, embellished with eleven illustrations by A. IS. Frost.
This dramatic
story of life in the middle West, a generation ago, seems likely to add to the reputation of even so famous a personage as
Mr. Clemens’ well known hero.
The Forum for September will contain
article that for dramatic interest has
probably never been excelled. It is entitled “Fire and Sword in Cuba” and it is
an absolutely
trustworthy history of the
present insurrection in Cuba up to Campos’ downfall,—a thrilling and intensely
interesting article. The author, Mr.
Clarence King, lias travelled the island
widely, and enjoys the friendship and
confidence of the leaders of the revolution.

an

Now and then some writer gives us a
vivid picture of some phase of life about
which we have heard much and really
know little, and the picture comes as a
revelation.
Mrs. Lillie Chace Wyman has
done this in a series of short tales of life
experiences in a Massachusetts factory
valley w hich w ill appear in the September
Atlantic. The life conditions and surroundings of factory girls have perhaps
never before beeu so clearly set forth.
Miss Anna C. Brackett,in an article called
Among the Trees,” in the September
Harper's Magazine, advocates forestry as
an attractive and healthful pursuit for
women, and, it must be owned, makes
out a strong case for an occupation in
which she evidently delights.
An acquaintance with trees is not only a source
of keen enjoyment to the person who
knows them, but it is capable of promoting the general good to so great a degree
that the encouragement of the art of forestry is in the nature of a public benefaction.
Dr. Weir Mitchell has been engaged for
several years on a novel which will give
peculiar satisfaction to those who rejoice
in the able and worthy treatment of
American life and character in American
fiction. The story is called ‘‘Hugh Wynne,
Free Quaker,” and will begin as a serial
! in the November Century. Those who
have read the manuscript say that it is
not only Dr. Mitchell’s masterpiece, but
will rank as one of the greatest American
novels.
The scene is laid in Philadelphia
before and during the Revolutionary War,
and among the characters are Washington,
Franklin, Lafayette, Benedict Arnold,and
Major Andre. The hero of the story
served on General Washington’s staff.
The lion. Andrew I). White, Ex-President of Cornell University, has written a
very important article for the September
Forum, entitled “Encouragements in the
Present Crisis. Dr. White emphasizes very
strongly the serious character of the crisis
which confronts us, points out the anarchic and socialistic forces and tendencies
which lie behind it, gives some parallels
in history which reveal the dangers just
now threatening us, but which also indicate our means of meeting them,—a profoundly interesting article. In the same
number Mr. Isaac L. Rice, the wellknown lawyer, under the significant title,
“Thou Shalt Not Steal,” severely criticises
the Chicago platform and the utterances
of its candidate.
It is announced that the publishers
of tire old standard electic weekly, Littell’s Living Age, founded by E. Littell
in 1844, are about to introduce several
new and valuable features iu their
magazine.
The most important of these is a
Monthly Supplement, given without additional cost to the- subscribers, which
will contain Readings from American
Magazines, Readings from Mew Books, and
also a list of Books of the Month.
It is
also pro) josed to extend their field by givoccasional
translations of noteworthy
ing
articles from the French, German, Spanish
and Italian reviews and magazines.
A
year’s subscription to the The Living Age,
will then include more than thirty-live
hundred pages, tilled with the best things
in current periodical and general literature, and making four large volumes, for
only six dollars.
(jail

Hamilton.

The death of Gail Hamilton removes
of the most conspicuous and active of
New England literary women, a woman
who combined in a single personality
qualities which are ordinarily considered
at war with each other.
She was virile in style and thought, yet
intensely feminine in her sympathies.
Site had that familiarity with public
questions and men, and that political sagacity which caused so distinguished a
statesman as Mr. Blaine to take frequent
counsel with heron important questions;
yet she could discuss witli vivacity and
interest the whole range of topics generally described as feminine. She could
write witli a keenness of sarcasm which
made her an opponent dreaded by those
who aroused her indignation, and in
moral invective she seemed kindled with
the spirit of a Hebrew prophet; yet her
heart was gentle and tender, and it needed only the faintest suggestion of wrong
to another to lead her to give herself with
unfailing eagerness and devotion to the
task of redressing the wrong, if it was
one

It

ShouiA lie of Interest to Every Tiling
iug W'oti'»a.
Women who reason well know tha*
no male
physician can understanding^
treat the complaint known as
female

diseases,'"

for

no man ever

This, Lydia

E. Pinkham

experienced

them.

tangrht them

twenty years agv
when site discovered in her

cessful cure
for all those
ailments pecu'
liar to the

a

*

fatal faith in

physician, and not till they can
suffer no longer, will they think and
act for themselves.
The following testimony is straight
to the point, and represents the experience of hundreds of thousands of
now grateful women :
For six years
I was a great sufferer from those internal weaknesses so prevalent anion,
our sex.
After having received, treat
inent from four physicians of our eii
and finding no r iief whatever. I e-».
eluded to try link ham's Vegeta1*:
Compound, arid it has proved a boon t
me.
It can truly be called a
Savio,
of 'Women.”—Mas.
II. A.
ITkuv:Waynesboro, l'a
**
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Abner Coburn, J P Butnarn, arrived at
Yokahama July 14 from New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco July 21 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, from Iloilo for
Halifax; sailed from Delaware Breakwater

Aug

2(i.

Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Singapore June

|
Hong Kong.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from Montevideo May 29, from New York for San

Id for

Francisco.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, cleared from
New York June 27 for Zanzibar.
El Capitan, A L Carver, arrived at Shanghae about Aug 8 from New Y'ork.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendletou, sailed
from New Y'ork June 20 for Shanghae.
Gov Robie, Nichols, sailed from Hong
Kong June 21 for New York.
Great Admiral, Rowell, at Melbourne
July 6 for Marseilles via Hobart Town, VDL.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendletou, sailed from New York June 27 for San Francisco.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, at Shanghae July 3
for New Y'ork.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
at New York Aug 25 from Boston.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from New
Y'ork July 21 for San Francisco.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at Hiogo

Aug 7 from Philadelphia.
Reaper, (J C Young, sailed from New Y'ork
July 2 for Anjer; spoken July 23, lat 23 N,

Ion 37 W.
R K Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New
Y'ork June 22 for Hong Kong.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
July 2 from Samarang.
SD Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from New
York April 23 for Shanghae; spoken May 29,
lat 10 S, Ion 34 \V.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
Philadelphia July 30 for San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at New
Y'ork July 20 from Hiogo.
Ti 1 lie* E Starbuck, Eben Curtis,- sailed
from Honolulu July 21 for New York.
Wm 14 Macy, Amshury, at New Y'ork for

San Francisco.
Wm H Conner, Frank 4 Pendletou, at
Shanghae July 3 for New Y'ork.
W J Rotch, Sewali C Lancaster, sailed
from Yladivostock, Siberia, May 20 for Hong

Kong.

BARKS.

Adam W Spies, C N Meyers, sailed from
New York April 13 for Anjer.
Alice Keed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Aug b from Bridgewater, N S.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from
Charleston, S C, Aug 18 for New York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Montevideo June 80 from Baltimore.
Edward May, sailed from Boston July 5
for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from Bos
ton Aug 4 for Montevideo.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Mollendo
May 20 (from Newcastle, NSW,) for Astoria.
Herbert Black, W 11 Blanchard, sailed
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Gnat;
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 88 W.
Henry A Litchfield, sailed from Bruns-

wick, Ga, Aug

out of sympathy with that
Hers was the type of mind
which might have beeu expected to occupy itself with investigation and philosophy, but some of (lie most fruitful
hours of her life were spent in teaching a
Bible class at Washington; and her last
literary work was the writing out and
publishing of certain strange spiritual experiences which came to her when she
had already entered the Valley of the
Shadow, and the narration of which she
believed would be helpful to those of
halting faith.
Altogether, tins is a varied and interesting career which has closed, a strong and
picturesque personality which has gone
from us.
That the numerous volumes
which she produced will have a permanent
place in literature it would be idle to
hope. To a large extent they dealt with
themes of the moment, and were written
for the day rather than for the day after
to-morrow.
But her influence will long
be felt, alike in the world of letters and
in the circles at Washington, and at her
quiet summer home, where those who
were nearest to her knew her and loved
her best.
[Boston Journal.

wholly

movement.

The

James L.

Ideal

Panacea.

Alderman, Chicago,
‘‘I regard Dr. King’s New Discovery
says:
as an Ideal Panacea for Coughs, Colds and
Lung Complaints, having used it in my family for the last five years, to the exclusion of
physician’s prescriptions or other preparaFrancis,

tions.”
Rev. John Burgus, Keokuk, Iowa, writes:
“I have been a Minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church for 50 years or more, and
have never found anything so beneficial or
that gave me such speedy relief as Dr.
King’s New Discovery.” Try this Ideal
Cough Remedy now. Trial Bottles Free at
Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.

2 for

every

vrappOT,

TO MAKE

Beefsteak

Aug 8 repairing.
Matanzas, arrived

at

Havana.

New Y'ork Aug 2b

Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Adelaide prior to July 20 from New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Rio Janeiro July 21 from Hamburg.
Rose I unis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Port Tampa Aug 17 from Barbadoes.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June 9 for Garontolo.
St Lucie, Smeed, arrived at New York
Aug 22 from Port Spain.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, cleared
from Parrsboro, N S, July 2 for Buenos

BEEFSTEAK

pudding

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfuland RestC-ontains neither

Opium.Morphine

by

—

mixing

Pumpkin Seed
Alx. Senna

Pippermutt

Pi Carbonate Soda
fform Seed
Clarified Sugar

hehteryrccn

NEW YORK.

Mudgett, A C Colcord,
from Portland April 18 for Buenos
spoken May 14, lat 23 N, Ion 3b W.
8CHOONEK8.

Baltimore Aug 21 from Bath.

Horace G Morse, Hardman, arrived at
Philadelphia Aug 24 from Norfolk.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
York Aug 20 from Bangor.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at
Gloucester Aug 13 from Perth Amboy.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Bangor Aug 25 for Bridgepoit.
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, sailed from Port
Royal Aug 21 for Boston.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Norfolk
Aug 25 from Portland.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at New
York Aug 22 from Cienfuegos.
Sallie rOn, W H West, arrived at Searsport Aug 17 from Beverly.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Port Tam pa
Aug 17 for Cartaret. N. J.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New York Aug IP from Somes Sound.
The

Journal and

PROBATE NOTICES.
Probate Court, held at Belfast, within ami
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of August, A. L>. 18‘Jti.

At

year The Republican Journal Publishing Company had a six months’ contract
with the publishers of the New York Weekly Tribune by which the two papers were
furnished to new subscribers at $2, and to
old subscribers paying in advance for $2.25.
Another contract lias been made on even
mi.re liberal terms, as set forth in our advertising columns. New and old subscribers
are now placed on an equal footing and all
who pay for The Journal one year in adThe New York Weekly
vance can have
Tribune without extra charge. In remitthat the Tribune is
stated
it
should
be
ting
wanted, as it will not be sent unless the reThe New York Weekly
quest is made.
Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
rival as the leading Republican paper of the
day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives
all the news of the world, while its different,
departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
make a most valuable paper to all. The
Tribune is very cheap at $1.00 per year,
which is its price. The Republican Journal
will be maintained at its present standard,
with special attention to local and State
news. Subscriptions may begin at any time
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

a

4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
I\. will and testament of .NATHANIEL HALL,
late of Montville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been pitsented for probate.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons mterested by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast',
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock before
noon, ami show cause, if any they have, why tinsame should not be proved, approved and allowed.
CEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Rt’■'SKi.l (i. 1 >v Kit, Register pro teui.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
August, A. I). lSUC.

the head.
Women who have very little
hair can tie it close to the head, fasten the
switch on by a string drawn through its
loop, which is the best way, and then,
pinning down their own hair close to the
head, arrange the switch to form the
double eight.
Elderly ladies, especially
those whose hair has grown entirely white,
wear it oftenest in a Pompadour
roll,
which requires a small pad under it, and
then in the back have a plaited switch
carefully pinned to the hair in a loop-like
fashion.
Many ladies who have reached
middle age or passed it adhere to the coiffure selected as becoming when they were
young, and it must be confessed that there
is a certain dignity about this.

a certain instrument, purporting to be the last
v
will and testament <d .lOvNNA <'I'NNIMiHAM, late of Montville. in said ountv of Waldo,
dceeased, luiviuu been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notjee be uiven to all persons
interested b. causing a copy .»t this order to be
published three weeks suece-siveiy in the Kep d»lican .Journal, prinred at Jielfast', that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be tu-bl at Belfast',
within and tor said County, on the -ec-md Tuesday of September next, at ten ->t the lock before
noon, and show eause it any they have, why the
same should not be proved, appr -vr-i am; allowed.
CEO. E. ,J()H NS' >N. .Indue.
A true copy. Attest:
rYsski.i. C l)\
Rey;is

TAI.I>o SS.—In Court of !
fast, on the second 1'
1896.
ANNA WOODMAN
the estate of MARCIA Woodn
mom. m said County, decease
her tirsr and final account
!
said estate for allowance.
ordered. That notice there,
weeks sueeessi\ely, in the hrprinted in Belfast, in said to.,
interested may attend at .t
heal at Belfast, on the see. 1 e, !
her next, and show cause, it
the said account should nor ;>«■
(ibA) K. .11
A true copy. Attest.
Rcssell G l>vt n,i
ALIX » SS.—In Court ot !'
fast. ><n the second T
BKN.FAMiN b PK.N
trator <m the estate of PH INI \
late of Searsport, in said < -m
presented his tir<t and final
tration of said estate lor ad wa
Ordered. That noti-e there.c
weeks successively, in tin- Kprinted in Belfast. in said ..•
interested, may attend
ln'id at Belfast', on the see.a d
lu-r next, and show eau.-e. I
the said account should n.c !•.
OIK). K. !
A true copy. Attest
Ilt'Ss ELI.
1>Y1 i; i:«
1896.

1

<

Bucklen’s

Arnica

Salve.

The Best ?alvk in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter. Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or

At a Probate <'oiirt held at Bt ifast. wiruin and for
the County of Wnido, on the second Tuesday of
August A. 1).
certain instrument, purporting i" in* the last
will and testament oi IIANSo.N « .'ll RNEK.
late of Palermo, in said County oi Waldo. deceased. liavinu been presented n
]>robate.
Ordered, That notice be uiven to all persons interested by cauMiiu a copy o| this order to be
published three week* successively m the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast! that they may
>e
held at Beli.ist.
appear at a Probate Court :■
within and for said Coumy. d; the -e-mud Tin*day of September next. at ten of the mo k bei-ee
noon, and show -a use. it any they have, why the
same should md l»e ,-roved. approved aim allowed.
(. El). E. JOHNS! >N. .! i.i-e.
A t rue impy. Attest
Ri s-ki.i
I)\ kk, Reuotcr pro tern.

money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

\

Vo uare run•
•—
■
BT ning a terrible risk if
don’t
heed some of the
you

B warnings nature gives. Loss of B
* memory, headat he, b u ka< he, sour •

BUKER’S

T

'■

and

■

f"''- ♦

KEDNEY avsholv the*kidneyij S
«•
PILLS jt^n^"-^ehmR. cure J*

In Court of Probate, held at Bel
TT7ALDO SS.
Vt
last, on I lie sec-nc Tuesd.-v ->t
1 SiHE oTls |> W I Esl IN t, -un'diaii
1 cKoRcE
-aid
». SEVERANCE. miic-r. --1 S ■.; r-m--nr
in
liis
rhir-1
and
tinai
County, havinu presented
ward be nil. wance
count of u'laniianship of s.d
Ordered. That notice tlicreol !-• uiven, thtec
weeks >ueeessivel\. in in* Republican .b-nruai,
un:y t lia all pers- .ns
print til in Bel fast. in sai-i
interested may attend at a Pr.-l-atc C-.n;i. ?• be
held at Belfast -*n the sec-m-1 l'lies-lay
>epim
t-er next, and show cause, if .iiiv tin y caw. why
the said account should m-t oe all- wed
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Indue.
A true copy. Attest
Rt ssKt.i C. Dvku. Register po ten.

Inesepids

# Bright’s Disease. Dr. Ruker will
^
give advice by letter free.
B

^

Pills

a

g
%

50c.

from <l-sts or
sent post ]>:•
n«h«ri*iiH
Hnniror, Mi*.

.«•

m®

B™

■•<

Painless, Pleasant, 2
and Healing. Cures
in three to Jive days
without danger of
stricture or the least

SAFE!

URE!
PEEDY!

unpleasant effect.

J

ll'r A I.1M) SS. In Court of Probate. held .it P.ei
>>
fast, on the second Tiiesci.iv of Au-just
I 1X a».
L RE I'ERICK I.. PALMER. Administrator
with the will annexed on the estate ol \ 1 R» )K A
1 Monroe, in said County
-c.i'oi,
PIPER. i;« I *
having; presented hi' first and tinai account .d ad
allowance.
ministration 1 said estate 1
I liat notice thereof lie iriven. three
Ordered.
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county that ill persons
interested, may attend at a Probate t one. to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot September next, and show cause, il any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
CEO. K. .idllNSt>\. .Bulge.
Attest
A true copy
Ri sski.i. <i I)\ eh, Register pro tern.
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MEN AND WOMEN.
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YIP-SIP CO.. P. 0. Drawer 5331, Beslan, Mass.
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Clocks,
Sil\
Silver Plater

Sterling

Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pe
Silver Gold

Shirt Waist
\"
V

A

ICH AM C!
PkOTriLN

"tios s.

pATARRH
| \ fl II
particle of t.ht^jf\ I

Hahn diricfly into the
nostrils. Jtraic strong
breaths
through t hi
[’sc thrci limes
'nosr.
a
day. after meals preferred, and befort re-

H. J. Locke A

Advertising Is
Like Driving}

In Court of Prohate, held at Bel
Vt Iasi. .>n rhe second Tuesday o| Auiru-’.
'.
oil
t lit e>
ISSMt. CHARI.KS BANKS 1 x
rate of BENJAMIN |JIPOlN> !.d e ot Sear-mon
in said County, deceased, haviii”- presented his
second account of administration "1 said cst
for allowance.
Ordered, That noti.v thereof he eiveu. iliree
weeks successively it; tie.
Repuhlieati d •uro.il
printed in Belfast,' in said eoiinty. ha t all personinterested may attend at a Prohate < oiin, to he
held at Bellast, on the second Tuesday of Se; lexifier next, and show eausi if any they ha\e. why
the said account should not he al'owed.
OKi i. K ,lol IN S< >N. In.me.
A true copy.
Attest
i.
hi SsFl | O 1>Y! K. l: -L is;el pi-

The til-:

ELYS

follow

CREAM BALM
Opens and cleanses the
Nasal Passages. Allays

Pain and Inflammation
M
Heals the Sores. • >
NUHl#
teets
the
Membrane
from ( olds. Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. Is quiekh uhsorht d.
'iives relief a1 oner.
nO rents at Druggists or bv mail: -amides lOr. bv
mail.
Kl.Yli RoTIIMRS,
50 Warren Street. New York.

COLD ^ H EA D
j

UrALl>
{a--,

Si S»

Pin Worm

jo

Best for
PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act
as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Dr. Williams'
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the pri ate parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iy4f>

H. H.

LAMSON,

o. address,

\
the see..mi Tm*>da\ o!
lShd.
U(Hil-.l; f S. ivKKNK. \ • 111111 iMiator
the es ate ..! M.\ K
API I 1> I I U.l.lh late
)m um pie
Searsniout. m said
ounty. dee. ..-.
sented his tirst aeeonnt "1 adininistratiou oi said
estate lor all<>wanee
Ordered, That notice thereof he o.en. three
weeks sueeessively in tin Keiuih'.i.-an ... .»!.
in -aid county, that ai! personprinted in Belfast,
interested, may attend at a Prohate Court, to he
held at Belfast, on t lie second Tuesday <•! Septem
her next, ami show cause, il any they lia\e, why
the said account should not he allowed.
K<». K. .11 HINSt »N .Inline.
A true copy. Attest
li'i sski.l a. I>\ iK, Register pro tern.
on

rPHE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 concerned, that he lias been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust o! Administrator of the estate ot
ABNER BAILEY, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
FRANCIS.!. BAILEY.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that be has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of
FRANK W. RICE, late of Stockton Springs,

THE

Licensed Auctioneer.
p.

eo

square! >
to

*

trr

FREEDOM, MAINE.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all. persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
BENJAMIN F. RICE.

a»l

An
must

.*

_

nail

.1

TTALDO SS

tiring.

T*,Eli

k
IM»N.

Belfast National Bank Bui Min

ALPO SS. In (Curt ot Probate, held at Belfast. on the second Tuesday of August.
lSJHi. FRANKLIN BANKS. Administrator on the
late ot Be last. i;
estate of WILLIAM 1* IlOL
said County, deceased, having presented :iis first
aeeount of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof i-e given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Kunnal.
printed in Belfast, in said county that a! persons
interested may attend at a Probate < oiirt. to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot Seprem
her next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account shoud not be allowed.
(, EO. E ,R)H NS* >N Ju
A true copy. Attest
Rrssiii.n (1. L>v ki:, Register pro rein.

charges prepai^to any address on re- j
of price. Complete outlit, SI. We 1
guarantee to cure or refund money. 4

ceipt
will

Home treatment book free to any address
on receipt of io cents in stamps lor postage.

Watches,

|

DISEASES!

PRIVATE

I he Tribune.

Last

_

COPY OP WRAPPER,

DRESSING THE HAIR.

dressing the hair, Isabel A.
Mallon, in September Ladies’ lioine Journal, says that “a pretty and absolutely
new coiffure is the one that, while it rather
gives the blouse effect, really consists of
three deep waves that turn back, and
which are, of course, made by the iron.
At the back the hair is arranged in a
double eight twist that showes well at the
sides, but does not rise above the top of
on

cleared

Ayres;

(

Castoria is put up : e-no-?::
is net sold in bulk. r >. 't
th. plea
yen anything else
is "just as good" and "wiA
S10 that yon get C A
pose.1'
Thofac-

EXACT

Ay res.

Willard

BOTTLTE
J

Tac Simile Signature of

ikons on yo: k hair.

OF

I

Aperfect Remedy forConstipa-

have only two
hair from which
It is unwise to use the iron or
to choose.
the crimping pin on the hair of growing
girls; the most fashionable women understand this; and insist that, until the debut
has been made, a girl must wear her hair
in one of the two styles: It may be parted and braided in two plaits tied with
narrow ribbon, or it may be rolled off the
face, braided in one plait, looped and
tied with a black ribbon after the Cadogan fashion.
NEW STYLE

liaror.

y

lion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions Feverishness and Loss OF Sleep

Young girls seem to
modes of arranging the

Writing

OF EVERY

Anise. Seee/

a

use hot

I

PocheUt. Salts

beef kidney cut into small
pieces; season with salt and pepper. Flour
a pudding-cloth and tie
tightly over the
top of the bowl; immerse in a kettle of
water
and
allow the pudbriskly boiling
ding to boil steadily for from four to live
hours. Serve very hot.
don’t

WRAPPER

61,1 DrSAKl EL PITCIUJl

Keapc

cupful of beef suet, chopped tine,
with two cups of Hour, one teaspoonful of
salt, mixing them together with enough
water to make a dough easily handled.
Koll out the dough and line a buttered
pudding-dish, till with one pound of beefsteak and

nor Mineral

Not Narcotic.

PUDDING.

is made

S'.CNATURp
--OF-

ness

one

Sapelo.

CASTOHIA.
Is oa

AYege table Preparation for As
similating the rood andRegula
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

substantial crust and bake; when browned to a turn, slip a knife around the inner
edge, take off the cover and turn bottom
upwards on a plate; then add a generous
supply of sugar, cinnamon and cloves to
the apples; mash all together and spread
evenly on the iuserted crust. After grating nutmeg over it the dish is served cold
with cream.
HOW

THE

FAC-SIMILE

a

Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New York June 29 for Brunswick. Ga.
lolani, McClure, at Honolulu Aug 1 for
New York.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong June 2 for New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, at Boston
from

THAT

deep, yellow pie-dish with pared
apples sliced very thin; then cover with a

their

Register

SEE

LOAF.

Deviled ham loaf may be made in the
manner: Take two spoonfuls of
cracker or bread crumbs, a quarter of a
pound of deviled ham, two cups of milk,
using a portion to moisten the ham. Stir
in two eggs, and add salt to taste, put into
a buttered bread
pan and bake one hour
in a moderate oven.
Serve cold, cut in
thin slices and garnished with parsley.
Fill

^

have

IIAM

OLD-FASHIONED APPLE PIE.

Many

women

RECEIPT FOR POTATO PIE.

following

Vegetable
Compound
the only suc-

sex.

Hints.

Potato pie may be made by lining pietins with ordinary pie crust, and tilling
with mashed potatos seasoned with a little fried onion and summer savory.
Put
on an upper crust, and bake from
twenty
to thirty miuutes.
Serve hot.
DEVILED

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
Buenos Ayres July JO from Portland.
possible.
George V Jordan, Fred H Park, arrived
She was the type of woman who might at Boston July 27 from Rosario.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived at
have been expected to be a leader in the
13 from New York.
agitation for what is mistakenly called Bangor Aug
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
the enfranchisement of women, hut she
was
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THOUGHT.
xmien'

tions unsettled, all high aud
ennobling
duties undefined and unobeyed? [Rev. \V.
H. Moore, Presbyterian, Dovlestown, pa.

by Eminent Clergymen

Denominations.

day?

They are many, aud sad aud seriand it is lamentable to state that we
are
losing more than we gain. A few odd
conversions will not make up for the thousands who are every day being lost to the
Church from threecauses—intemperance,
fashion and mixed marriages.
[Rev. J.
M. Kieley. Catholic, Brooklyn.

is the foe of
rhe nation and of
■idler. Baptist, Pat-

lament of
( l
ist aud

a

f
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pamphlet
Sixbottles.g2.no.

free.
everywhere,
I. S. J<) UN SOX m CO..

rrice,'35cents.

Boston, Mass.

Made.’*'

Duty in Politics.
Politics is the sei- J
Liver Pill
of government, and there is no duty :
more sacred than to take our part in the
;
shaping of ends of our Government. Let 1
us see to it that education aud
cure biliousness and sick
religion Positively
headache,
liver and bowel
Theyexpcl alllinpurtUes
keep step with the march of our nation from the blued.complaints.
Delicate women find relief from
!
them.
using
Price
and let the flag of our country tioat, a
’iscts.: fivefl.no. Pnnmhiet free
1.3. JOHNSON' tCtl..gf „si,.„i 1 louse si.!Boston
symbol of a great nation aud a free peoA.
A.
ple. [Rev.
Willetts, Methodist, |
My Early Recollections.
Spring Lake, X. J.
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»Ymgregationalist,
*m1 deals with governWhere right*
duals.
e is blessing.
Where
litmeth destruction.
1’resbyterian, Phila-
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The great vital and muscle nervine. Its
electric
energy everlastingly eradicates inflammation.
It cures all it is recommended to
cure
I
had a case of cholera last
week, of a little girl
wno was not
expected to live when I was
called, hut
by giving her a few doses of your
Anodyne Liniment she was entirely cured.
S. B. LmriiKY. M. D.,
Cordova, Minn.
f’fnature a"d directimis on everv bottle,
IiUt d

ous.

stage

;.
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Hindi;ancks. What are the hindrances
to the growth of the Church in this our

To live for self and
: ai self is to live in
Hartman. Lutheran,

infidels is
his salva*
losing Christians.—

1

j

admonition to hurry, but soon came up
with John, who instead of going to the
place where we had set the traps proceeded along the base of the bill some half
W e had not gone
a mile back of the bog.
far before we were greeted with a fierce
growl and saw a large bear rear upon his
hind legs in desperate efforts to free himThe clog had
self from the heavy trap.
caught under a root and as we approached the rage of the beast was really terri1 thought it was cruel to
ble to behold.
let him live another moment and begged
J<»hn to dispatch him at once. He said he
felt it his duty to do so upon first coming
up with him, but remembered that they
had promised me that I should shoot him
and so he gave us the signal to come that
I said I was
1 might do the shooting.
only anxious to have the bears sufferings
ended as soon as possible and was not
anxious for th_* honor of shooting a bear
mat
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to

an
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Chapter III, Concluded.
God’s Workshop.
The Church is I
The hunters were up and
God's great workshop, and every man in I
away long be|
\> i. oiumous aiscovit is supposed to be a workman.
But the ! fore 1 was awake the next morning, though
mi sphere, so we are truth is that the
of church mem- I was up with the sun.
John had been
majority
ii glee ted
hemisphere bers simply stand with folded arms and installed as cook for the day and was alhemisphere of social see others work. They can not be relied ready washing up the dishes, but had a
( raft.
Presbyterian, on for the performance of any task, be- whole partridge saved for me, together
cause they have not learned aud will not with fried potatoes, broiled venison
steak,
learn how it must be done.
[Rev. Dr. corn cakes, baked beans and coffee!
The fame of Hawthorne.
oil'll..
and
Nashville.
eat
“Come, hurry up, sonny,
Baptist,
your
iured through all the
breakfast,” said John. “I’ve fixed you
The Bible.
>nly perfect life in
The people think they up a gum chisel and you better be gatherWe should emu- know the Bible, but
; kind.
they do not. That is ing your winter’s stock of gum.” Since
Rev. George La vary,
the everlasting delusion of the devil, the I had got to be almost fifteen years old I
>ston.
ever running sophism of hell.
No man often wished the boys would stop calling
me sonny,
but I suppose it was easier
knows the Bible as he ought to know it
■» n.
v \
We ought not its music, its
conception, its sweep of his- than Hezekiah. My name never did sound
•mi ional perils.
There torical information, its
musical
or pleasing to myself and I
poetry, its great very
rmnent in immigralove. It amazes me every time I look into often wondered how my parents happened
Mammonism. in Sab- its sacred pages.
to
make
such
a break in naming me.
I
[Rev. A. J. Harris,
shouldered my squirrel rifie and gum
intemperance, [llev.
Baptist. Fort Worth, Tex.
::st. Milt Lake City.
chisel, which was simply a narrow chisel
Naturalized Americans.
When a with a light cedar pole ten or twelve feet
1
s coming to underforeigner becomes naturalized he should long fastened into the socket and thrust
ie the absurdity of
be American, body, soul and brain.
The object of the can
I.et through a tin can.
attitude and sup- him feel a deep interest in his mother- was to catch the gum as it fell when dis: peace great armies. : land.
I found one tree up
That is right and proper, but his placed by the chisel.
:ist war is steadily
lirst allegiance anti his entire devotion on the side of the hill back of the camp
Conrad. Congrega- should lie to the
that
*i
yielded nearly
quart of fine tear
country that gives him a
Mass.
i sooh became greatly interested
ltome and to tiie tlag whicli boats over gum.
him.
Anything less than than that is in the work and by the middle of the foreuned to say that for treachery; it is treason.
[Rev. E. B. Rog- noon had secured about three pounds. I
been a petty tyrant i ers, Baptist, Springfield, III.
had been sitting down for half an hour
w > man has been concleaning my gum and was just admiring a
j
igeut student of his- j
Tnk Ballot. We must personally, ua- large lump shaped like an hour-glass and
be true.
[Rev. L. F. selfishly, intelligently, patriotically exer- clear as amber when I heard a slight
r-alist. Gardner, 111.
cise the right of suffrage and teach our crackling in the brush a few steps away.
children the necessity of a pure and free Thinking it might he a dock of partridges j
■«mil citizenship de- 1 ballot.
They must be taught that the 1 waited with my 1 ilie ready for them
gnition of (bod as sit>> e noiuea down me stream wiui me
privilege of casting a ballot carries with to come in sight, but instead of partridges
citizens, men have it the solemn obligation to cast that ballot a large animal came in sight which 1 at current and soon reached camp, where the
re God than as indionce recognized as a Canada lynx, which
on the side ->f right, so far as it is
other
possiboys had arrived ahead of us with a
es and souls belong
ble to determine the right.
[Hew II. B. apparently had not seen me. This was caribou and two deer. All were very
Mate.
I wantluck I had not been looking for.
much elated with the success of the day's
[Rev. 11. I). Warring, Baptist. Mount Carmel, X. V.
i:
Kansas City.
ed to get a shot at his head, but feared to hunt and after a
hearty supper sat down on
Citi/.kn>hiT.
the deacon’s seat and discussed the events
Patriotism should be risk it as he was going along side to me.
! i;i
The Yenezue- taught the young and its spirit confirmed Finally, when not more than fifty feet of the day before a blazing lire of pitch
atrocities, the among all classes. Intelligent patriotism away, something caused him to turn his pine knots, ltolfe told how he had followliarity. the vast ac- is a power almost invincible. Both are head toward me. This was what I had ed up the fresh trail of a moose, at one
nn 1 wealth and other
powerless i" conserve the best interests of been wishing for, though the wicked i time getting near enough to hear him
me have all tended to
a nation unless the truths of the
Gospel gleam of his eye denoted that he was in | crashing through the brush and at last
e
not merely Utopian
no haste to get away.
As I pulled the j losing the track as he came up on t<> the
are heard aud heeded, so as t<> become
11ional and wrong.
the foundation of all legislation and na- trigger I knew that I should carry the hard land: then going out on the Mapany
j
ongregationalist, tional conduct. Conscientiousness is in- skin of mat lynx home with me, but as \ road had shot the caribou, which he
dispensable t" good citizenship. It is the in\ uunei euiereu ins urain was not pre- ( dressed and bung up, then went over tointelligent, patriotic, conscientious Chris- pared to see him spring into the air at least i wards the Gossabeas when he heard Ben’s
n«* American
patriot- tian citizen w ho gives strength to a repub- eight feet and lost no time in getting be- j rille and had met both Ben and Steve, each
i: "i American ideas
lic.
.Hew J. W. Harsha, Presbyterian, bind a tree with my glim chisel ready for |1 packing out a deer. John said when lie
a
a thrust. My precaution was unnecessary.
left the boys upon the cranberry plat lie
ting upon American Pittsburg.
"■ Hind,
however, as the struggles of the beast ! went across to Benson’s camp hoping to
patrioticA merGod’s Law.
God never came to save a only took him down the hill farther from drive up a moose or caribou, but finding
uy higher than iuteri'izen's obligations at nation as such, but to save man as
such, me, and another ball put an end to all none had returned by way of the traps.
rights. [Rev. J. F. and when we come to understand this motion. Although this was not the first In the last one set he found a hedgehog
niiiist, Salem. Mass.
righteousness will he incorporated iu the lynx 1 had killed it was by far the largest and expected to find the same kind of
laws of men.
God’s policy is the only one, standing twenty-two inches high,
game in the other one, but before coming
i- in age of veneer. Our
policy to save the people. It is not to any and length of body from nose thirty-seven to it he found where the entrapped bear
i. our houses are ve- party to give to a nation a
1
concluded John would want
had just been along and from the freshpledge for per- inches.
ue veneered, and 1 am
manency of prosperity unless it recognizes this specimen in his collection and re- ness of the trail he concluded he must
ism in many quarters God’s law and human rights.
moved
the
the
head
and
feet
have
been caught within an hour or two.
skin, leaving
All enactlie same quality.
intact so that he could mount it, or make Following it for a short distance he came
Rev.
ments must be preceded by a right aim.
ngregationalist. Oak [Hew .'S. T. Ford, Baptist, Lowell. Mass. it into a mat as he saw tit. I returned to upon him, when he gave the signal for the
camp highly elated at securing a Canada boys.
The Mysteky of Love.
ine succeeding
The word of lynx with my squirrel ride without the
(lays in camp were our
There is no use t<» be God is full of love.
On exhibiting my prize to a repetition of the days already passed.
it covers almost aid of a trap.
damp cellar when there every page, yet we can uot comprehend it my brothers, who spread the skin on on The other camp ten miles up the river
nth and comfort in the any more than we can
comprehend God. the ground and examined it carefully, 1 was visited and put in order, hunting was
> is a great essential of
i.od is love. Sometimes we think that we expected some ovation, at least, but continued every day by part of the boys
lit re
is too little of it can grasp ir, plain and so
simple, yet so whether from a mutual understanding or with variable success, and the whole num-t in
people. [Rev. J. deep and so mysterious, so far-reaching otherwise 1 did not receive it, John only j ber of deer secured aggregated seventeen,
in
its
ilan, Philadelphia.
nature—reaching back tlie centuries remarking, “That’s as fine a specimen of one caribou, one bear and one lynx, beof time into the eternity before man was, Canada Lynx as 1 ever saw, and you have : side some forty partridges and clucks that
aState is a moral orI went i 1 had killed.
before the creation, extending again down skinned it just right, sonny."
On the eighth day after
is not altogether man.
The eternal ages to come.
[Rev. X. B. into camp disgusted. I really think if I reaching camp, we reluctantly started on
not manifest itself
had killed a bear as big as ;i moose I ! our return trip.
We took along with us
Grubb, Mennonite, Philadelphia.
lual.
It does not deshould have been called sonny just the ! several tine deer heads and the bear and
lienee emerge of very
lynx skins, which were preserved as meLife s .Stiu'-oee.
It is the struggle same.
i soul of humanity itThe boys had been hard at work and mentoes of this most enjoyable trip and
witli lower nature, the tight between the
n life,
religious life, spirit life and the beast life, that makes j had nearly completed the repairs that still enable me to recall with great pleasN Luccock. Methowere necessary on the camp and hovel.
ure the exciting events of my first visit to
man sublime.
Evolutionists tell us that ;
it is the struggle for existence that has Ben said he would like to go up the inlet our lumber camp.
that
afternoon
and
see if the hay on the
I
made everything that is noble and beautiThe paid politi- ful in the world.
had been stacked properly.
(A
It is the struggle for ! intervale
“Blame it, 1 wish bicycles would go out of
all our woe.
lie is a
moral existence that proves man akin to crew of Canadians had been employed to fashion!” ‘‘What for?" “So 1 could buy
i:> interest to H'*.‘ that
cut and stack fifty or sixty tons of bluecue
God, who lives, rather than to the beasts
cheap.” [Chicago Tribune.
for the teams in the winter.) “We
plies bread and butter that
perish. The peace that conies through joint
For Over Fifty \ears.
oter defeat.
]»v fair
the batteaux and all go up
out
might
get
that
giving up
struggle is the peace of and
An Old and Wkll-Trikd Kkmkdv.—Mrs.
is party must obtain
a feu ducks,” I said. “A 1
perhaps
bag
moral death.
\V.
p. Merrill. PresWinslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
[Rev.
>
ii. Kossiter. Tresright, sonny, you melt a little pitch to stop over fifty years
byterian, Chicago.
by millions of mothers for
'•!k.
the leaks and then hustle around and get their children while
teething, with perfect
! dinner ready while we finish this job,then j success. It soothes the
child, softens the
Ethics Above C'iieho.
W'liat Christ we will feed
all
n.
said
and
life
is
all
Spiritual
go,”
up
J>:tn,my gums, allays
pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasbe fed from streams taught concerning character tells us of to- | seventeen-year-old brother.
day that only Christian ethics gives a \\ e ate our cuuuer, lauucneu rue uatteaux, ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
goes on through the
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botmd will continue after lirm foundation and is superior to the- John taking his rille and 1 my shot gun,
tle.
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
which is only theory, whereas re- for about a mile
passed away. There is ology,
up the winding stream
for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, ami
ligion is life. The world selects men for we came to a shallow pond called Duck ask
from grace to grace untake no other kind.
lyr-hi
what they are. If we select a Receiver
ite of glory is attained
poud. This pond covered an area of some
for a bank or a
for an estate we
“Did you ever hear of green apples being
'■
eight or ten acres, with numerous patches
[Kev. ,T. A. Clyde, would not selectguardian
used as beautifiers?” asked the Cheerful
a man because lie was a
of tulies growing up all along the shore.
phia.
Unitarian, or a Calvinist, or a Trinitarian, We started several flocks of black ducks | Idiot, as soon as the fat boarder has ceased
eating peaches out loud. “I never did,”
;
We have churches or an Armenian; we would select him be- that were feeding among the tulies but far said the
typewriter boarder. “Strange,”
the land, but do they cause lie was honest and a true man before out of range.
When nearing the head of continued the Cheerful Idiot, “when all the
men.
T. G. Dickinson, Methodist, this little
[Rev.
:.i love for
we found the water deeper,
men have been telling for years how
to
pond
funny
humanity
which enabled 11s to leave the channel and they make the heir curl.”
those about us and Columbus, O.
[Indianapolis
alization of where they
paddle along near the shore. We had not Journal.
Our Nat ional Pkril. The great peril proceeded far when up went a family of
individual Christians
I
English Spavin Liniment removes all
reflect about them the threatening the country to-day is the in- ducks in easy range. I brought down three Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps aud Blemdifference
to
on
the
of
two
and
woundishes
with
barrels
from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
of them
Kev. T. A. Canady,
political duty
part
my
Sweeney,
llliuois.
Ring-Bone, Stifles,
many good citizens. The ballot box should ed another that fell into the water about Splints,
be guarded against the immoral vote and two hundred yards ahead.
John and Dan Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save
S50 by use of one bottle. Warranted
hod lias a great plan the disloyal vote. America was founded as thought it best to spend no time chasing
the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
an asylum for the
io- human race, and each
oppressed, and she must wounded birds, but J persuaded them to known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drugosigned to him. Few ever he a refuge for all people. But there pull along as fast as possible and give me gists, Belfast, Me.
Iy27
ost of
ourselves, or our should not be a welcome accorded to any a chance for a finishing shot. I always visMr. Whittle (reading): “The Empress of
one who does not come to our land to be
liked to leave a wounded bird or game of
cil or moral powers,
Austria suffers from insomnia.” Mrs. WhifThe preacher of revolu- any kind to suffer.
We soon came within
in the family, the an American.
ic
fle (meditatively): “Well, no wonder, I’m
that we ought to be, tion, the apostle of dynamite and the fol- range and I secured the bird, which prov- •sure if 1 was ail
Empress I'd he so proud of
'li-'l* ,1. 11. .Johnson, lowers of the red flag should not he allow- ed quite a prize, as it was an imperfect it 1 couldn’t sleep a wink.” [New York
ed entrance to our ports. [Rev. .1. F. ( ’ar- Albino, having patches of pure white Weekly.
\ ngeles.
|
feathers interspersed all over the body
son, Presbyterian, Brooklyn.
You make no mistake when you buy daland wings. John was especially pleased,as ton’s sarsaparilla and nkkvk
Woman wields a
tunic and
|
in the home, and is,
Hour, and Faith.
Where there is no he had never seen a specimen of black dalton's family pills. Everybody says so,
d power in public life.
hope there is no endeavor. No man would duck that approached the Albino, even so j and “what everybody says must be true.”
>• h>. in the
church, at rationally bestir himself in pursuit of a nearly as this, though he had secured
A new receipt fur making people happy:
lands, she is responsi- ! design of which he despaired. Unless we specimens of the Albino crow, robin, \ isit them and they will be happy when
<•
Albino
several
and
woodcock
animals, \ "u go. [ Atchison (Lobe.
success, while in the feel that there is a future before us we do
diy she has gone where | not live earnestly and completely in the among them a beautiful snow white dog.
Belief In Mx flours.
more
black
ducks
several
secured
We
could not venture.
present. The man who labors with no
[distressing Kidney and Blad !er diseases
before reaching the hay-stacks, which
vers, Christian. Pitts- great end in view is a ghost and relic of a
relieved
in
six hours by the "New Great
man.
The faith we have in ourselves to were found t»» be well made and con- South America* Kidney
Cure.” This new
be is an aid in our becoming.
The thing veniently located for hauling to tin* camp.
reinedv is a great surprise on account of its
a large bed of eranbeiries and
■'; uoiox.
Just so long | which we hope to be is already a power in We found
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
decided that cranberry sauce would go the bladder, kidneys, hack and every part of
-c <»ue
way in their re- ! us that determines what we shall be.
I made some baskets tiie urinary passages in male or female. It j
well with venison.
:
in their politics and ! Man's aspirations are tokens of bis great:
out. of birch bark and Dan and myself relieves retention of water and pain in pass- j
<
ry that politics has | ness. Our hope is an earnest and prophecy
it almost immediately.
If you want ||
them
oil
the
ing
vines
soon
were
stripping
by
It is a check on the bank
th religion, so long will ; of our future.
•puck relief and cure this is your remedy. !I
of heaven whose drafts are never refused liaudfulls, while John took his rille,saying Sold
di s< hemes and uuscruby A A. Howes «S: Co., Druggists, Belin about au hour, if not
back
would
be
he
ConW.
T.
>tit ml affairs.
McElveeu,
fast, 41 e.
ly‘27
Religion payment. [Rev.
we were to row back to the foot of the
!■ politics, business, ingregationalist, Brooklyn.
Be Convinced.
little pond amt wait ior mm mere, amt it
1 d life.
F.
B.
Cher[Rev.
On receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps, a
we heard two shots at an interval of ten
•ualist, Spokane, Wash.
seconds we were to laud and come to the generous sample will lie mailed of the most j
popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure (Ely’s
a ; in>tism. The
place from whence the sound came, that ! Cream
Gospel of
Balm) sufficient to demonstrate its
was to let us know he needed help to
the great questions of
great merit. Full size 50c.
We worked diligently
out game.
bring
ELY BROTHERS,
onl immigration, to the
tilling our baskets and before we realized
50 Warren .*■-t., New York City.
01
belligerency, or the
it the hour was more than passed. We had
Catarrh
r
For
caused difficulty in speaking and
Infants
and
Children.
Venezuelan boundary,
nearly half a bushel of beautiful cranber- to a great extent loss of hearing. By the J
American citizens in
The faories between ms and started for the foot of use of Ely’s Cream Balm dropping of mucus
'•
^
just as it. does to the
has ceased, voice and hearing have greatly
is ea
simile
|
the little pond to wait for John. We had
of
the
soul
every
at Law,
elgsatare
immortality
reached the appointed place when improved.—J. W. Davidson, Att’y
nearly
1 the
wrapper.
of
Monmouth, III.
impenitent. [Rev.
we heard the report of his rifle and soon
baptist, Riverside, Cal.
“Is Miss Sampton indifferent to suitors?”
Dan said, that comes
after another shot.
from the direction of the hear traps and I J “Yes; if a man left his heart in her keeping, |
•o<*
she
would probably use it to prop up her
any suspense more
!
“Henry,” said she, “wake up. I believe shouldn't wonder if he bad found a bear
an unsatisfied
spiritual there is a man in the house.” “Well, what in one of them. We hurried to the shore Window.” [Chicago Record.
any life so uncomfort- if there i9?” said Henry, sheepily. “If there
the woods in the direction
alternates perpetually was a woman in the house, do you suppose and through the
CASTOH-IA.
which
report came, and soon
*»f eternal salvation and
l would go to the trouble of waking you up from
John shouting, “hurry up, boys,
'■ii 1
destruction? Is there and telling you about it'.’” By this time heard
a big bear and a cross om* in
heart more liarrowing Henry was awake and explaining. [Cincin- we've got
We needed no second
one of the traps.”
keeps all religious ques- nati Enquirer.
..

?

in

....

an

e

t.

Stove ami Chestnut.

»

Delivered and put in, (in barrels)

\

eigmeen pounu

honor to fight him with a Winchester;
but as the case then stood the shooting
would be simply an act of mercy, and I
turned away as John raised his rifle and
at the report I heard a heavy thud as the
beast fell to the ground. “Now, boys, we
have got at least four hundred pounds of
bear to get to the boat and it means a lug
of over a hundred and thirty pounds
apiece.
However, I can lighten him
some."
And with his hunting knife he
proceeded to bleed and disembowel him
after which we constructed a sort of
stretcher by fastening some withes to two
poles, laid two feet apart, lifted the bear
on, and with guns slung across our backs
John took one end of the stretcher while
Dan and I took the other. We had half a
mile to go to reach the boat and were
obliged to stop and rest many times on
the way.
When we first started John
said w*e ought to get thirty dollars out of
this bear beside the bounty of five. When
we
had got half way to the boat, he
thought we ought to get at least fifty, and
when at last we reached the boat, with
arms and backs aching under the burden,
he said if wTe didn’t get a hundred dollars
out of that bear it wouldn't pay the cost.
He had borne the heaviest part of the burden, but we were all ready to drop with
fatigue. That bear had slid off our hastily
improvised stretcher at least once in every
five rods.
We had fastened him on with
withes as best we could, but found the
slippery creature would get away from us
every few minutes.
Perhaps some of my
readers have tried lugging a freshly killed
bear and may know something of how
tiresome and exasperating a job it is.

F. C. WHITE.

o,

trap. If he was.at liberty and manifesting
such fierceness I should consider it quite

__
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National Fire Insrkani e Co., 11ar : iCi
DESIRABLE

RISKS

WRITTEN

Travelers Life

AT

CURRENT

and

Aiyim-n

INSURANCE WRITTEN FOB 5 l'KAHS, at l«.w
CORRESPONDENT OP MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE

TORNADO

k

Assets,

c

c
c

’"irk
....

RATES.

Insrkvm

Co.

;

buildings

rules on

acceptable.

<0.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLI).
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLO.

^^Correspondence solicited.

•<»,

!]

,,

|

1

Open

of Instruction.
Lowest rates of tuition.
Best equipped rooms.Bank,etc.
from Sep'.to July. For catalogue and

fuli.

partlculars--Address

Highest grade

1

1

yr

■

;

|

:

|

■

H. A. Howard,

:

®

I

tfrSCvmak

|

^sL j

I am agent lor these w
wheels, amt have ali
enamel.

can

with

all their Oranrhes. I keep a supply oi HAKIM \ lliisi
l.Silii Hartford Hieyele has tieen reduced to tile lollouinn [>ci

file

an

Patterns Nos.

step into

in

o

I

and 2, from $80 to $05.
Patterns Nos. 3 and I, from $60 to $50.
Patterns Nos. 5 and o, from $50 to $-45.

Geo. T. Read.

SON'S DRUG STORE

POOR

.r.ors

ISi

tires done in
months

«*TRUSS,«*
when you

ll known

yele sundries amt
hra/.ing traim am! vti h-nui/.ing

Through the hot summer
old, uncomfortable

44
-

.TIIK.
and

get

mm

a

Water-Pad!
Co jl and easy

SWAII & SIBLEY CO,

old shoe.

as an

Messenger’s
Office of
State

Notice.

JOBBERS

the Sheriff of Waldo Cotnty,j
of Maine, Waldo <'<>i nty ss.
;

)
Belfast, Aug. 20,
This is to give notice that on the 20th day of
August, A. 1) 181)0, a Warrant in Insolvency was
issued by Geo. E. .Johnson, .Judge of the Court of
Insolvency for said county of Waldo, against the
estate of DANIEL BACHELOR of Palermo, in
said county, adjudged to he an Insolvent Debtor,
on petition of
said Debtor, which petition was
tiled on the 20th day of August. A. D. 18*.Mi,
A. 1). 189G.

which date interest on claims is to he computed. that the payment of any debt to or by
said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
property by him are forbidden by law; that a
meeting of the creditors of said Debtor to prove
their debts and choose one or more assignees of
his estate will he held at a Court of Insolvency to
he holden at the l’robate Office in said Belfast, on
the ninth day of September, A. D. 189G. at two
o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under mv hand the date first above written.
SA MI LL G. NORTON,
SherilV, as Messenger of theGoiirtol Insolvency
2w3">
for said County of Waldo.

Mcssoiiffor’s

Notice.

Office «*f the Sheriff of Waldo 0.h-ntv,<
State of Maine. Waldo <'<u nty
1
Belfast, Aug. 12, A. I). 1890.
This is to give notice that on the 12th day of
89<;. a Warrant in Insolvency ua>
August. A. D
issu -d by Geo. E. .Johnson. .Judge of the Court of
Insolvencv for said Count\ of Waldo, against the
estate of SAN DKRSOX 'l.. HALL ot
Stockton
Springs. i:i said County, ailjndgod to In- an Ins«»l
vent Debtor, which petition was tiled on the 12th
day of August. A. D. 189b. to which date interest
on claims is to he conn uted: that the payment of
any debt, to or by said Debtor, and the transfer
and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law: that a meeting of the Creditors of
said Debtor to prove their debts and clioose one
or moie assignees of his estate will be held at a
Court of Insolvency to be holden at the Probate
Oflice in said Belfast, on the ninth day of Septemher, A. D, 189b, at to o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under mv hand the date first above written.
SAMI EL G. NORTON,
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Waldo.
2w3f>

srrri\ssi>K 10

OK

Stevens

CRAIN,

&

Erskine,

Manufacturer am! healer

it;

FEED,
SEEDS and
GROCERIES.
Imuortnrs o(

to

Dealers in the finest

BLANKETS,

Salt.

h ALTERS.

x'x

quality of

~*;>r

Anthracite and

>

BAGS,
WHIPS,
ETC., ETC.

LiOalSi

Blacksmith

»»-ORDFRS PROMPTLY FILLED.
KINK KINK

33, :i~>, .'}7 front St., lie'fast. Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

11

(II

Custom

[

A LSI

BUCKBOARD IV.

sr< CESS

■

Harnesses.
1

u

;

*

F. A, Robbins,

Carriage

*
Harness
follows

Custom House Sqiiaie.
lid fast, at m.Ht a. m.: 2.on ami
e >1.
Leave
Northport Hotel at 11 a. m., 1 ami :• e. m.
lia«rirajie taken. Order slate at A. D. Chase’s
and ( ity Dru<i store.
Ten cent team at cars and boats to all pan .■!

slimmer

the

as

Leave

city.

351f

I
1

I

\

repairing

in

Trimmer

all its branches anil

carriage trimming done promptl\ to
order at the most reasonable rates.
Ail pel's..n- liavnu u i-ett ri ar. 11*11 will tin*
late firm are niptr-ge I t«' <\ili ami -rule with the
1 HI
undersigned at the <-M stand.
—

C. //. CHAMBER!,AIX.

C. E. STEVENS.
><>.">!» Miiit SiroBt, li lfiisl Mb

To Tax Payers.
I shall t>e at my office in Memorial building
every day from 10 A. m. to 12 M., and 2 to 4 i*. ai.,
until August 15. All persons who wish to avail
themselves of the discount of four ptr cent, on
their taxes must pay by August 15, 181X3.
H

Belfast, July 30,

F.

A
in

MASON, Collector.

1890.

FOR

|

1
f
I

BICYCLES.

Rocklar.a,Maine.

WHY SUFFER

CASTOR IA

i

COLUMBIA ^
HARTFORD

I

The Nose and
No.

—

* !*

Nowburv St.,

(Near Corner

BOSTON,
Hours, 1-

to li.

Throat,

ok

Fairfield St.)

MASS,
appointment only

...

Other hours by

Oct., 1895.—lyrts*

MILLS,
Lincolnville, .Me.
II. A.

3m32

The

person

Ttiomaston

holding

bond No. 30 will lea

n

city

of something to

their advantage by communicating with
A. A

HOWES, 6l Co., Belfast, Me.

FOR RENT.

SALE.

25 horse power engine and boiler,

good condition.

Thoiutoi City Bonis.

A very desirable front office in Johnson
Block. Enquire of
PCCR & SEN, Belfast.

The Mliee- in Ha\lord U'e.ek, Hellast,
,pi«*.I
I’.n.
1>> l)r. II II. 11«! ii si mi are i»M'ere*i for rent
session w-jveii iimeeiii.ifelv
T'i|s loratinii is very
cent ral ami the oHe-es hi e\ erv u a v ilesir.i Me. .\ni;m11 \ k ri;iin
1*1 v to
Ore. \V I- lU’.DKUK K, Atty.
Belfast,.Iu 1 > j. 1k»i;.- sott

COUNTY

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

Prospect Village.

CORRESPONDENCE.

ken spoke at
East Sfarsmont.

John Cummings, wife
daughters returned to New York
City Sept. 1st-A Sunday school was orDaniel 1. Barnes of New York spent Sunganized at the schoolhonse Aug. 30th. The
in
town.
day
following officers were chosen: C. F. MerE. L. Savary lost a valuable team horse ; riam,
Supt.; C. A. Mahoney, Sec.; Mrs. A.
last Thursday.
E. Mahoney, Treas_Mr. Johnson, the
Reading at the Cong'l parsonage this, colored preacher will hold a meeting at the
school house Thursday evening, Sept. 3d....
Thursday, evening.
Fred R. Sweetser returned to New Lon- Leroy Marriner is repairing his house....
Clara Mahoney has returned from Massadon, Conn., Tuesday.

Canoeing

is

becoming

a

popular sport

on

R. S.
conference
Y,

C. E. business meeting at the
room Friday evening at 7.

Dr. and Mrs. P. P. Nichols returned r,o
their burn*- in Northampton, Mass., Monday.
Herbert Staples and family of Philadelphia are in town, the guests ol T. H. Decrow.
llarry Robinson left Saturday to make the
voyage in ship State of Maine to Shanghai.
Sargent, who has spent several
to Boston last Fri-

home, returned

day.
C. Shute took

a

eek.

V

Louise D. Leib left by train Wednesday morning to resume her teaching at the
Thornton Academy, Sac o.
Miss

J. E. Kimball of Portland called on
friends in town last week.
He was accompanied by his wife.
Hr.

J. Fuller, l apt. F. P. Coloord, has
ordered to Halifax from Delaware

>i.:p A.

been

Breakwater and sailed the 25th.

Slap Mary
dleton.

Cushing, Capt, J.

N

Pen-

chartered to load general
New York for Melbourne.

has

at

arg"

L.

been

Hon. Clark E. Carr of Galesburg, 111., who
a speak at Stockton
Springs next Friday,
's an intimate friend of Cyrus True.
Capt. J. T. Frskine left Monday to take
" marul
again of his bark, the St. Lucie,
wlr. L
Mrs.

recently arrived in New Y ork.
Caro Whittier. Mrs. Harbutt and

pi jam are in attendance at the State
Y I' S C. E. Convention at Skowhegan this
week
Mrs. J. M. Gilkey will leave fur the west
month, and requests aU those who
haw v.nsettled accounts to call before she

next

A

party of young people enjoyed a buckboard ride to Nortliport Friday, returning
The evening and attending the

band concert.
W

>i

g.

a:

Merithew lias been drawn to serve
a
Ur the year and J. H. Kneeim
C. i
Ferguson as traverse jurors
iol ‘he Oct< her term.

as

0. F.. will confer the
>ivgree on several <■ a didates FnA iiiii attendance is desired.
long.
1.iii'-nr- will be Served.
P' ogc,

•b

:•
**•»•

-!

■'
<

"11

«

Sunday

Congregational church

service

iun.iii:.

u.

oiitiF-ntioii m-xt

n

and

morncom-

the afternoou at M..40.
at the Harbor a week from
in

Voiney Thompson’s_Mr. Ralph

iloY.

George S. Mills preached at the
iigl. ''iuirce last. Sunday morning in ex■. nange win. Key. lb G.
Harbutt. The large
auo.oq.rt- >resent was much
pleased with his
L

els- 11arse.

the reports that have preceded Hon.
James S. Sherman our people anticipate a
go.I speech from the gentlemen as lie is f
appear heie at Union Hall, Friday evening
lie 4th iust.
m

rier and wife... Mr, and Mrs. Henry K.
.Mr. St. Clair's steam yacht Siesta touched
here Tuesday morning to land Eugene I I Woodruff of Xew York are guests of H. C.
Carver. Esq., after which she proceeded to Pease and lainily. Mr. Woodruff is sergeant
of police in Xew York City, where he has
Bar Harbor.
Vice President Stephenson
served 2s years on the force. Mr. and Mrs.
was on U .ard.
Woodruff were at Xurthport Camp Ground
1
who went : Belfast Friday after- last week and
Friday they went to Bangor
"ii to hear the
speec hes of Senator Lodge with the Sedgwick excursionists.
: Ma>sa« husetts and J. Sloat
Fassett of
Pittsfield. Mrs. F. E. Merithew has
Now ^ « rk say they were
amply repaid for been very sick, but is
improving_Dr.
their trouble.
Moulton of Dexter was the guest of Dr. MerMiss Desire Nickels gave a elam hake at ritt one day
recently-A large number of
He oar last Wednesday in honor of her our citizens have visited the fair
at Bangor
us.n
Miss Albertina Buck of
Marion, the past week.... J. S. Davis and wife spent
South Carolina, and her friend Miss Stelia several days in Dexter last week and atDennis of Winn,
tended the Gazette convention Saturday_
Among the arrivals the past week were Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bryant of Boston have
been visiting their niece, Mrs. F. G. Folsom.
Horace Nichols, H. H. Kneeland,
Capt, J.
N- Pendleton and wife, Mrs. W. S.
Crowell, -Preaching was resumed at the F. B.
William Watters, Capt. W. S. Nickels, Fred church Sunday, Aug. 30th_Geo. E. KimBlather, William McGilvery and B. H. ball and family have returned from Sandypoint, where they have been stopping several
Mudgett.
weeks-Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Shaw and Mr.
A game of base ball was
on
the
played
and Mrs. S. R. Haines are spending a week
1 ark grounds Saturday afternoon
between
at Parliu Pond.... A large number of Pittsthe local team and the Belfast
nine, resultfield people went to Hartland Thursday to
ing in a victory for the Searsports with a
score of 14 to
The feature of the game attend a Republican rally and to avail themv as the
pitching of Frank E. Curtis, who selves of a free ride on the cars_Charles
although he lias not played for two years, S. Webb, one of our Pittsfield boys, has
stru. u out the
opposing players in one, two, struggled through college and has now obtained a situation as principal of a High
three order.
in South Hadley, Mass_Quite a
Among the departures the past week School
number of the class of ’06, M. C. I., are to
were Harry E. Dow, James W.
Ed.
Ford,
take college courses in the several colleges
Eaton, George Curtis, Capt. F. N. Park,
ui Maine as follows: F. E.
Hall, M. W.
Mrs. Ford H
Pendleton and sou, D. S.
Toothaker ami C. D. Harvey will attend the
and
Simpson
wife, Capt. A. D. Colcord and
Maine State College at Oroue; W. S. Jones,
wife. Robert Highborn,
Sydney J. Treat, L. G.
Glidden, L. L. Powell, D. L. RichardGeo. S. Nichols, Mrs. Frances
Palmer, Scott
P. S. Littlefield, Carl Collin, A. M. Jones
Blanchard, Mrs. Fanny Fitzmaurice, E. H. son,
ami Johu Furbusli will attend Bates College
Knvanagk.
at Lewiston ;R. I. Morse, and E. V. Call will
"i
ur uoys, sous of
deep-water captrend Bowdoin College at Brunswick. Uryearning for an adventure on the the bau Willis will take the examination
pre,rK b!u<* sea, went on board schooner Oak
paratory to attending Bowdoin next year...
Grove lying at Long Cove and after cutting
Harry Ferguson has resumed his position as
away the masts proceeded to rescue each
head clerk at Libby’s drugstore after several
other in an improvised breeches buoy in
| weeks' vacation at liis home in Plymouth.
truly life saving style. An amused specta- Miss Florence
Bumps of Dexter lias recenttor who witnessed their performance
says ly been the guest of Mrs. G. B. Warner for a
jf those boys live they will make their mark
few days-Mrs. S. K. Gilman of Watersome day in their chosen profession.
ville was called here last week on account
Mrs. E. D. Colcord entertained the follow- of the serious illness of her daughter-in-law,
members of the Whist Club of Bucksport on Mrs. F. H. Gilman_Mr. John E. Mayo of
Friday iast: Mrs. H. E. Snow, Mrs. It. H. Westerly, R. I., succeeds I. D. Lad ley as
Emery, Mrs. E. P. Nichols, Mrs. J. H. boss carder at the Waverly mill....Mr.
Snow, Mrs. E. L. Beazley, Mrs. L. M. Joseph P. Roberts of Caribou, who has been
Adams, Mrs. E. P. Emerson, Mrs. C. S. visiting his old friends and relatives in this
Homer, Mrs. Mary F. Page. Mrs. H. M. section of the country for the past two
Spring, Mrs. Lyman Warren, Mrs. L. F. months or more, left for home on the PullTapley, Mrs. C. C. Homer,Mrs. F. H.Moses, man train Aug. 2Gtli. Mr. Roberts is 70 years
Mrs. Enoch B. Hill, Mrs. C. H. Rice, Mrs. old, but is vigorous and smart as most men
H. H. Ginn. The party took dinner at the
of 65-Bryant & Co. recently received a
Searsport House and speut the afternoon
la
order through the contractors, M. C.
very pleasantly at the residence of Mrs. Colcord.
Foster & Son, for windows, frames and
finish for several railroad buildings at Bartlett, N. H. The contract calls for the best
CA8TORIA.
workmanship and will keep them bnsy for
some time.
They report a large number of
small orders on hand and are looking for a
business
fall
booming

Union

1

success.

seventeen

his

ning

To the
To

!

People

of

Northport.

Editor of The Journal: We
have been informed by good authority that
during the recent session of the Methodist
camp meeting a scheme was set. on foot to
have that portion of this town that composes
the site of the Wesleyan Grove Camp Ground
set off as a village by itself, and petitions were circulated to that effect among
the cottagers for signatures, to be presented
to the Legislature this winter, praying that
the

the petition might be granted. Now, what
a
delightful scheme it would be for the
managers of that corporation, and those
who own cottages there, if this plan of separation from this town could be accomplished.
The reason, we are told, why this change is
desired is because those interested in the
ground are not satisfied with what the town
does for them in consideration of the amount
of taxes the town receives from the place.
Now,citizens! liow would you like to see that
scheme succeed ? How would you like the
idea of losing that proportion of the taxes
taken from the town just to accommodate a

corporation that cares
interests

of this

but very little
town in general but

for the

everything in particular for the interests of those j
who are interested in that particular spot ?
Of course a scheme like that if carried to a
successful termination would prove not only
a detriment to the town, but a positive in-

jury to every citizen. It appears to us that
the best available means for the people of
this town to set the seal of tlieir condemnation upon the project is to be sure and send
a representative to Augusta this winter that
will use every honorable means to defeat
such an absurd proposition.
It is very
pleasing and very gratifying to know we
have such a gentleman in the person of Mr.
Phineas G. Hurd, the Republican candidate
for the Legislature for this class, a gentleman well known here and in the adjoining
towns.
Clean, honest, and honorable in
every particular, one who can be confident.,
lv relied upon to do his utmost in defeating
any scheme that will menace the prosperity
of this town to simply gratify a grasping

tend the C. E. convention. She went on her
wheel-Joseph Sawyer of Fairfield was in
town Saturday and Sunday-Willie Tabor
is at home from Boston quite sick.
Monroe.

corporation.

Every citizen,

we

hope, will

interest in the matter aud cast their
for Phineas G. Hurd, who has the wellfare of his native town at heart, aud will do
all in his power for the interest and prosperity of its people. Whether his name appears
upon the ticket you vote or not, every voter
has the privilege of writing the name lie
prefers upon his ballot. Let us all wake up
and do our level best to thwart such a
senseless scheme as the one proposed, and
the best way to do this is to vote for Mr. P.
G. Hurd and elect him as a representative
to the Legislature.
A Citizen.
take

an

vote

<
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^SPECIALTY^
Of Extra Sizes in all lines
of Goods.

TROUSERS

STAPLES & COTTRELL,
The

Belfast

The regular meeting of the Belfast School
Committee was held Monday evening. The
election of a teacher for the Head of the
Tide School in place of Miss Gertrude Ferguson,

resigned,

was

jMSgjjB

*

Schools.

>

mittee on Teachers.
The Ward Committee of Ward 2 reported the repairs to the Grammar school building completed, except outside painting and
the heating apparatus.
The bills to date
are less than $400.
The question of putting
in a larger boiler or a furnace iu addition to
the present boiler was left to the discretion
the Ward 2 committee.
The Superintendent was authorized to act

petitions for leave of absence of teachers.
The Superintendent was authorized to
procure a supply of “desk books'' for teach-

■

CM/

I
I
Ig-sii
<*S3
I
lil

tzv?
Ji £ g
ia*<»
fe'g

ceCim

recent times originated a
W iter Supply Goods.
Who sells low to him ? We

Chicago; San Fran*
cisco, Cal.; Ft. Worth,
San Antonio, Tex.; Lin*
coin,Neb.; Kansas Afl
City, Saint Louis,
Mo.; Sioux City,
Dubuque, Daven*
^
port, TVs Moines,
la.: Minneapolis,
l Minn.; Toledo,0

Hlj

q^B
Wis.; "j
^Milwaukee,
Peoria,I!).; Detroit Ml
Mich

^^^^New

DufTalo.N Y.;
York City;

^

idea in Wind::
farmer se<;
have repeatedly 1.
and have therefore ilefeated windrnili comhiu'.t.
since ’89, reduced the cost of wind power t
gratitude, and because wo are price <:
to deal with, and because we are tht
of all that is good in the modem so
tower.THE WORLD HAS GIVEN U8 M
HALF ITS WINDMILL BUSINESS
prices, high grades and large sales. V
•ith long power stroke pumps, with 1
)e cylinders, lower than iron ones—a 2;
prepay freight to 20 branch houses.
y illustrated catalogue of up-to-dat
irs but once.
Our imitators may not
r latest plans.
No one knows the
mp or Price until he knows ours.
new

Everything the
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by the only concern
voluntarily reduced pn
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Address

I
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referred to the Com-

f|

_

Bh

on

for the fifth year in the Central schools.
The motion was not carried, and the matter
was laid on the table one month.
Several matters came up informally,

among them tbe following: One pupil asked
to be allowed to pursue High school studies
in a rural school.
The request was not
granted, as it would establish a precedent
which might lead to serious trouble. It was
decided to continue the High school two sessions per day for the present.
Superintendent Brick proposed that a series of days be designated as flag days, on
which tiie flags shall be displayed on the
school houses. The dates are historical, and

proposed to teach history on flag days
from the events of which the day is the anniversary. The superintendent was instructit is

ed to

adopt

series <>f Hag days, which he
follows : The first day of each
school term; last day of each term: Labor
Day: Jan. 1, Emancipation Prociamarinn
ls<*:*»; Jan. 17, Franklin’s birtlnlay, 17%; Feb.
a

announces as

12, Lincoln's birtlnlay, 1M>J; Feb. 22, Washington's birthday, 173.2; Feb. 27, Longfellow’s
birthday, 1807; March 4. Inauguration Day;
March 17, Evacuation of Boston, 1770: April
2, Jefferson’s birthday, 1748.: April b, Lee's
surrender, 1805; April lb, Battle of Lexington, 1775; April 27, Grant’s birthday, 1822;
Morse’s birthday, 171*1. May 4, H. Mann's
birthday, 17!*0; May 22., Foundation cl
Jamestown, 1007; May 2.0, Memorial day,
1*00; June 14, l'. S. Flag adopted, 1777; H.
B. Stowe’s birthday, 1812; June 17, Battle of
Bunker IIill, 1775: July 4, Declaration of
Independence, 1770; July 2b, Atlantic Cable
completed, 1800; Sept. 3, Treaty of Paris,
1783; Sept. 5, First Continental Congress,
1774; Sept. 17, l\ S. Constitution adopted.
1787; Sept. 18, Surrender of Quebec, 175b;
Oct. 17, Surrender of Burgoyne, 1777: Oct.
18, Surrender of Cornwallis, 17*1; Oct. 21,
Discovery of America, 14b2; Nov. 25, Evacuation of New York, 1783; Dec. In, Boston
Tea-party, 1773; Dec. 21. Landing of the Pilgrims. 1020; Dec. 24, Treaty of Ghent, 1814 :
Dec. 25, Christmas.
The Superintendent

announces his office
hours as follows: School days, 8 to b a. >i.,
and 4 to 0 p. m. ; Saturdays, b a. m. to 12 in.,
and 1.30 to 5 p. m.

The fall term of the Belfast schools will

begin

next

Monday.
SHIP

Perth Amboy, Aug. 27. iSM, sch. Sarah L.
j
Davis. Pattershall. Portland; 29, sld, sch. Gen.
Adelbert Ames, Small, Salem.
Galveston, Aug, 28. Ar, sch. A. B. Sherman,
Fillsbury, Baltimore.
Ashepoo, S.
Aug. 28. Ar, sch. Star of the
Sea, Hopkins, Baltimore.
Fernandina, Aug. 29. Ar, sch. Win. H. Sumner,
Pendleton, Perth Amboy.
P(*rt Tampa. Aug. 29.
Sld, bark Rose Innis,
Cartaret, N. J.
Hyannis, Aug. 30. Ar. sch. Fawn. Shute, Port
Johnson for Nantasket and sailed
Bridgeport. Aug. 29. Ar, sch. Norombega,
Calais.
Ar. sch. H. J. Cottrell,
Jacksonville. Aug. 31
Haskell. Boston.
Newport News, Aug. 31. Sld, sch. Gov. Ames,

Davis, Bangor.
Norfolk, Aug. 31. Sld, sch. Jose olaverri, A
Portsmouth.
Somes’ Sound.

Me..

Briggs, Philadelphia.

Aug. 27.

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Aug. 27. Sell. James Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
Aug. 28. Sells. Fannie A Edith, Ryder, Boston;
Jonathan Cone, Rolerson, Haverhill Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
Aug. 20. Seh. G. E. Brainard, Beal, Perth Amboy.
Aug. 30. Sell. Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson,
Bangor.
Aug. 31. Sells. A. W. Ellis, Ryder. New York,
Hattie. Eaton, do.

Aug. 19.

AND YOl WILI

Sld, soli. Maud

k'i

BENEF T

Sld, bark lolani, McClure.

In port, brig Ham
Point-a-Pitre, Aug. 3.
Smith, Craig, from New York.
Rosario, July 24. In port, bark John S. Kmen.

BECAUSE II

Wooster for Boston.

h;i>

MARINE

"w

MEteTCHICi

FOREIGN PORTS.

Hon olulu,
New York.

~SABS£.

iv

rev.

IS

’<k -j

M1'« KM.a:.V.

record|

Charters. Bark st. Em ie. Nrv York to Port
Natal, geneial cargo, oasis 2"- s«-l D. H. River-,
Portland to .Buenos Ayres, luin'oer. -7.75. Ro-ari
88.75. Sell. Sallie I'On, Annapolis, N. s.. to Buenos
Ayres, lumber. 8b, lb»sario sin. Sell. Ed. :l
Blake. New York to Tampico, creo-on-d piling
and lumber, basis S5. Sen. olive T. Whittier
Turks Island t
North of Hatteras. not east
New York, salt. 5 1-4 cent-. Scl:. -1 *hn C. Smith
New York to Havana. W. P. lumber, p. t. >•.
Puritan, New York to Bangor, l-ninstone. '1 an
discharged. Coal freights- Sch. 1>. H. Kiv.-rPliiladelphia to Portland. 5< .-cuts. S< h. Ei/ziu
Lane. Philadelphia To >oiuh Norhdk. s- I
,M
cellus, South Atnhoy to Swan- Island. Accents.
Mini. K. Stet.-on, Port .Jolm-.-i to N.in
rasket. 55 cents. Sell. Hattie. H .hokcu t.. B.-':,.»-.
45 cuts.
ittHTS. The 1
B
Co.. New York, reports lor tin wn
-mug a
2b. Long voyag*- tonnage
min .c- inquired toby shippers of case petroleum ami u-neral cargbut the available supply does me men use.and .1 ».olferings of forward vessels are yv< f a very
meagre character. In view of this ta-q the inaiket continues exceedingly strong in n-m-, ami
there is no reason to anticipate a. > bicak in the
situation lor M»im* time to i-oinc. as rep' n- :■
abroad indicate the prevalence of -ati-lam
rate- upon coal and other cargo, rims relic mg
vessels oJ tile neces-it
>n
seeking tm.-ines*
this side of the Atlantic. Smut n-w \c-scl- an
also wanted for barrel petroleum to Europe, ami

.*
\er\e iBlood
Scrofula. Rheumali>ip

larged Glarids. I’>■ <Is.
Neuralgia, Ner\<.o^
hausted Vitalit>

though shippers are prepared to meet tin- I
market quotation. little
no -nimble tonnage

3
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is

available. Nava) store freight- remain quiet.
far a- surface indications are concerned. N'ego
tiatioh.-. however, are said t. lie constantly going
on with foreign owners direct.
Lumber tonnage
to the River Plate continues in demand, bn: tin
business volume is restricted in sonic mea.-ure
the limited offerings of medium sized ve-s«-!- iEastern and Provincial loading.
There ha- ahbeen a moderate inquiry tor vesselload pit h
1'ine at Cult' ports, with some fixture- cmnplercu
Rates from all the leading ports are rtrmlv
tained. The Brazil trade momentarily is quiet:
one or two orders are known r< lie
in tin- market,
but owners are not prompt to accept the rateshippers are prepared to pay Several vessel- are
impaired for to load general cargo to the Win
ward, but in the West India department no act
of any consequence develops
Coastwise linnOrr
freights continue dull, and with an abundance ■;
tonnage offering for the trade, rates are gi\en
opportunity to advance. There is a steady n o.'n-r
ate inquiry for colliers to the East hut vessel- annumerous and competition sharp, hem-.- m.
provemeut in rates is established.

F OR S.ALb B\

.Maoomuek.
In Belfast. Aug. 2A.
.Mr. ant!
Mrs. Wilbur A. Macomber, a daughter.
smith.
In Green's Landing. Deer Isle. Aug Id.
to Mr and Mrs. Frank J. Smith, a daughter.
Small. In Camden. Aug. 18. to Mr. and Mrs
H. C. Small, Jr., a son.

A

Notice of For*
W'HKKlbVS.

I.K'\

IS

>'
u W
:n tin"*a :.
by ins mortgage deco
day < f < violier. A D
Waldo County Itegis:
lr.c, conveyed to one .1

:

of .lolui Dean, a certain
ated in Lineoin\ iii<* in
bounded and described
ning at an iron bol: *
tin* road leading fr>-m <
dall's Mil!' to Dm k
thence northeaster!’..
stone wall dividing
between said points
lieu*
minute' west
north 3d degrees, do m
iron bolt at tin* end ot
degrees. 30 minutes ea-i
ami by the same line .c
a line running north. 3
from the starting | 'i;
section south 37 degrees
apple t ree marked then
be.
41 1-2 feet to place
acres, more or les' and :•
conveyed to said Lewis 1
Dean, by bis deed da;-<,
whereas, said d dm C. I
dated Aug. 28, 1 8'.id,
try of Deeds, assigned.
said mortgage to am the
as the condition of said i.
now
therefore, by reaso
condition thereof. 1
mortgage.
1 fated this thirtv first
( HAKI.i
3w36
'•>

1

1

j
!

•-

|

BOKJN.

MAK&IED.
Dt>wnks-Davis. In Belfast. Aug. 28. by Rev.
J. F. Tilton, William L. Downes ol Hampden and
Lillian D. Davis of Islesboro.
In W aldo. Aug. 2 1, >
llAKTSHt‘KN-Lassei r
Rev. H. I. Holt, Llmer F Hartshorn and Bertha
Lassell. both of Belfast.
Mesekvil Berry, hi Morrill. Aug. 2d. by Rev
H. 1 Hod, Charles Meservie ami Victoria Berry,
both of Morrill.
SiRYKER Lt i»wi<; In Rockland, Aug. 18. Dorr
t
J. Stryker and Rebecca Crockett Ludwig, both
Rockland.

!
1

!

MEUK AX PUK1S.

New

Brothers, snow, Kennebec.
Fernandiua, Aug. 29. Sld, sch. Belle Hooper,
Hall, Curacoa.
Norfolk, Aug. 27. Sld, seh. R. F. Pettigrew,
Bluefields.

LOS
I have

recently lust

timer combined. Tin
warded b\ returning

SAILED.

Aug. 27. S' hs. Aildie E. Snow. Pinkham.Rockland Alida, Gray, Bangor.
Aug.20. Sell. V >lant, Pendleton. Rockland.
Aug. 2'J. Sehs. Alida, Gray. Bangor, Volant,
Pendleton, Rockland.
.A

takeJ

■

NEWS.

j

\

If so,

4>

---

ABSOLUTELY PURE

New?

....AND.

..

Powder

v?

CUSTOM

York, Aug. 25. Ar, bark Megunticook.
Trinicad; 2(5, ar, sell. R. F. Hart, Belfast, via
New Haven; 28, ar, sell. Levi Hart, Bath for Atlantic bitv; Hattie 8. Collins, Deer Isle; Menawa,
sults. .Mrs. Fred Grant has been sick with j
New Bedford; cld, seh. S. M. Bird, Merrill, HaliNorthport, Me.
fax. N. S.. 29, ar, sells. Annie 1*. Chase, Ellis,
neuralgia-Stella Williams of Boston is
Bangor; Annie R. Lewis, Cobh, Sullivan ; sld. sell.
Emma S. Briggs, Osborne. Guttenburg for AuL.
her
O.
Robinson-Mrs.
uncle,
visiting
Bateman’s Advice.
3d, ar, Imrk Carrie L. Tyler, Charleston;
gusta;
is
Ed. Billings
very poorly. She is hardly
sells. Post Boy, Bangor; 31. ar, sch. Jennie A.
The Democrats of Belfast violated the i Stubbs, Turks Island for New Haven; sld, brig
able to keep about the house part of the
Havilali, Richardson. Belfast, Ireland.
time_Mrs. Agnes York and two children promises and refused to end >rse the nomina- i
Boston, Aug. 2(5. Ar, sch. Mary Farrow, Morrisfrom Windsor, Me., is visiting her husband’s tiou of Capt. S. B. Fletcher for representa- sey. Belfast; 28. sld, seh. \V. Wallace Ward, coal
port; 39, ar, sells. Willie L. Newton, Port Johnparents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph York-Dr. tive. In the class composed of Searsmont, son; Sadie Corey, Winterport; Isaiah Iv. Stetson,
Port Johnson <at Nantasket); Nightingale, Smith,
Islesboro
is
and
there
Sewall will return to Roxbury with his fam- Belmont, Linooluville
Eddvville; Josie Hook, Bangor; 31, cld, sch. Dayily this week. He says his vacation has a fusion between the two parties. We ad- light. Kennebec and Washington.
vise the
to cut the Democrats'
Philadelphia, Aug. 2(5, Ar, sch. Humarock,
given him much pleasure and the good rest name fromPopulists
their ticket. That is the only Veazie, Guantanamo; 27, cld, sell. D. H. Rivers,
he so much needed-Little Allie Colson,
Portsmouth; 30, ar, sch. Joel F. Sheppard, Carway to deal with such treacherous allies,
ter, Bath.
who has whooping cough, has a fever with it
Maine Populist.
Portland, Aug. 28. Cld, sch. Olive T. Whittier,
which keeps him in bed.
Trinity Bay, Martinique; 30, ar, sch. Sarah D. J.
Rawson, French, New York.
Bangor, Aug. 23. Ar, schs. Geo. B. Ferguson,
Ferguson, Portland; Mark Pendleton, Collins,
Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report
New York; cld, sch. Edward Stewart, Kent. New
Haven ; 28, cld, sch. Henry Crosby, Stubbs, Philadelphia; 29, cld, schs. Isaac Oberton, Trim. Philadelphia; Webster Barnard, Marshall. New York;
Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson. Eddvville: Sept. 1,
ar, sch. Melissa Trask, Trask, Port Reading; cld,
schs. Hattie II. Barbour, Erskine, Bridgeport;
Electa Bailey, Thurston, Philadelphia,
Bath, Aug. 25. Sld, seh. Levi Hart, Atlantic
City.
Washington, L>. C., Aug. 2(5. Ar, seh. Young

|
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Something
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j

!

In

*

.Mrs. Albert Doe of Worcester, Mass., is ers.
The question of teaching music iu the
visiting her sister, Mrs. Elbridge Fernald.
-Lizzie Moody went to New York on rural schools was referred to the SuperinMonday's boat, to remain for the winter.... tendent and Committee on Teachers.
The Superintendent was instructed to
Mr. and Mrs. LymanC. Bachelderof Boston,
visited his mother, Mrs. Milliken, last week. procure coal for the school buildings, di_Miss Georgie Studley and Mr. Willie viding the orders as nearly as practicable
Studley of Lawrence, Mass., visited at between the local dealers.
it; was moved to
Howard Grant's last week-Mayor Hansuspend the rules and
adopt Frye’s Primary Geography for the
son of Belfast spoke at Union Hall, Thursthird year and Frye's Complete Geography
day evening, Aug. 27th to a large audience.

river last week.

at the

Leroy Durham is at home on a
vacation from Massachusetts, where he has
employment as a civil engineer_Mr. and
Mrs. Willard Twombly are visiting her
cousins in Waterville and Augusta_Mr.
George Palmer is recovering auu is able to
get to the store again... .There will be a
grand rally at the town hall Th irsday evening, Sept. 3d. Congressman James S. Sherman will speak-Mrs. Mabel Walker of
Bangor is still the guest of her uncle, A. H.
Mayo....Mr. R. N. Colson is building an L
on his house and has given it a i.ew coat of
paint-The Forest House has been remodeled, a piazza added, and it has received a
new coat of paint.
It is now ready to be
opened... .Miss Carrie Robertson begins the
fall term of school this vceek at the village.
She taught the spring term with good re-

an

Smith, and Miss E. M. Hall returned from
Northport on Tuesday's boat-Capt. E. F.
Littlefield aud family returned from down

factory Aug. 28th. Farmers
say the corn does not yield sc well as last
year and is not as good-Mrs. Chas. Bartlett is quite sick with hay fever_Sadie
Pilsbury of Waterville is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Pilsbury_Helen
Thomas went to Skowhegan Monday to atcorn

20th

....The infant son of Mrs. Mark Bowden
died last week: also the infant daughter of
Mrs. Ralph Cole. Much sympathy is expressed for the afflicted parents... .Mrs. R.
A. Rich, Mrs. C. M. Chase, Mrs. D. H.

parents... .There were no
LaMarsh
preached it the Park and had a crowded
house. He delivered a very able sermon.
There was singing by the choir... Miss
Winnie Abbott who has been the guest of
Lena Bartlett, returned to her home in Lynn
last Friday-Word came from Boston last
week that the youug man who accidently
shot Mr. Bartlett is in a sad condition. Two
doctors attend him and it is feared if he gets
well he will be insane_They began can-

>

Hall, Wednesday evening, Aug.

interested audience. He was entertained at Lewis Atwood’s-Mr. A. D.
Harlow’ went to Buckfield, Me., Monday,
called there by the sickness of his mother.

to

j

Sunday. Rev. X'.

in town

Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso
Winterport.
Emmonds and son John Emmonds of Biddeford, visited her brother, Mr. F. W. Haley,
last week_Hon. Seth L. Milliken spoke at

Cain

South Montville.
B. F. Knowles and
son Ralph left for Charlestown,
Mass., Monday. Ralph will remain there at school
during the fall and winter-David Gilman
and daughter Hattie are visiting and attending the State Fair in Lewiston this week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilman and Bertha i
Adams are visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Fish
this week... .Miss Lue Foster of Portland is
visiting for a few weeks at her uncles, Parkman Woodman-The High school reunion

Mass., visiting

was

a teacher of experience and ability, began
the fall term of school in Dist. No. 3, last
Monday_The L. A. S., at F. M. Stevens’
was well attended.
They will meet Sept.
10th with Mrs. K. G. Royal....A party of
nine visited the cave the first of tlie week.

and Misses Eliza and Eftie Cain visited in
Northport last week.. .Mr. Mark Messer,
Mrs. Eliza Bean., Mrs. Voiney
Thompson
and Miss Bertha Thompson are spending
two weeks at Northport Camp Ground.

services here

Fred Miller

company was entertained with music-, recitations, etc..... Aug. 20th Hon. S. L. Milliken
addressed a large and appreciative audience
at Marden’s Grove-Miss Mabel Billings,

....

Mr.

Mr.

Sunday.... Mr. S. 1). Greely and family
of Hampden are visiting in town.... Mr.
Frank Woodman, who lias been in the employ of Dr. J. S. Cole for the past ten
months, has taken his departure... .Mrs.
Fanny Dickey has sprained her ankle quite
badly.... Miss Sarah Harris has returned to
Iloxbury, Mass...The Swanville Union
Sunday school had its annual picnic in
Marden’s Grove last
Wednesday. The

j

Sunday.

Fi

Swanyili.e.

James Bartletts, have returned to Massachusetts
Miss Georgia Pratt of Belfast is
visiting at Jesse Frye’s... .Our genial storekeeper, James Clement, is seriously ill_
Miss Essie Sanborn of Belfast is a guest at

-4* ARE

on

last

Tileston
scholars
Appleton. A man giving the name of; were present, with a number of invited
Albert Martin, who had been at work a few neighbors and friends. One of the finest
j
days for Aaron Henderson, borrowed a bi- ! collations was prepared by the sisters that
cycle of William Cornice Aug. 25th, promis- i could possibly be enjoyed by a hungry
ing to return it later in the day. As he did crowd-Mrs. Betsey Gilman is in Pittsnut return lie was traced to Belfast, where
field for a few weeks, visiting her sou Fred
the trail was lost, hut as he had been living Gilman-John W. Prescott received sLS in
in Camden the case was put into the hands
premiums at the Bangor fair.
uf Deputy Sheriff T. E. Dyer, win* fuund the i
Liberty. Albert G. Smalley and wife of
culprit in Old Town, where his sister lived. Chelsea, Mass., visited last week at A. C.
The wheel had beeu pawned, but was found Brown’s
ami S. F. Davey’s_Miss Bessie
and returned to the owner. Sheriff Dyer Wisdom of
Somerville, Mass., who h,as been
brought Martin to Rockland Friday and visiting hero, has returned home_The
lodged him in jail....Miss Helen Sprague, evacuation of the town has
begun. Monday
w}.< has been visiting relatives here for sevmorning Walter N. Cargill left to become
eral weeks, lias returned to Penobscot, aca student at the Maine State
College, at
<'■
mpanied by her cousin, Mr. Albert Stuart, I Orono. Samuel
son of Charles
Bagiev,
only
who was absent one week....Mrs. Georgie !
Bagiev, aged 15 years, left to become a cadet
Rage Ripley and daughter, Emma Meade, I in the F. S.
Navy, entering on board the
Mr
and Mrs. G. H. Page, Mrs. Lydia
old frigate Newark. Bessie Wisdom left
R.
Simmons
and
Mr. WilVaughan Milton,
for her home in Somerville, Mass. The
liam Gurney returned Saturday from a two
Pulsifer family will return to their home in
weeks' stay at Xurthport Camp Ground....
N. V., Thursday.
Willie Cargill
Walter Gushee and wife have returned to Brooklyn,
will enter the Maine Central Institute at
Ciueinnatus. X. V., where they will resume
Pittsfield next Monday, and Ralph 1. Morse
their positions as teachers in a large school.
will enter Bowdoin College at Brunswick
-Mr. and Mrs. A A. X. rtou uf Matinieus
the Monday following-Mrs. Brookman of
Ruck were here recently, guests of their
N. V.. is at J. J. Walker.
daughter, Mrs. Horatio Hall.. Mr. and Mrs* Brooklyn,
Unity. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Mitchell spent
Kenney of West l.’pton. Mass., are guests of
H. X. Titus ami wife....Miss Katie Ler- last week in Dexter visiting friends_
mond of Lincolnville is visiting O. W. Cur- \ Harry Whiting is at home from Lowell,

and wife.

n

the head and caused instant death.
Mr. Bevant w'as about 30 years of age. He is
survived by a wife, three children and t wo
brothers. He was a member of the Ancient
Order of Foresters, which entitles the members to a funeral benefit of 850 and 8300 for
their families.

Montyille. Mr. Pembroke Carter and family spent several days last week
at Windermere Park-Mr. Rufus Lowell
and Misses Alice and Bell Lowell attended
the High School reunion at South Montville
Saturdry-Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Richards
and little son, who have been visiting at

was a grand
Wadlin, teacher, and

Capr. E. J. Jewett and wife of schooner
Chares P. Notman were in town
Monday
and w ere the guests of Capt. C. A. Colcord

Belfast

him

Nortliport.

cutters-Miss Addie Crockett and Miss,
Elva Randall of Stockton visited at G. A. j
Saturday
Brown’s last week.

leaves

Castine. A fatal accident occured here
Friday forenoon at 11.30 o’clock,when Joseph
Bevant, a resident, was instantly killed on
the grounds of Edwin Morey of Boston, a
wealthy cottager. Mr. Bevant with other
Workmen was engaged in repairing the bulkhead that was washed away during one of
the severe storms of last spring, wdieu the
derrick which they were using, fell, struck

Centre

Sunday-Mrs. Thomas Davenport and son
Harold, Mrs. Clara Davenjiort and Prof.
Horace, have returned to Quincy, Mass_
During a game of whist at Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Reagan’s last Friday evening, the
company was surprised by an unexpected
caller, and all left well skunked... .E. L.
Warren is running a large gang of stone-

Mrs. i

via

at

and two children visited friends in Searsport last week....Mrs. Alwilda Meade of
Natick, Mass., called on friends in this place
last week.. .Capt. W. I). Harriinan, in sch.
Romeo, made a trip last week from Bucksport to Rockland, unloaded and returned in
•»0 hours..
Miss Edna Genu returned home
from Old Orchard last Friday_Mr. James
Donovan visited friends in this place last
week ...Several from this place attended
the fair at Bangor... .Mrs. Janie Batchelder
and Mrs. Hannah Bright visited friends at
the Marsh last week... .Mrs. Orilla McMann
has returned from her outing at Sandvpoint.
She. thinks it is a tine place to rusticate....
Jerry Emerson and wife visited Mr. and
Mrs. Ed. Ellis of Belfast last Saturday and

The Ada Gray Dramatic Co. played to a
small but very appreciative audience at
lhr. i; Hail Monday evening.

Farrar of Washington, Me., is visiting at
John Black’s_Henry Carr is moving his
goods to Albion and will continue to live
with his daughter, Mrs. Mabel Hussey.

Monroe Centre.
Mrs. L. O. Robinson
spent last week at North port. She was accompanied by her niece, Miss Estelle Williams of Boston, who is visiting her. Miss
Williams returns to Boston uext Monday.
....Mr. and Mrs. E. Gilmore from Massachusetts are visiting Mr. G.’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Asa Gilmore.
.Miss Esther Ford
is very sick. Dr. A. C. Ellingwood of Belfast is attending her....The Sunday school
picnic held at Swan Lake Aug. 15th has
left with the little ones, and older one as
well, happy recollections of an enjoyable
day. They had a trip up the lake on the little steamer, a pieuie dinner in the grove, and
a treat of lemonade, candy and peanuts_
Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Waiker spent last week

ry

several of hi> "id

the guest of F. C. -Cun-

night.

damaged by water, as was an adjoining
building; no insurance. The fire was inclose
connection with several frame buildings
which escaped the great lire of 1892.

Prospect Ferry. Miss Inez Genu, who
lias been stopping several weeks at Old
Orchard, returned Lome last Saturday....
Mrs. B. ('. Avery and Miss Freda Harriinan
returned borne from Portland last Saturday.
.Mrs. Ellen Godfrey of Bucksport visited
Mrs. Celia Heagan last Sunday....B. C
Avery came up from Blue Hill and spent
Sunday with his family_Mrs. Phena Ber-

George A. Mitchell and Miss Stephenson
Togus visited Mr. Mitchell's parents here
tins

E.

day.

smaL party to Bucksport Y\ ednesday to hear lion. Thomas B
Heed.
N

at

was

Bay View house. Total loss $2,000; insured
for $1,000.
The. building was owned by
Spence Mero. Loss, $1,200; insured for
$600. W. E. Currier’s stock was somewhat

...

Large m mbers of our people attended the
campmeeting at Maple. Grove last Sunday.

at

are

over

Camden. Fire started Saturday afternoon
in the Bay View street steam laundry by
the explosion of gasolene heaters. It was
owned by H. E. Capen, proprietor of the

A. Paysons’.
dence,
I.,
guests
.Mrs. Addie Adams and children of New
Haven, Conn., are visitors at J. R. Mears.
....Mrs. Frank Rowe and child of Rhode
Island, are guests of Mrs. Alvesta Hatch_
The village schools began last Monday
The upper grade is taught by Mr. Joseph O’
Whitcomb of Waldo and the primary grade
by Miss Mary Mason of Montville. Much
indignation is expressed against the action
of the town at the late town meeting....
Hon. Seth L. Milliken will speak upon the
po: tical issues of the day at the Grange
hall next Saturday evening, Sept. 5th_
Rev. Mr. Harding preaches here next SunR.

Capt. Clifton Havener and wife of Worare making a short visit in town.

Miss A it a

ningham

Morrill. Mr. D. W Moroy is attending
the State Fair at Lewiston.... Mrs. Stephen
Paysou and Mr and Mrs. Herbert of Provi-

cester

weeks

Mr. Milliken

chusetts.

Samuel Curtis of Brunswick, Ga., is maka short visit in town.

ing

Palermo. Mrs. Daniel Jones of East Vassalboro and her daughter, Nellie Dowe of
Worcester, Mass., visited relatives in this
place last week_Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Ilowe of Newton Centre, Mass., visited his
brothers at North Palermo a few days
since-F. I, Wilson and Norman Wardwell of Belfast spoke at North Palermo last
Friday evening_John Black went to Albion last week on business-Mrs, Lottie

evening Aug. 27th. The house was more
than filled, over 300 being present, which
was a large audience for this small placeHis remarks were at the point and no can.
did man could doubt the veracity of his talk.

and two

the stream.

Hon.Seth L. Miill-

sclipolliouse Thursday

the

DIED.

liAKHiii ii. I’.i Swan’s Island, Aug. 28, Captain
Belfast Aim. la. lv.
Solomon Barbour, a native oi l>eer Isle, aged 81
years.
Belfast l*r)
CuLLAMi'iu:. In Rockport, Aug. 2> uaughrer u
Mr. and .Mrs Frank (Au uimoiv. aged A weekCOKltK*
1'FI* W K!• K
*
Fa. turn
ah
F.U.ES. In Caribou. Aug. 2o.
wife of Henry tales, a native >d ramueu. ageu .7
I'r nil in.
in,/,
years.
!
F
andeks.
In Seal Harbor, South T'i■ e.a->;.-i
4
dl'ieO.
Iton hoard schooner Francis m. l.oring. Aug. 2 A
1 4* w. ! (
j 1 leans, j «Capt. Albert A. F landers ■d Uoeklami. a native d !
medium, ! :>•1" 11 F
N Mi thpoir, aged 0" yearn 7 months and 2*.• ua\>. !
yid' \v eyes 1 a*»• < 4
In Boston. Ann 2‘.». Mi>. (d-i.rgia ! Butter. | IF,
F'nWLi'.K.
4
Beet. |» it..
Fowler, formerly ol Brooks, aged 40 years.
d<1
H« »w k. In I.ineolnville, Aug. Fug Uee A. Howe.
llarlev. |> lui.
s
Cheese. (■ Itaged 10 years, 11 months and 27 days.
K.Miiu'r. In Koekland, Aug 24. Adaline F
14
1
Chicken. \1 Iti.
do.
widow of .John kuigh!, a name id
(Rliilhrook
Calfskins,
Duck, t* IF.
Islesboro, aged 82 years, 8 months and 27 da\s.
In Freedom. Aug. 28. Stephen Ktrgs. 1 do/..
M< Kenney.
Fowl. \> IF
Mckenney, aged 77 years and 8 months.
Mekkiam. In Owl’s Head. South Thomaston. (ieese. f hAug. 23, Jacob Merriam, aged 77 years.
Hitnil /'/
Newbert. In Rockland. Aug.(20, John W. NewBeet. corned p IF,
bert, a native of Appleton, aged 70 years, 8 months
Butter, >alt. 1 4 It- Fau. 1
and 20 days.
Pendleton. In Belfast, Aug. 27. ( apt. Fred- < orn. |» lui,
erick A. Pendleton, aged 00 years and 1 1 months. ( racked Corn, t* hu.
I'i.mer. In Rockland. Aug. 20, Isabel Howes, ( orn Meal, C hu,
heese, fc> lt>,
daughter of Frank M. and Rena T imer, aged 0
t otton Seed, 14 cvvt.
months and 8 days.
Codti 'll. dry, |4 IF
Cranberries, t> qt.oo.n'"’
Huston Produce Market.
Clover Seed.
IF. 1 !
Flour, {4 bbl. a 7do 4
Boston, Aug. 31, I860. The following are to- H 4 .Seed, liu, 2 1 d u 2
etc.;
of
provisions,
days quotations
Lard. I* IF
Butter—Northern cream, choice, 17 1-2 a 18c:
Eastern cream. 14 a loc.
Cheese—Northern, choice, 8 1 4a8 l-2c.
Eggs—Hennery, choice, 2<>c Eastern, 10c.
Beans—Pea, $1 <H),al 35: mediums, si 00a
1 50: vellow eyes, $1 15 a 1 25; red kidnev, $1 ou
A 25 liorse powci
a 1 lot
Hav—New York and Canada, choice, 818a 10;
in good condition.
a
H
a.
17
lower
15.
;
fair to good, $1
grades, $12
Bye straw, $16; <>at straw. $0.00.
Potatoes—Native choice,
bbl, $1.50.
3 m3bbl, $1 a$2.00.
Apples—New,
«
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